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1 General Information for Interface Monitoring in SAP 
Solution Manager (ST-A/PI 01R) 

 

The Business Process Monitoring (BPMon) functionality in SAP Solution Manager helps proactively monitor 
the successful execution of a company’s core business processes and helps to ensure the smooth and 
reliable flow of these processes. Within such monitoring, the observation of the successful and timely 
processing of the involved interfaces is of particular importance, since faulty or delayed interface processing 
can cause an entire business process to come to a stand-still. Therefore, various interface monitoring 
functionalities are provided within Business Process Monitoring (BPMon) in SAP Solution Manager.  

 

The interface monitoring functionalities available within Business Process Monitoring (BPMon) and described 
within this Setup Guide are: 

o ALE / IDoc Monitoring 

o IDoc Reporting 

o Remote Function Call Monitoring  

o tRFC Monitoring 

o qRFC Monitoring 

o bgRFC Monitoring 

o CRM Middleware/BDoc Monitoring 

o Business Workflow Monitoring 

o File Monitoring 

o SAP Batch Input Monitoring 

o XI / PI Message Monitoring 

o PI Channel Monitoring 

For each functionality listed above, the functional scope as well as the setup procedure and specific 
technical requirements are described. Since the setup procedures for the different functionalities often share 
a common structure, this common structure, together with some general information regarding the technical 
infrastructure and technical prerequisites, are described at the beginning of this document. 
 
All of these monitoring functionalities use the BPMon infrastructure in SAP Solution Manager. General 
information about the configuration and usage of BPMon is explained in detail in the “Setup Guide – 
Business Process Monitoring” and is kept to a minimum here. Please refer to the BPMon Setup Guide 
available in http://service.sap.com/bpm  Media Library  Technical Information  Setup Guide - Business 
Process Monitoring in case you have detailed questions concerning the configuration or usage of BPMon in 
SAP Solution Manager. 
 
In case you would like to include the monitoring of the non-ABAP side of your interfaces, please check  the 
Setup Guide for non-ABAP/non-SAP Monitoring. Furthermore, the BPMon environment provides a customer 
exit to create your own monitoring functionalities. Details on how to create such a monitoring functionality are 
described in the Setup Guide - Customer Exit and Setup Guide – Customer Exit with ABAP OO. These setup 
guides are also available in the media library of http://service.sap.com/bpm.  
 
Note: As of SAP Solution Manager 7.1 SP12, it is possible to run Business Process Monitoring based on the 
common Monitoring & Alerting Infrastructure (MAI). This also affects the content available for Interface 
Monitoring. Once migrated to MAI, Interface Monitoring is no longer configured in Business Process 
Monitoring Setup tool, but is part of the Interface Channel Monitoring (ICMon) application. Consequently the 
Interface Monitoring configuration takes place in ICMon setup tool. All details (available content in ICMon, 
configuration steps in ICMon setup tool, integration between BPMon and ICMon) are described in the 
common Setup Guide – Interface Channel Monitoring. 
 
Changes to last Document 
In this version of the Interface Monitoring Setup Guide the following chapters have been added, or the 
content was updated: 
 

http://service.sap.com/bpm
https://websmp203.sap-ag.de/~sapidb/011000358700006137532006E/BPMon_Setup_Guide.pdf
https://websmp203.sap-ag.de/~sapidb/011000358700006137532006E/BPMon_Setup_Guide.pdf
http://service.sap.com/~sapidb/011000358700000780862010E/SetupGuide_BPMon_nonABAP.pdf
http://service.sap.com/~sapdownload/011000358700006184412006E/Setup_Guide-Customer_Exit.pdf
https://websmp107.sap-ag.de/~sapidb/011000358700000223612011E/SetupGuide-CustomerExit_OO.pdf
http://service.sap.com/bpm
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o Chapter “Setup Procedure” (updated) 
o Chapter “Monitoring of ALE/IDocs” (updated) 
o Chapter “Monitoring of queued RFC (qRFC)” (updated) 
o Chapter “Monitoring of SAP Business Workflow” (updated) 
o Chapter “Monitoring of PI Channels” (added) 
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1.1 General Infrastructure and Technical Prerequisites 
 

In order to set up and use the interface monitoring functionalities of BPMon, it is of benefit to understand the 
basic BPMon infrastructure. This chapter gives an overview about this general infrastructure. For further 
details please refer to the Setup Guide - Business Process Monitoring.  

Depending on the interface monitoring functionality involved, additional infrastructure components might be 
used. If this is the case, the deviation from the general infrastructure is described in detail in the respective 
chapter where the monitoring functionality is explained.  

 

 

The BPMon infrastructure is contained in various add-ons. On the SAP Solution Manager system, the 
BPMon engine is part of the ST add-on. On the managed system, the interface monitoring coding that is 
called by SAP Solution Manager is part of add-on ST-A/PI. For infrastructure reasons, add-on ST-A/PI is also 
required on the SAP Solution Manager system. Depending on which add-on versions you have installed on 
your SAP Solution Manager and on the managed system, the functional scope for interface monitoring may 
be limited. In order to have the full functional scope available, you should have the most current of these 
add-ons installed. This setup guide describes the functionalities available with ST-A/PI 01R. 

 

In addition to these required software components, the following general technical prerequisites are required 
for setting up interface monitoring in SAP Solution Manager: 

o Dialog Users with sufficient authorization on SAP Solution Manager and on the managed system 

o System Landscape for the relevant systems maintained in SAP Solution Manager 

o RFC connections created (READ destination and LOGIN/TRUSTED destination, BPM_LOCAL 
destination) 

o General settings 

For details on these prerequisites please refer to SAP note 784752. 

 

Once the interface monitoring has been activated, the general infrastructure for collecting the monitoring 
data looks as follows:  

http://service.sap.com/~sapdownload/011000358700006137532006E/BPMon_Setup_Guide.pdf
https://bosap-support.wdf.sap.corp/sap/support/notes/784752
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In general, the AUTOABAP on SAP Solution Manager runs every 5 minutes and determines whether or not 
the BPMon engine needs to be started (i.e. if a data collection for a monitoring object is due). If a data 
collection is due, the BPMon engine is started via RFC (using RFC destination BPM_LOCAL_###). The 
engine runs with the user maintained in the “BPM LOCAL” RFC destination. This user now executes RFC 
calls (via the RFC READ destination) to start the data collection in the respective managed system, providing 
information about the monitoring object configuration within the RFC call (e.g. which selection criteria should 
be used for the data collection). The data collection determines the alert status and the measured value for 
the monitoring object and reports these values back to the BPMon engine. 

 

In case the data collection on the managed system takes too long, the data collection can also be scheduled 
there via background job BPM_DATA_COLLECTION_<CLIENT>_# (by setting the respective flag in the 
BPMon Setup). In this case, the data collection is executed on the managed system independently of the 
starting of the BPMon engine, and the result of the data collection is stored in a table that is part of ST-A/PI. 
Then the RFC call from the BPMon engine does not start the data collection; it only picks up the stored result 
for the data collection.  

 

Once the alert is created in the BPMon engine, the alert post processing determines whether additional 
activities (such as sending an alert email) have to be triggered. 

 

1.2 Setup Procedure 
 

If you want to configure an interface monitoring object within BPMon, you have to maintain the respective 
configuration within the Business Process Monitoring Setup Tool. To access this tool, call the work center for 
Business Process Operations in SAP Solution Manager (transaction /nSOLMAN_WORKCENTER). Within 
the work center select Common Tasks  Setup Business Process Monitoring. 

 

All interface monitoring functionalities within Business Process Monitoring make use of the so-called 
application monitoring infrastructure. Before you configure an interface monitoring object you should ensure 
that the most current definitions of available application monitoring functionalities are available in SAP 
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Solution Manager. For this, expand the navigation tree of desired solution to Logical Components and select 
the logical components / systems for which the definitions should be loaded. Select button “Load Monitor 
Definitions” after the choice was made. 

 

 

After the central application montioring repository was updated, go to node Business Scenarios in the 
navigation tree. From there, expand the business process you would like to monitor and choose a process 
step you would like to monitor. If you want to assign the interface monitoring object to it, select the button 
“Add”. 

 

 

 

If you want to assign the interface monitoring object to an interface, then select it in the process tree, go for 
the add button and choose the logical component for the monitoring object. 
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After selecting the create button, a pop-up is displayed allowing to restrict the application area and choose a 
monitoring object from a dropdown menu. Interface Montoring objects are contained within the monitoring 
types “Interfaces”. As soon as the monitoring object was chosen, the field with plain text description is filled. 
This can be changed , but must not remain empty. 
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Select the newly created monitoring object name to maintain the customizing parameters. 

 

 

In the upper part of the screen, the parameters on monitoring object object level can be maintained (tab 
Monitoring Configuration). Additional information on the respective monitoring object can be displayed by 
following the link Display Help for Montor. 

 

 

In the lower part of the screen, the entries for the chosen key figure can be maintained including alerting 
thresholds. 
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On tab Monitoring Schedule, specify when and how often the data collection is supposed to run. Data 
collection can be run based on a weekly or monthly schedule. 
In addition, define whether or not the data collection is supposed to be executed via background job (flag DC 
in Background). Data collection via background job should be used whenever long runtimes for the data 
collection are expected. For some monitoring objects this is mandatory. 

 

 

For each monitored business process step or interface, you can now configure the following additional 
functionalities: 

o You can configure links to tools or documentation to be available for further analysis in case of an alert. 
To do so, go to tab Analysis Tools and specify transactions or ABAP reports to be linked (in tab 
Transactions/Programs) or URLs (including file server paths) to be linked (in tab URLs). Observe that 
only one URL link can be configured per monitoring object. 

o You can configure automatic notifications or SAP Service Desk Messages to be created in case of an 
alert (tab Notification). Please see the Setup Guide - Auto-Reaction Messages in the media library of 
http://service.sap.com/bpm for details. 

o You can maintain information on monitoring responsibilities and activities (tab Monitoring Team and 
Monitoring Activities). 

o On tab Alert Reorganizations and Others, time frames in days for alert reorganizations can be changed 
and the flag for storing the alert data for BW can be set.  

 

 

In node Cross Functions in the tree structure of navigation, additional information regarding already 
mentioned functions like Notifications, Analysis Tools, Monitoring Teams, Activities and Alert Parameters can 
be maintained. 

http://service.sap.com/~sapdownload/011000358700000525622010E/Auto-reaction_Messages.pdf
http://service.sap.com/bpm
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Generate your monitoring customizing by selecting button “Generate”. Check the success of the generation 
in Protocol displayed on the top of the screen. Afterwards, use button “Activate” to activate your generated 
monitoring customizing. Again the success of the activation can be verified in Protocol. Now your monitoring 
object should be active. 

 

 

 

1.2.1 Get Default Values function. 

In addition, function “Get Default Values” is available, which can be used to read data from the interface 
documentation in the Solution Directory, if a technical interface has been assigned to the monitored interface 
in the business process. The parameters that identify an interface (sender or receiver data, type of interface 
document) are taken from the Routing and Technical Attributes sections maintained in the technical 
interface. Please note that when pushing the “Get Default Values” button, data entered previously via value 
help or manually will be overwritten. Further details about the documentation of interfaces can be found in 
the Media Library of http://www.service.sap.com/dcm. 

 

 

1.3 Usage – Business Process Operations Work Center. 
 

1.3.1 BPMon Infrastructure 

Once an alert for your interface monitoring object has been created, you can observe the alert in SAP 
Solution Manager in the Business Process Operations (BPO) work center. You can access this work center 
via transaction /nSOLMAN_WORKCENTER. To have access to this work center, your dialog user needs to 
have roles SAP_SMWORK_BASIC and SAP_SMWORK_BPM assigned. 

 

In the BPO work center, the alert is displayed in a graphic within the business process context. To access 
the graphic, choose area Solutions in the work center and select your solution by expanding the tray. This 
displays the business scenarios and the related business processes contained in this solution in tab 
Graphical Overview. 

http://service.sap.com/~sapidb/012002523100018344292012E
http://www.service.sap.com/dcm
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Select the name of the business process to go to the detailed monitoring graphic. 

 

 

Select the alert icon for the interface or the business process step to display the alert inbox for this interface 
or step. You can also access the alert inbox directly via area Alert Inbox in the work center. 
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In the alert inbox, you can access the alert details via the button Detail Info. This button will lead you directly 
to the alert details in the monitored system.  

 

From here, you can analyze and handle the alert situation via the following functionalities: 
 

o You have access to the analysis tool links configured during the BPMon Setup. These allow you to 
analyze the alert root cause on the managed system. 

 
For some monitoring functionalities you also have access to the “Detail Info” functionality via button 
“Detail Info.”. 

  
This functionality will usually provide you with detailed information regarding the situation that led to the 
alert (e.g. a list of all IDocs that have reached a specific status). 

o You have access to the error handling documentation linked to your monitoring object. Standard SAP 
error handling documentation (if available for the monitoring object) is accessible via button 
“Recommendation”, whilst customer specific error handling documentation is accessible via URL if the 
respective functionality has been configured during the monitoring setup. 

o You can manually create or assign an SAP Service Desk message to forward the alert to the next 
support level. 

  

o You can confirm alerts that have been solved.  

 

For details on the alert handling please see the Setup Guide - Business Process Monitoring in the media 
library of http://service.sap.com/bpm.  

 

 

http://service.sap.com/~sapdownload/011000358700006137532006E/BPMon_Setup_Guide.pdf
http://service.sap.com/bpm
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1.4 Important SAP Notes and Additional Documents 
 

The following setup guides contain detailed information for various aspects of Business Process Monitoring 
and are linked at various places throughout this document: 

o Setup Guide - Business Process Monitoring 7.1 SP5+  

o Setup Guide - BPMon Trend and Alert Analysis 7.1 SP05+ 

o Setup Guide - Business Process Analytics 7.1 SP5 

o Setup Guide - Customer Exit 

o Setup Guide - Customer Exit with ABAP OO   

 

As an additional assistance in daily operations and configurations of Business Process Monitoring, the 
document Troubleshooting Guide for BPMon was made available. 

 

All of these setup guides are available within http://service.sap.com/bpm  Media Library  Technical 
Information. 

 

In addition, the following SAP Notes contain important information regarding Business Process Monitoring: 

o 784752 – BPMon in SAP Solution Manager - Prerequisites  

o 521820 – Availability of Business Process Monitoring 

o 705569 – Activation Protocol Error Messages 

  

https://websmp110.sap-ag.de/~sapidb/011000358700006137532006E/BPMon_Setup_Guide.pdf
https://websmp110.sap-ag.de/~sapidb/011000358700000825192012E/BPMon_Al_Rep_Setup_71_SP05.pdf
https://websmp110.sap-ag.de/~sapidb/011000358700000746932012E/SetupGuide_BPAnalytics_V2.pdf
https://websmp109.sap-ag.de/~sapidb/011000358700006184412006E/Setup_Guide-Customer_Exit.pdf
https://websmp107.sap-ag.de/~sapidb/011000358700000223612011E/SetupGuide-CustomerExit_OO.pdf
https://websmp203.sap-ag.de/~sapidb/011000358700001186112010E/Troubleshooting_for_BPMon.pdf
http://service.sap.com/bpm
https://bosap-support.wdf.sap.corp/sap/support/notes/784752
https://bosap-support.wdf.sap.corp/sap/support/notes/521820
https://bosap-support.wdf.sap.corp/sap/support/notes/705569
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2 Monitoring of ALE/IDocs 

2.1 Background Information 
IDocs (Intermediate Documents) are standard containers for exchanging data between applications. 
Between SAP applications, they are transferred using the ALE (Application Link Enabling) layer which again 
uses either tRFC or File technology as the underlying technique.  

An IDoc contains different types of information. It contains the application data to be exchanged (e.g. a sales 
orders) as well as technical data providing information from where to where the IDoc is supposed to be sent. 
Furthermore, the IDoc also contains status information which shows which processing step within the data 
exchange the IDoc is currently in. These statuses can indicate error situations or success situations. Some of 
them can be intermediate statuses that are indicating backlog situations.  

For an end-to-end ALE monitoring, it is necessary to monitor the various IDoc statuses in the outbound as 
well as the inbound direction. 

 

 

2.2 Purpose and Benefit of ALE/IDoc Monitoring 
The IDoc monitoring functions of Business Process Monitoring enable you to restrict the monitoring to 
specific IDoc interfaces based on the IDoc’s header and status information. The monitoring intends to report 
on errors and growing backlogs for these specific IDoc interfaces  (monitoring object “IDoc Monitoring”), and 
to provide statistical data on the IDoc traffic like the throughput and the performance of IDoc processing as 
well (monitoring object “IDoc Reporting”). If needed the monitoring can also be restricted to certain IDoc 
contents which enables you to increase the granularity of the monitoring even more. 
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2.3 Monitoring Object “IDoc Monitoring” (IMIDOC01) 

2.3.1 System Requirements 

The following technical prerequisites have to be met in order to use the IDoc Monitoring: 

o Basis release ≥ 6.40 on all managed systems 

o Current ST-A/PI is implemented on all managed systems 

o If you want to use the parameters filtering the IDocs based on their content (IDoc data records), the 
system user that executes the data collection (i.e. the user in the READ RFC destination) has to be 
assigned the following additional authorizations on all managed systems: 

Authorization Object ID Field 

S_IDOCDEFT EDI_TCD WE30 

ACTVT 03 

S_CTS_ADMI CTS_ADMFCT TABL 

 

You can find the name of this system user on SAP Solution Manager side when checking the RFC 
READ destination that points to the managed system (via transaction SM59). The correct RFC 
destination is the one that is assigned to the respective managed system in transaction SMSY. Please 
refer to SAP note 784752 to find all basic authorizations that this user needs. 

 

2.3.2 Available Key Figures 

To monitor the successful processing of IDocs, the following key figures are available: 

Key Figure Analysis 
Transaction 

Description 

Delta Number Monitor WE05, BD87 In this key figure the data collector evaluates the number of 
suitable IDocs since the last collector run. This can be IDocs 
that either were created new in the monitored status(es) or 
IDocs whose status has changed since the last data collector 
run. 

Total Number Monitor WE05, BD87 In this key figure the number of suitable IDocs for the last x 
days is evaluated. (Number of days depends on the 
parameter “IDoc age” on object level). 

 

The first run of data collection restricts the number of IDocs to 10.000 per monitoring object. This 
applies also if several key figures and counters are set up for a specific monitoring object. In this case 
the sum of IDocs that are alerted within the different key figures and counters does not exceed 10.000 
entries. If there are more entries available, only the newest IDocs are considered for alerting. Every 
new data collection run then takes into account the newly created IDocs, so the maximum number of 
10.000 can then be exceeded per monitoring object. 

 

The key figures of this monitoring object can be used for alerting via the Business Process Monitoring 
infrastructure and for reporting via the BPMon BW Cube. The data collectors for this monitoring object 
cannot be used to provide data for Business Process Analytics. 

 

For both key figures, the first data collection after activating the monitoring evaluates all IDocs within 
the defined IDoc age. If monitoring was deactivated and activated again without changing the 
configuration of the IDoc monitoring, the first Delta Number Monitor data collection after the re-
activation evaluates all IDocs that have occurred or been changed since the last data collector run. 

https://bosap-support.wdf.sap.corp/sap/support/notes/784752
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2.3.3 Configuration on Monitoring Object Level 

In order to set up the IDoc Monitoring proceed as described in chapter Setup Procedure. Once you have 
defined your monitoring object you can select the key figures you want to monitor and specify the period for 
the data collection (tab “Monitoring Schedule”). 

 

Note that the flag for “Data Collection in Background” is set automatically, and the actual data 
collection is executed every few minutes in background mode on the managed system. The data 
collector reads EDI tables which can become very large. Thus, dialog processing of the data collection 
would impact the performance of the managed system too much. Be aware that the column “Period 
[min]” determines the frequency how often the measured value is evaluated, not how often the data 
collection actually runs.  

 

 

On monitoring object level the parameters “Direction” and “IDoc Age (in hours)” are mandatory. Wildcards 
can be used in all select-option fields.  

 

Description  Type Mandatory Select-Option F4 Help 

Direction (Inbound / Outbound) C X  X 

Partner Port C  X X 

Partner Number C  X X 

Partner Type C  X X 

Partner Function C  X    X 
1) 

Message Type C  X X 

Basic Type C  X X 

Message Code C  X  

Message Function C  X  

IDoc age (in hours) 
2) 

I X   

Count Segment I    

Field Name 1 C    

Field Value 1 (case-sensitive) C  X  
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Field Name 2 C    

Field Value 2 (case-sensitive) C  X  

Header Field Name 1 C    

Header Field Value 1 C  X  

Header Field Name 2 C    

Header Field Value 2 C  X  

Header Field Name 3 C    

Header Field Value 3 C  X  

1)
 Only available if the managed system is an application system. 

2)
 Ignore IDocs older than x hours. The collector will ignore values higher than 2 weeks = 336 hours 

 

Customizing example:  

o Direction (Inbound or Outbound): Direction of the message flow from the perspective of the monitored 

system. If the direction is INBOUND fill in sender information for the parameters below. If the direction is 

OUTBOUND fill in receiver parameters below! 

o Partner Port (Receiver Port or Sender Port): e.g. FILEPORT 

o Partner Number (Receiver Partner Number or Sender Partner Number): e.g. SIDCLNT110 

o Partner Type (Receiver Partner Type or Sender Partner Type): e.g. LS 

o Partner Function (Receiver Partner Function or Sender Partner Function): e.g. Payer in SD 

o Message Type: e.g. ORDERS 

o Basic Type (IDoc Type): e.g. ORDERS05 

o Message Code: further separator besides Message Type 

o Message Function: further separator besides Message Type 

o IDoc Age (in hours): Ignore IDocs which are older than x hours. Caution: The collector will ignore 

values higher than 2 weeks = 336 hours! 

o Count Segment: count the number of all segments with this segment name, e.g. E1EDP01 

o Segment Field Name 1/2: e.g. E1EDK01-BELNR  

o Segment Field Value 1/2: any field value that should be contained in the specified segment name 

o Header Field Name 1/2/3: additional field from IDoc header table EDIDC, e.g. SNDLAD 

o Header Field Value 1/2/3: content of the additional IDoc header field 

 

The information needed to maintain header information of the monitoring objects can be found either 
by viewing the control record of an example IDoc (BD87), in transaction WE20, or directly in table 
EDIDC. 

 

Notes: 

o Depending on your monitoring concept, it might make sense to specify as many fields as possible to 
make the monitoring as specific as possible. You can only fill in the mandatory fields as well and leave 
the other fields blank. 

o Depending on whether the system for which you are setting up the monitoring is the sender or the 
receiver system, you have to either enter receiver or sender partner information. This information can be 
gained from the managed system using the F4 help available. 

o The input for parameters “Segment Field Name 1/2”  has to be in format <segment name>-<field name>. 

Qualified segment can be monitored, too; the format of the input must then be [segment 

name]{blank}[value of qualifier]-[field name], for example: 'E1EDKA1 AG-PARTN'. 
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o Two use cases for the “Segment Field Name” / “Segment Field Value” parameters exist:  

 Specify a field name that should be monitored, as well as the respective field value: Only IDocs are 
alerted that contain at least once the specified field value in one of the specified segment fields.  

 Specify a field name that should be monitored, but leave the respective field value empty: The field 
name is only used for the detail display of alerts. That is, all field values which are contained in the 
specified segment field(s) of the alerted IDocs are listed in the detail display. (See chapter to Detail 
Info Lists for details.)  

o Parameters “Header Field Name 1/2/3” and “Header Field Value 1/2/3” enable you to separate the IDocs 
further by any IDoc header field as available in table EDIDC which is not yet contained in the standard 
set of parameters (like “Message Type” or “Partner Number”). Simply enter the name of the EDIDC field 
in parameter “Header Field Name” which you like to use for selecting the right IDocs, and the required 
value in parameter “Header Field Value”. The data collector then dynamically selects the IDocs which 
match these additional selection criteria. 

 

2.3.4 Key Figures “Delta Number Monitor” and “Total Number Monitor” 

On key figure level, the settings for the status records to be taken into account have to be maintained. 
Wildcards can be used in all select-option fields. 

 

Description Type Mandatory Select-Option F4 Help 

Status Number(s) I X X X 

Status Message Qualifier C  X  

Status Message ID C  X  

Status Message Number I  X  

Minimum Status Age (in min)  I    

Status Counter  I    

 

Detail_Info#_
Detail_Info#_
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Customizing example: 

o Status Number(s): e.g. 51 for IDoc in error 

o Status Message Qualifier: This field identifies the origin of the messages which are transmitted in the 

status. E.g. SAP messages are identified with SAP. 

o Status Message ID: e.g. E0 

o Status Message Number: e.g. 099 

o Status Age (in min): e.g. 5 minutes  

o Status Counter: e.g. 2 (This means, the IDoc has to be at least 2 times in status 51 before being 

alerted.)    

 

Notes: 

o Minimum Status Age: Sometimes the status should be at least x minutes old before taking this IDoc into 
account. Default is 0 minutes. 

o Status Counter: If an IDoc runs into an erroneous status, it might be reprocessed automatically. If the 
cause for the error still exists, the IDoc will encounter this status again. With this parameter, you can 
adjust the number of times the IDoc can take the specified status(es) before it will be alerted. 

 

The parameters “Status Age” and “Status Counter” are logically linked with OR. This means, only one 
of the parameters needs to be exceeded to take the IDoc into account for alerting. 

 

You can also define different counters for each key figure by using the “Add” button. This enables you to 
define different monitoring scenarios (like error and backlog monitoring) for IDocs with the same header 
criteria. These new objects form independent entities with different thresholds for alerting. 

 

In addition, you have to specify the thresholds for alerting. You can define threshold values in both 
directions, for “more than” and “less than” at the same time. If only one direction should be evaluated, leave 
the other fields blank. 

 

Example: 

Direction Yellow, if more than Red, if more than Red, if less than Yellow, if less than 

Only upper limit 100 500   

Only lower limit   1 10 

Both 100 500 1 10 

 

Be aware that the threshold values work as more/less than. E.g. a value of 10 for the threshold “Red, if 
less than” results in a red alert if the threshold value is 9 or even smaller. 
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It is recommended to enter a descriptive name for every counter that is specified in column “Short text”. This 
short text appears in the Alert Inbox of Business Process Operations Work Center in column “Counter” and 
therefore makes the alert easier to identify in case several counters are maintained. 

 

2.3.5 “Detail Info” List 

General Information 

After the monitoring is activated, alerts will be created in the Business Operations Work Center according to 
the monitoring schedule you configured during the setup. Refer to Setup Procedure to find details how to call 
this work center and how to navigate from there to the Alert Inbox. 

In order to see more detailed information on the IDocs that caused a certain alert, mark the respective alert 
in the Alert Inbox and select button “Detail Info”. You will be then asked to log on to the managed system.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The detailed display function allows you to display IDoc details in different views. “Error View (Alerted IDocs)” 
is displayed by default when you first call this function. As the name indicates, this view contains information 
about all IDoc errors that triggered the selected alert. 

 

All IDocs that trigger alerts are stored in a buffer table on the managed system, so that they can be 
displayed later. However, buffering is restricted based on the “IDoc Age” parameter. This parameter 
is part of the IDoc monitoring setup configured in the Business Process Monitoring Setup tool. The 
buffering time is calculated as follows: 

o IDocs are stored for at least two days after being created but are not stored for more than 14 
days. 

o If you entered an IDoc age of between two and seven days, the time for which the IDocs are 
stored in the buffer table is doubled. 

Examples: 

o If you set the IDoc Age parameter to two hours, IDocs are buffered for 48 hours. 

o If you set the IDoc Age parameter to 72 hours, IDocs are buffered for 144 hours (six days). 

o If you set the IDoc Age parameter to 240 hours (ten days), IDocs are buffered for 336 hours (14 
days). 

If you call the detailed display after the buffering time has passed, the display is either called with no 
IDocs listed at all, or it contains only some of the IDocs for the alert selected. Still you can always 
trigger a “live” data collection with the “All IDocs” button (see below) in order to get any IDocs that 
currently match the selection criteria but have not been alerted yet. 

 

Description of the Views 

Once you have entered the detailed display, you can switch between the “Error View” and “Content View” 
using the corresponding push-buttons. Both views show specific IDoc properties. The following parameters 
remain the same in both views: 

o IDoc number 

o Message Type 

o Current Status Number 
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o Status Group (traffic light grouping) 

o Age of last status change: This column displays the time since the IDoc resides in its current status. 

o Error Resolution Time: This time indicates how long it took to put the IDoc into an uncritical status after 
it has entered a critical status for the first time. The typical use-case would be that you monitor failed 
IDocs (like IDoc status 51), and you wish to be informed on the time it took to resolve the error, this 
means, to put the IDoc to successful status 53. In a more general context, the terms “critical status” and 
“uncritical status” refer to the status numbers you have configured. Each status number which is part of 
the monitoring setup is regarded as a “critical status” (although you might monitor for successfully 
created IDocs), and each status number which is not part of the configuration is regarded as “uncritical”. 
If, after entering a critical status for the first time, the IDoc is not processed any further, the point in time 
you call the detail info is used to calculate the Error Resolution Time. 

 

“Error View” displays the following additional IDoc properties: 

o Status Message Text of displayed status 

o Status Message Number of displayed status 

o Status Message ID of displayed status 

 

 

“Content View” provides information about selected IDoc contents: 

o Count Segment: <segment name> (as specified in the “Count Segment” parameter in the Business 
Process Monitoring Setup tool): displays the number of specified segments per IDoc 

o Values of Field: <segment name> - <field name> (as specified in the “Field Name 1/2" parameter in 
the Business Process Monitoring Setup tool): Content of these fields within the IDoc (either as specified 
in parameter “Field Value 1/2", or all field values) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Notes: 

o If you only want to view the field content of a single IDoc, select the relevant row in the “Error View” and 
choose “Content View”. 

o The specific columns of the “Content View” are only filled if the relevant parameters were configured 
when IDoc Monitoring was set up. Otherwise the column names are marked correspondingly (e.g. 
“Count Segment: not specified”) 

o In case you specified any field content parameters in the setup tool, but the corresponding segment 
fields could not be found in the IDoc, a generic info message is written into the table fields (e.g. 
“Specified segment could not be found”). 

 

You can also choose between the modes “Alerted IDocs” and “All IDocs”. As previously stated, “Alerted 
IDocs” lists all IDocs that triggered the alert from which you called the detailed display (provided that the IDoc 
Age has not yet been exceeded; see above). The current status of these IDocs is displayed so that you can 
see whether the problem still exists or whether it was solved between when the alert was raised and the 
detail display was called. 
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Example:  

An alert was raised at 8 a.m. for IDocs with status 51. You call the detailed display at 9 a.m. Within this hour, 
a batch job was triggered that reprocessed these failed IDocs successfully. This means that these IDocs are 
displayed with final status 53 and it is clear that no further action is required. 

If you switch to “All IDocs”, the database is searched for all IDocs that currently meet your selection criteria. 
This means IDocs that were reprocessed successfully between when the alert was raised and the detailed 
display was called are no longer displayed (because they no longer fulfill the “IDoc status” selection 
criterion). All IDocs that meet the selection criteria but were created after the alert was raised are displayed 
in addition. This enables you to immediately deal with IDoc errors for which alerts have not yet been 
triggered in the Alert Inbox. 

 

Additional Push-buttons 

In order to display more detailed information on the alerted IDocs, and also to enable error handling, several 
additional functionalities can be accessed from the detail display functionality. 

 

 

o Display IDocs: Select one or more IDocs (by highlighting the relevant rows) that are to be displayed in 
standard monitoring transaction WE05. This function is also offered for single IDocs when you double-
click the IDoc row. 

 

 

o Reprocess IDocs: Select one or more IDocs (by highlighting the relevant rows) that are to be 
reprocessed immediately and choose the push-button to start reprocessing. This will trigger report 
RBDPROCESS which is the standard tool for IDoc reprocessing. 

Important: Reprocessing of IDocs should only be executed when the underlying error of the IDoc failure 
is corrected. You can reprocess IDocs only if your user has assigned the appropriate authorizations, and 
if the IDoc is not in a final (green) status. The result of the IDoc reprocessing is displayed afterwards. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

  

    

o Display Inbound Queue (WEINBQUEUE): For inbound IDocs which are processed in a serialized 
manner via qRFC, the IDocs might get stuck during queue processing, residing in status 75. For such 
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IDocs you can display the corresponding inbound qRFC queue to which the IDoc belongs to, and search 
for the reason the inbound queue is being blocked. 

o Start Inbound Queue: By pushing this button you can start a blocked inbound qRFC queue using the 
standard report RSEINBQUEUE_PARTNER. This action can only be performed for IDocs in status 75. 
Be aware that the root cause for the blocked queue has to be resolved first (e.g. another IDoc might 
block the queue which has to be corrected first), otherwise the restart of the queue does not affect 
anything.   

o Refresh Display: Refreshes the current display and updates the current status of the IDoc, the status 
age and the error resolution time. 

o IDoc Statistics: This info box provides a brief summary of the IDocs currently displayed (depending on 
the mode “Alerted IDocs” or “All IDocs”): 

 Number of alerted / all IDocs 

 Number of Segments (only visible in case parameter "Count Segment" was maintained in Business 
Process Monitoring Setup tool) 

 Age of oldest IDoc 

 Age of newest IDoc 

 Distinct Message Types with occurrence (the five message types that occur most frequently) 

 Distinct Receiver Partners with occurrence (the five receiver partners that occur most frequently) 

 Distinct Sender Partners with occurrence (the five sender partners that occur most frequently) 

 

 

o BPMon Customizing: This info box displays the complete configuration (both monitoring object and key 
figure level parameters) for the counter for which you called the detail info. 
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2.4 Monitoring Object “IDoc Reporting” (IMIDOC02) 

2.4.1 System Requirements 

The following technical prerequisites have to be met in order to use the IDoc Reporting: 

o Basis release ≥ 6.40 on all managed systems 

o Current ST-A/PI is implemented on all managed systems 

o If you want to use the parameters filtering the IDocs based on their content (IDoc data records), the 
system user that executes the data collection (i.e. the user in the READ RFC destination) has to be 
assigned the following additional authorizations on all managed systems: 

Authorization Object ID Field 

S_IDOCDEFT EDI_TCD WE30 

ACTVT 03 

S_CTS_ADMI CTS_ADMFCT TABL 

 

You can find the name of this system user on SAP Solution Manager side when checking the RFC 
READ destination that points to the managed system (via transaction SM59). The correct RFC 
destination is the one that is assigned to the respective managed system in transaction SMSY. Please 
refer to SAP note 784752 to find all basic authorizations that this user needs. 

 

The key figures of this monitoring object can be used for alerting via the Business Process 
Monitoring infrastructure, for reporting via the BPMon BW Cube and for reporting via Business 
Process Analytics. This means that within the BPMon Setup tool, this monitoring object can also 
be assigned to a logical component in addition to the assignment possibility to business process 
steps and interfaces. For further details on the reporting function of this monitoring object, refer to 
chapter 2.5.2 (“Set up Monitoring Object “IDoc Reporting” for Reporting Purposes”). 

 

 

2.4.2 Available Key Figures 

The following key figures are available for this monitoring object: 

Key Figure Analysis 
Transaction 

Description 

Total number of IDocs 
created 

WE05, BD87 This key figure counts the number of IDocs created on a 
specific day which took over one of the statuses specified in 
BPMon configuration during their processing 

Average time to 
process IDocs 

WE05, BD87 This key figure calculates the average time it took to set all 
IDocs from an initial to a final status (configurable) 

Maximum time to 
process IDocs 

WE05, BD87 This key figure calculates the maximum time it took to set an 
IDoc from an initial to a final status (configurable) 

Percentage of IDocs 
created 

WE05, BD87 This key figure calculates the percentage of IDocs created on 
a specific day which took over one of the statuses specified in 
BPMon configuration during their processing and compares it 
against the whole number of IDocs created for the same 
interface 

Current number of 
IDocs 

WE05, BD87 This key figure counts the number of IDocs created on a 
specific day whose current status matches one of the IDoc 
statuses specified in BPMon configuration 

https://bosap-support.wdf.sap.corp/sap/support/notes/784752
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Percentage of current 
IDocs 

WE05, BD87 This key figure calculates the percentage of IDocs created on 
a specific day whose current status matches one of the IDoc 
statuses specified in BPMon configuration and compares 
them against the whole number of IDocs created for the 
same interface 

 

2.4.3 Configuration on Monitoring Object Level 

In order to set up the IDoc Reporting, proceed as described in chapter Setup Procedure. Once you have 
defined your Monitoring Object, you can select the key figures (tab “Key Figures”) you want to monitor and 
specify the period for the data collection (tab “Monitoring Schedule”). 

 

Note that the flag for “Data Collection in Background” is set automatically, but you are able to remove 
this flag and hence force the data collector to run in dialog mode. Be aware that the IDoc data is read 
from the EDI tables which can become very large. Thus long run times of the data collector may 
occur, possibly leading to time-out issues when running in dialog mode. 

 

On Monitoring Object level, the header selection criteria for the IDoc control record have to be specified. 
Parameter “Direction” is mandatory. Wildcards can be used in all select-option fields.  

 

Description  Type Mandatory Select-Option F4 Help 

Direction (Inbound / Outbound) C X  X 

Partner Port C  X X 

Partner Number C  X X 

Partner Type C  X X 

Partner Function C  X    X 
1) 

Message Type C  X X 

Basic Type C  X X 

Message Code C  X  

Message Function C  X  

Selected Time Frame
 

C X   

End of Time Frame C    

Segment Field Name 1 C    

Segment Field Value 1 (case-sensitive) C  X  

Segment Field Name 2 C    

Segment Field Value 2 (case-sensitive) C  X  

Header Field Name 1 C    

Header Field Value 1 C  X  

Header Field Name 2 C    

Header Field Value 2 C  X  

Header Field Name 3 C    

Header Field Value 3 C  X  

1)
 Only available if the managed system is an application system. 
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Notes: 

o Depending on your monitoring concept, it might make sense to specify as many fields as possible to 
make the monitoring as specific as possible. You can only fill in the mandatory fields as well and leave 
the other fields blank. 

o Depending on whether the system for which you are setting up the monitoring is the sender or the 
receiver system, you have to either enter receiver or sender partner information. This information can be 
gained from the managed system using the F4 help available. 

o The selection parameters “Selected Time Frame” and “End of Time Frame” define the time window for 
which IDocs should be evaluated on the managed system. As a minimum input, “Selected Time Frame” 
has to be filled which sets the maximum age for the IDocs. Optionally you can provide an input for 
parameter “End of Time Frame”, which sets the minimum age of the IDocs. If you leave this parameter 
blank, all IDocs up to the point of data collection are evaluated. See examples below for further 
explanation. 

For historic reasons parameter “Selected Time Frame” can be filled with values TD (to monitor the whole 
current day) or YD (to monitor the whole day yesterday). Apart it is possible to monitor dynamic time 
ranges. The input for both parameters has to be maintained the following way: 

 

Syntax = {Placeholder}{Operator}{Offset} 

 

The {Placeholder} has to be prefixed by a "$" sign. The optional {Offset} is entered as an integer value 
after the {Operator}. For {Operator}, you can choose the following signs: 

"-": decrements the offset 

"+": increments the offset 

 

For the placeholder, the following keywords are available: 

Placeholder Description Unit of Offset 

$TIMEM Timestamp now Minutes 

$TIMEH Timestamp now Hours 

$TIMED Timestamp now Days 

$HOURR Current full hour Hours 

$TODAY Current day Days 

$FDOCW First day of current week Days 

$LDOCW Last day of current week Days 

$FDOPW First day of previous week Days 

$LDOPW Last day of previous week Days 

$DELTA 
1) 

Delta read (only IDocs created since last data collection)  

1)  
Any offset for placeholder $DELTA is ignored, and you cannot use it with an entry in the "End of Time 

Frame" parameter. In delta mode, the data collector gets all IDocs which were created since the last data 
collection, up to the current time. 

 

Examples: 

a) Using parameter “Selected Time Frame” only: 

 $TIMEM-45 = previous 45 minutes (from now) 

 $TIMEH-10 = previous 10 hours (from now) 

 $TIMED-3 = previous 3 days (from now) 

 $HOURR-1 = full last hour 

 $TODAY-2 = previous 2 full calendar days 

 $FDOPW+1 = Tuesday of last week 
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b) Using parameter “End of Time Frame” in addition: 

 Selected Time Frame = $TIMEH-10 

 End of Time Frame = $TIMEH-2 

=> Only IDocs which were created between 10 hours and 2 hours ago are considered. 

Note that the parameter combination must make sense. For example, a configuration like ($TIMEH-
10)  ($TIMEH-20) is not feasible, so the data collector will not find any IDocs. 

 

Performance Warning: The dynamic time frame logic can technically select a long time frame (such as 
the last 180 days), but such selection conditions may severely impair the performance of the managed 
system, and even cause the data collector to dump. Select the timeframe carefully. You should run the 
data collector regularly (for example daily, for the previous day) rather than less often for a longer time 
frame. Longer time frames can be viewed in the BPMon BW reporting tools. 

o The input for parameters “Segment Field Name 1/2” has to be in format <segment name>-<field name>. 

Qualified segment can be monitored, too; the format of the input must then be [segment 

name]{blank}[value of qualifier]-[field name], for example: 'E1EDKA1 AG-PARTN'. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

o The “Segment Field Name” / “Segment Field Value” parameters are to be used as follows:  

 Specify a field name that shall be monitored, as well as the respective field value: Only IDocs are 
alerted that contain at least once the specified field value in one of the specified segment fields. 

 In contrast to the “IDoc Monitoring” monitoring object, the “IDoc Reporting” does not offer a “Detail 
Info” functionality. That means that it does not make sense to fill only the Field Name parameter in 
order to see in the detail info list all Field Values available in each IDoc as it can be  
done for the “IDoc Monitoring” monitoring object. 

o Parameters “Header Field Name 1/2/3” and “Header Field Value 1/2/3” enable you to separate the IDocs 
further by any IDoc header field as available in table EDIDC which is not yet contained in the standard 
set of parameters (like “Message Type” or “Partner Number”). Simply enter the name of the EDIDC field 
in parameter “Header Field Name” which you like to use for selecting the right IDocs, and the required 
value in parameter “Header Field Value”. The data collector then dynamically selects the IDocs which 
match these additional selection criteria. 
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Customizing example:  

o Direction (Inbound or Outbound): Direction of the message flow from the perspective of the monitored 

system. If the direction is INBOUND fill in sender information for the parameters below. If the direction is 

OUTBOUND fill in receiver parameters below! 

o Partner Port (Receiver Port or Sender Port): e.g. FILEPORT 

o Partner Number (Receiver Partner Number or Sender Partner Number): e.g. SIDCLNT110 

o Partner Type (Receiver Partner Type or Sender Partner Type): e.g. LS 

o Partner Function (Receiver Partner Function or Sender Partner Function): e.g. Payer in SD 

o Message Type: e.g. ORDERS 

o Basic Type (IDoc Type): e.g. ORDERS05 

o Message Code: further separator besides Message Type 

o Message Function: further separator besides Message Type 

o Selected Time Frame (see notes above): e.g. $TODAY-7 

o End of Time Frame (see notes above): e.g.  $TODAY-1 

o Segment Field Name 1 / 2: e.g. E1EDK01-BELNR  

o Segment Field Value 1 / 2: any field value that should be contained in the specified segment name 

o Header Field Name 1/2/3: additional field from IDoc header table EDIDC, e.g. SNDLAD 

o Header Field Value 1/2/3: content of the additional IDoc header field 

 

The information needed to maintain header information of the monitoring objects can be found either 
by viewing the control record of an example IDoc (BD87) or in transaction WE20. 

 

 

2.4.4 Key Figures “Total Number of IDocs Created” and “Current Number of IDocs” 

These key figures measure the number of IDocs created within a specified time frame. The IDocs to be taken 
into account are defined by the header information you maintain on monitoring object level, and based on the 
status record details that can be maintained on key figure level. 

For key figure “Total Number of IDocs Created”, an IDoc contributes to the measured value as soon as it 
took over one of the specified statuses at least once during its processing. This means, the current status of 
the IDoc does not necessarily has to be one of the specified statuses; all status records are considered. In 
contrast, the key figure “Current Number of IDocs” counts only those IDocs whose current status is one of 
the statuses as provided in parameter “Status Number(s)”.  

On key figure level you have to provide at least mandatory parameter “Status Number(s)”. Wildcards can be 
used in all select-option fields. 

 

Description Type Mandatory Select-Option F4 Help 

Status Number(s) C X X X 

Status Message Qualifier C  X  

Status Message ID C  X  

Status Message Number I  X  

Minimum Status Age 
1) 

I    

Status Counter  I    

Relevant Status Record C   X 

Minimum Processing Time (s) I    

1)
 Only available for key figure “Current Number of IDocs” 
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Customizing example: 

o Status Number(s): e.g. 51 for IDoc in error 

o Status Message Qualifier: This field identifies the origin of the messages which are transmitted in the 

status. E.g. SAP messages are identified with SAP. 

o Status Message ID: e.g. E0 

o Status Message Number: e.g. 099 

o Minimum Status Age: e.g. 10 minutes. Only IDocs are taken into account whose current status is older 

than the time specified in this parameter (to avoid that IDocs are alerted too early). 

o Status Counter: e.g. 2 (This means, the IDoc has to be at least 2 times in status 51 before being 

alerted.)   

o Relevant Status Record: rules against which status record the status message parameters are 

compared. Possible values are “First”, “Last”, and “Match Status Counter”. If no value is maintained the 

data collector uses value “Last” as a default.   

o Minimum Processing Time: e.g. 180 secs. If set, an IDoc is only taken into account if the time 

difference between IDoc creation time and the creation time of the relevant IDoc status exceeds the 

Minimum Processing Time 

 

Refer to chapter 2.5.2 (How to Work with “IDoc Reporting” Parameters on Key Figure Level) for a more 
detailed explanation on how the different key figure parameters act together. 

 

You can also define different counters for each key figure by selecting the “Add” button. This enables you to 
define different monitoring scenarios for IDocs with the same header criteria (like calculating the throughput 
for successfully posted IDocs, or measuring the number of failed IDocs). These new objects form 
independent entities with different thresholds for alerting. 

 

After maintaining the configuration parameters you have to specify the thresholds for alerting, too. You can 
define threshold values in both directions, for “more than” and “less than” at the same time. If only one 
direction should be evaluated leave the other fields blank. 

 

Example: 

Direction Yellow, if more than Red, if more than Red, if less than Yellow, if less than 

Only upper limit 100 500   

Only lower limit   1 10 

Both 100 500 1 10 

 

Be aware that the threshold values work as more/less than. E.g. a value of 10 for the threshold “Red, if 
less than” results in a red alert if the threshold value is 9 or even smaller. 

 

It is recommended to enter a descriptive name for every counter that is specified in column “Parameter text”. 
This short text appears in the Alert Inbox in Business Process Operations Work Center in column “Counter” 
and therefore makes the alert easier to identify in case several counters are maintained. 

 

2.4.5 Key Figures “Average Time to Process IDocs” and “Maximum Time to 

Process IDocs” 

These key figures measure the IDoc’s processing time between two status numbers (“initial and final status”) 
and return either the average processing time for all IDocs, or the maximum time it took to process one of the 
IDocs out of the subset of all matching IDocs. The IDocs to be taken into account are defined by the header 
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information you maintain on monitoring object level, and based on the status record details that can be 
maintained on key figure level. 

On key figure level you have to provide at least mandatory parameters “Initial Status Number” and “Final 
Status Number”. Wildcards can be used in all select-option fields. 

 

Description Type Mandatory Select-Option F4 Help 

Initial Status Number C X  X 

Final Status Number C X  X 

Final IDocs only? C   X 

Status Message Qualifier C  X  

Status Message ID C  X  

Status Message Number I  X  

Status Counter  I    

Relevant Status Record C   X 

Minimum Processing Time (s) 
1) 

I    

1)
 Only available for key figure “Average Time to Process IDocs” 

 

Customizing example: 

o Initial Status Number: e.g. 50 for IDoc added 

o Final Status Number: e.g. 51 for IDoc in error 

o Final IDocs only?: Possible values are ‘X’ and ‘<blank>’. If set, only those IDocs are evaluated which 

already entered the “Final Status Number” 

o Status Message Qualifier: This field identifies the origin of the messages which are transmitted in the 

status. E.g. SAP messages are identified with SAP. 

o Status Message ID: e.g. E0 

o Status Message Number: e.g. 099 

o Status Counter: e.g. 2 (This means, the IDoc has to be at least 2 times in status 51 before being 

alerted.) 

o Relevant Status Record: rules against which status record the status message parameters are 

compared. Possible values are “First”, “Last”, and “Match Status Counter”. See notes below for further 

explanation. If no value is maintained the data collector uses value “Last” as a default.   

o Minimum Processing Time: e.g. 180 secs. If set, an IDoc is only taken into account if the time 

difference between IDoc creation time and the creation time of the relevant IDoc status exceeds the 

Minimum Processing Time 

 

Refer to chapter 2.5.2 (How to Work with “IDoc Reporting” Parameters on Key Figure Level) for a more 
detailed explanation on how the different key figure parameters act together. 

    

Notes: 

o Initial/Final Status Number: It can be that the IDoc takes over one of the specified statuses several times. 
For example, if reprocessing takes place for erroneous IDocs, status 51 can be taken over several times. 
For calculating the processing time the timestamp of the status record which was created when the IDoc 
entered the specified status for the first time is used.   

o It can be that, to the point in time of data collection, IDocs exist on the system which took over the “Initial 
Status Number”, but did not reach the “Final Status Number” yet. If you set the flag in parameter “Final 
IDocs Only?”, such IDocs will be ignored and hence do not contribute to the processing time calculation. 
If you do not set the flag, those IDocs are taken into account for the processing time calculation, too. 
Then, the time difference between an IDoc’s creation timestamp and the actual timestamp (the point in 
time of data collection) is used to calculate an IDoc’s (actual) processing time. 
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You can also define different counters for each key figure by selecting the “Add” button. This enables you to 
define different monitoring scenarios for IDocs with the same header criteria (like calculating the throughput 
for successfully posted IDocs, or measuring the number of failed IDocs). These new objects form 
independent entities with different thresholds for alerting. 

 

After maintaining the configuration parameters you have to specify the thresholds for alerting. You can define 
threshold values in both directions, for “more than” and “less than” at the same time. If only one direction 
should be evaluated, leave the other fields blank. 

Example: 

Direction Yellow, if more than Red, if more than Red, if less than Yellow, if less than 

Only upper limit 100 500   

Only lower limit   1 10 

Both 100 500 1 10 

 

Be aware that the threshold values work as more/less than. E.g. a value of 10 for the threshold “Red, if 
less than” results in a red alert if the threshold value is 9 or even smaller. 

 

It is recommended to enter a descriptive name for every counter that is specified in column “Parameter text”. 
This short text appears in the Alert Inbox in Business Process Operations Work Center in column “Counter” 
and therefore makes the alert easier to identify in case several counters are maintained. 

 

 

2.4.6 Key Figures “Percentage of IDocs Created” and “Percentage of Current 

IDocs” 

This key figures calculates the percentage of IDocs created in a specified status within a given time frame. In 
order to calculate the percentage, the number of matching IDocs (having one of the specified status(es)) is 
compared against the number of all IDocs created the same day in the same interface (i.e all IDocs which 
have the same IDoc header criteria): 

 

  
                                                                 

                                             
 

 

Example: You like to know how many IDocs are created in error statuses 51 or 56 yesterday. Assuming the 
numbers from yesterday are as follows:  

- 5 IDocs created running into status 51 

- 80 IDocs created running into status 53 

- 15 IDocs created running into status 56 

 

 
    

       
 

  

   
       20 % IDocs in status 51 or 56 

 

For key figure “Percentage of IDocs Created”, an IDoc contributes to the measured value as soon as it took 
over one of the specified statuses at least once during its processing. This means, the current status of the 
IDoc does not necessarily has to be one of the specified statuses; all status records are considered. In 
contrast, the key figure “Percentage of Current IDocs” considers only those IDocs whose current status is 
one of the statuses as provided in parameter “Status Number(s)”.  

On key figure level, you have to provide at least mandatory parameter “Status Number(s)”. Wildcards can be 
used in all select-option fields. 
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Description Type Mandatory Select-Option F4 Help 

Status Number(s) C X X X 

Status Message Qualifier C  X  

Status Message ID C  X  

Status Message Number I  X  

Minimum Status Age 
1)

  I    

Status Counter  I    

Relevant Status Record C   X 

Minimum Processing Time (s) I    

1) 
 Only available for key figure “Percentage of Current IDocs” 

 

Customizing example: 

o Status Number(s): e.g. 51 for IDoc in error 

o Status Message Qualifier: This field identifies the origin of the messages which are transmitted in the 

status. E.g. SAP messages are identified with SAP. 

o Status Message ID: e.g. E0 

o Status Message Number: e.g. 099 

o Minimum Status Age: e.g. 10 minutes. Only IDocs are taken into account whose current status is older 

than the time specified in this parameter (to avoid that IDocs are alerted too early). 

o Status Counter: e.g. 2 (This means, the IDoc has to be at least 2 times in status 51 before being 

alerted.)   

o Relevant Status Record: rules against which status record the status message parameters are 

compared. Possible values are “First”, “Last”, and “Match Status Counter”. See notes below for further 

explanation. If no value is maintained the data collector uses value “Last” as a default.   

o Minimum Processing Time: e.g. 180 secs. If set, an IDoc is only taken into account if the time 

difference between IDoc creation time and the creation time of the relevant IDoc status exceeds the 

Minimum Processing Time 

 

Refer to chapter 2.5.2 (How to Work with “IDoc Reporting” Parameters on Key Figure Level) for a more 
detailed explanation on how the different key figure parameters act together. 

 

You can also define different counters for each key figure by selecting the “Add” button. This enables you to 
define different monitoring scenarios for IDocs with the same header criteria (like calculating the throughput 
for successfully posted IDocs, or measuring the number of failed IDocs). These new objects form 
independent entities with different thresholds for alerting. 

 

After maintaining the configuration parameters, you also have to specify the thresholds for alerting. You can 
define threshold values in both directions, for “more than” and “less than” at the same time. If only one 
direction should be evaluated, leave the other fields blank. 

 

Example: 

Direction Yellow, if more than Red, if more than Red, if less than Yellow, if less than 

Only upper limit 100 500   

Only lower limit   1 10 

Both 100 500 1 10 
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Be aware that the threshold values work as more/less than. E.g. a value of 10 for the threshold “Red, if 
less than” results in a red alert if the threshold value is 9 or even smaller. 

 

It is recommended to enter a descriptive name for every counter that is specified in column “Parameter text”. 
This short text appears in the Alert Inbox in Business Process Operations Work Center in column “Counter” 
and therefore makes the alert easier to identify in case several counters are maintained. 

 

2.4.7 “Detail Info” Lists 

No detail information function exists for this monitoring object. 

 

2.5 Further Information  

2.5.1 Setup Best-Practice for Monitoring Object “IDoc Monitoring” 

The following considerations are necessary for the setup: 

o Setup a concept for ALE / IDoc monitoring. 

 Evaluate typical and known incidents in the past. 

 Evaluate the support organization and who should be notified in which cases (per message type, per 
status, per status number etc.). 

 Define the data collection frequencies. 

 

o Set up the ALE / IDoc monitoring. 

 Create monitoring objects according to your IDoc monitoring concept. 

 Decide which key figure type (“Total Number Monitor” or “Delta Number Monitor”) is more suitable or 
whether both are needed. 

 Set up the monitoring customizing (communication partners, message type etc.) and define statuses 
to be monitored. 

 

Which statuses should be monitored depends very much on your individual ALE scenario and your past 
experience with IDoc processing. The following statuses are considered as being critical and are 
recommended to be monitored. Additionally it is recommended to check for errors or backlog situations in 
the past and include those into the monitoring concept, if necessary. 

 

Statuses for the Outbound Direction 

o Technical error monitoring 

Status Description 

29 Error in ALE service (e.g. errors with field conversion etc.) 

26 Syntax error (e.g. too many segments, wrong IDoc structure etc.) 

37 IDoc added incorrectly 

2 Error passing data to port (e.g. port not available, file system not 

available etc.) 

20 Error triggering EDI subsystem (e.g. error during OS script 

processing) 

If ALE-Audit is used, the status 40 should also be monitored representing application errors. 

 The status is the status on the receiver system. 
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Status Description 

40 Application document not posted (application specific error 

situations) 

 

If converters (e.g. Seeburger, SAP Business Connector etc.) are used, the following statuses are 
relevant for technical error monitoring. 

Status Description 

4 Error within control information of EDI subsystem 

5 Error During Translation 

7 Error during syntax check 

9 Error during interchange handling 

11 Error during dispatch 

15 Interchange Acknowledgement negative 

17 Functional Acknowledgement negative 

 

o Backlog monitoring 

For a backlog monitoring the parameter “Status Age” needs to be considered. In some ALE scenarios 
the IDocs will be processed immediately and in other scenarios the IDocs are gathered and processed 
by background jobs (e.g. every 60 minutes). 

Therefore it makes sense to set the parameter for status age to e.g. 60 minutes in order to avoid being 
alerted because of an intermediate backlog situation. 

 
Status Description 

30 

 

IDoc ready for dispatch (if immediately the alert should be 

triggered immediately, otherwise depending on the scheduling of 

the RSEOUT00) 

03 Data passed to port OK (Status 03 is set as soon as the IDoc is 

handed over to the tRFC layer. If report RBDMOIND is running 

the status 03 is switched to 12, meaning that too many IDocs in 

status 03 indicate a backlog! Otherwise 03 can be a final status.) 

If ALE-Audit is used also the status 39 on the receiver system should be monitored.  

  

Status Description 

39 IDoc ready to be transferred to application  (if immediately the 

alert should be triggered immediately, otherwise depending on 

the scheduling of the RBDAPP01 report) 

 

Statuses for the Inbound Direction 

o Technical error monitoring 

Status Description 

65 Error in ALE service (e.g. errors with field conversion etc.) 

60 Syntax error (e.g. too many segments, wrong IDoc structure etc.) 

56 IDoc with errors added (e.g. Partner not found) 

66 IDoc is waiting for predecessor IDoc (serialization) [with buffer 

time on status] 
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o Backlog monitoring 

Status Description 

64 IDoc ready to be transferred to application (if immediately the 

alert should be triggered immediately, otherwise depending on 

the scheduling of the RBDAPP01) 

75 IDoc is in inbound queue (if sent via qRFC) 

 

o Application error monitoring 

Status Description 

51 Application document not posted (application specific error 

situations) 

 

2.5.2 How to Work with “IDoc Reporting” Parameters on Key Figure Level 

General Information 

On key figure level of the “IDoc Reporting” monitoring object, several parameters are available which enable 
you to further filter the IDocs which have already been pre-selected based on their header data. Basic and 
mandatory information is the status number which you intend to monitor. For key figures 01, 04, 05, and 06 
( count and percentage key figures) you can provide more than one status number using the select-options 
functionality. This enables you e.g. to monitor all IDocs which have been created in an erroneous inbound 
status (like status numbers 51, 56, 60, 65, 66) at the same time. Key figures 02 and 03 ( processing time 
key figures) expect two single status numbers, the initial and the final status, between which the processing 
time is to be calculated. 

 

If you are interested in monitoring not just the first occurrence of a certain status number (e.g. as the IDoc 
might be subject to automated reprocessing in failure case), you can set the “Status Counter” parameter to a 
finite value. Then only IDocs are alerted which fulfill this additional condition. Caution: For key figures 01, 04, 
05, and 06 only the lowest status number maintained will be taken into account for this additional check. For 
key figures 02 and 03, the status counter check is only applied to the status number maintained as the final 
status. 

For the key figures 05 and 06 which monitor only the current status of an IDoc, it is also possible to provide a 
“Minimum Status Age” in minutes. If set, the creation timestamp of the current status is checked against the 
settings in this parameter. Only if the current status resides longer in this status than specified in “Minimum 
Status Age”, the IDoc is taken into consideration. This way you avoid being alerted too early on a certain 
critical situation. For example, if you wish to monitor intermediate statuses, you might be interested only in 
IDocs which do not leave this intermediate status as expected, but remain in this status too long. 

The “Minimum Processing Time” parameter enables you to restrict the data collection only to long-running 
IDocs: IDocs which took more time to reach the “Final Status Number” since their creation than specified in 
the “Minimum Processing Time” parameter. For example, you like to count the number of long-running IDocs 
in status 53. Imagine IDocs on your system normally reach this status 53 in average 20 seconds after they 
have been created. Thus you like to count only the number of IDocs which exceed this average processing 
time. By setting “Minimum Processing Time” = 20, the data collector ignores all IDocs which reached status 
53 faster than these 20 seconds. In the example below, only IDoc 2049998 would be taken into account, but 
not 2050000: 
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Besides, the following further parameters are available aiming at the content of the IDoc status message: 

o Status Message Qualifier 

o Status Message ID 

o Status Message Number 

o Relevant Status Record 

The first three parameters can be used to filter the IDocs by a certain status message (e.g. if you only want 
to be alerted for a specific application-related error the IDoc runs into). The Relevant Status Record 
parameter enables you to define which of the matching status records are to be queried against the status 
message parameters. Three options exist: 

o First status record with matching status: The first status record (in chronological order) which 
matches the IDoc header conditions and has the right status number is checked against the status 
message parameters. 

o Last (current) status record: The last status record (in chronological order) which matches the IDoc 
header conditions and has the right status number is checked against the status message parameters. 

o First status record with matching status considering Status Counter: This option takes into account 
the settings of the Status Counter parameter. This means, if the Status Counter parameter is set to a 
finite value, the data collector checks the status message of the first relevant status record which fulfills 
the Status Counter condition. For example, if you have set Status Counter to value 2, then the second 
matching status record within the IDoc’s status record chronology is checked whether it fulfills the status 
message parameter conditions.  
Note: if you use this option but leave the Status Counter parameter blank, then the data collector 
behaves as if option “First status record with matching status” has been chosen. 

 

Sample Monitoring Scenarios 

In the following you can find some monitoring scenarios which illustrate the data collection logic for the status 
record search as explained above. 

1) You like to check your delivery IDocs against functional errors for which you are responsible for. Those 
failures are identfied by the following status message settings: 

 Status Message Qualifer: SAP 

 Status Message ID: ME 

 Status Message Number: 777 

 

 

27 secs 

1 sec 
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Once the IDoc runs into such an error, further matching status records are created at the same time 
which, however, do not reflect the initial error situation. Thus you set the Relevant Status Record 
condition to option “First”. So only the first occurrence of all matching status records is checked against 
the settings in status message parameters, and hence will only find the IDocs relevant for you: 

 

2) The following example shows a similar use-case. Inbound order IDocs shall be monitored and alerted if 
they run into a functional error: 

 Status Message Qualifer: SAP 

 Status Message ID: VG 

 Status Message Number: 204 
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In this case, each time such a functional error occurs, preceding status records with same status number 
are written, which again are not of interest, as they cannot be used to determine the responsible person 
to be notified about the IDoc failure. Thus, in this case the last matching status record shall be compared 
with the status message parameters, so parameter Relevant Status Record is set to option “Last”. 

 

 

3) Imagine the IDocs of above example 2) are subject to automatic reprocessing, which might create further 
erroneous status records which are however not usable for identifying the underlying functional error. 
Thus you are always interested in only the third status message created:  
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In this case you can use the following settings in monitoring setup: 

 Status Message Qualifer: SAP 

 Status Message ID: VG 

 Status Message Number: 204 

 Status Counter: 3 

 Relevant Status Record: First status record with matching status considering Status Counter 

This will always evaluate the third matching status record (which is known to be the relevant one) against 
the status message parameter settings. 
 

 

2.5.3 Set up Monitoring Object “IDoc Reporting” for Reporting Purposes  

Unlike the monitoring object “IDoc Monitoring”, the object “IDoc Reporting” can also be assigned to a logical 
component. In that case the data provided by the respective data collectors is not used for alerting, but to 
feed the reporting tools BPMon offers. This includes the Business Process Analytics tool and the Business 
Process Operations Dashboards. For details regarding the setup and use of the two application refer to SAP 
Service Marketplace, alias BPM, and follow the path Media Library  Technical Information  “Setup Guide 
– Business Process Analytics” and “Setup Guide – Business Process Operations Dashboards”, respectively. 

 

In general, the setup of the IDoc Reporting monitoring object is carried out exactly as described in the 
previous chapters. However, some special features have to be considered during the setup for reporting 
purpose: 

o One of the features the BPMon reporting tools offer is the display of data in an aggregated way. The 
measured values can be grouped by different selection criteria. The “IDoc Reporting” is enabled to group 
the measured values by parameters "Partner Number", "Message Type", “Segment Field Value 1”, 
“Segment Field Value 2”, "Status", “Status Message ID”, and “Status Message Number”.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

In order to activate this aggregation, the "Group by" flag has to be set for each of the parameters in 
scope. You can either provide a set of entries you want the data collection to be restricted to (e.g. you 
are only interested in a small sub-set of partner numbers), or you can leave the corresponding fields 
blank which means all possible values found on the managed system will be included into the 
aggregation (e.g. aggregate all message types found for the specified IDoc interface). 

Partner A              Partner B Partner C

IDocs yesterday

All IDocs

IDocs yesterday
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o If you want to group parameter "Status No." on key figure level, you have to set the "Group by" flag and 
additionally enter a wildcard character into the select-options field. The aggregation for parameter 
“Status No.” can only be performed for key figures “Total number of IDocs created”, “Percentage of 
IDocs created”, “Current Number of IDocs”, and “Percentage of Current IDocs”. 
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o For the aggregation of parameters “Segment Field Value 1” and “Segment Field Value 2” on monitoring 
object level, a special logic applies. Normally, a so-called Semantic ID is assigned to each parameter 
which is to be aggregated. This Semantic ID helps to identify the right master data for the corresponding 
parameter which is later needed in the BPMon Reporting tools to display the data in a readable format. 
For example, for parameter “Message Type”, a Semantic ID is assigned which retrieves all long texts for 
the available message types from the managed system. In the BPMon Reporting tools, message type 
MATMAS would then be displayed as “Material Master”. 
In the case of the “Segment Field Values” parameters it is not possible to assign such a fix Semantic ID 
per default, as for each monitoring object different field values can be extracted. For example, the IDoc’s 
payload can be searched for a plant, or a business partner, or a sales organization which is later to be 
used to do e.g. benchmarking in the BP Analytics tool. Thus, as this context information is only available 
during the configuration of a specific monitoring object, the Semantic ID has to be assigned during 
BPMon setup, too. If you set the “Group By” flag for the “Segment Field Values” parameter, you have to 
fill the fields for  “Semantic ID for Segm. Field Value”, too: 

 

 

In the above example the IDoc’s payload is searched for the affected sales organization in IDoc segment 
field E1EDKA1-PARTN, and for the affected plant in segment field E1EDP01-WERKS. Thus the Semantic 
IDs ERP_EKORG and ERP_WERK, respectively, are assigned which extract the master data for the 
available sales organizations and plants from the managed system. 
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The set of Semantic IDs provided in SAP standard is accessible via value help. You can also define 
customer-specific Semantic IDs. Please refer to “Setup Guide – Customer Monitor with ABAP OO” to find a 
description on how this can be done. The guide is available at SAP Service Marketplace, alias BPM  
Media Library  Technical Information. 
 
  

https://websmp109.sap-ag.de/~sapidb/011000358700000223612011E/SetupGuide-CustomerExit_OO.pdf
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3 Monitoring of Remote Function Call (RFC) 
Connections  

3.1 Background Information 
RFC connections are used for communication between SAP and/or non-SAP systems. There are different 
types of RFC connections. This monitor enables you to monitor RFC connections of type ‘ABAP’. 

 

3.2 Purpose and Benefit of Monitoring RFC Connections 
Within the Business Process Monitoring functionality of the SAP Solution Manager, an automated RFC 
connection test is possible. This way, an automated monitoring for any incidents regarding the system 
connection and availability can be established. This monitor checks whether the RFC client can reach the 
RFC server for a specific RFC destination but does not perform an authorization check. 

 

3.3 Monitoring Object “Evaluate RFC Connections” 
(BORFCCON) 

3.3.1 System Requirements 

The following technical prerequisites have to be met in order to use the Monitoring Object “Evaluate RFC 
Connections”:  

o Basis release ≥ 6.40 on managed system 

o Current ST-A/PI is implemented on managed system 

 

3.3.2 Available Key Figures 

Key Figure Analysis Transaction Description 

Availability of 
RFC connection 

SM59 In this key figure the functioning of an RFC destination 
can be automatically checked at regular intervals.  

3.3.3 Configuration on Monitoring Object Level 

Select the key figure and specify the period for the data collection as described in chapter Setup Procedure. 

 

3.3.4 Key Figure “Availability of RFC Connection” 

To successfully set up the monitoring for “Availability of RFC Connection” the following parameters must be 
maintained: 

o RFC Destination (mandatory): via value help 

o Max. wait time [s] (mandatory): specify the threshold for the RFC response time. 

 

Afterwards specify YELLOW or RED as the rating for an alert to be raised if the system does not answer 
within the maintained time. 
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4 Monitoring of transactional RFC (tRFC) 

4.1 Background Information 
Via tRFC, data can be transferred safely and reliably between applications. The RFC client calls a specific 
function module on the RFC server. The called function module is executed exactly once on the server. The 
resulting data is then stored temporarily in the SAP database under a unique transaction ID (TID), that is, 
data creation and data transmission are two separate processes. The tRFC is used for example to send 
business documents from one SAP system to another SAP system, often by using the ALE/IDoc layer. 

One or several functional module calls can be grouped into a single tRFC LUW (logical unit of work). Due to 
its asynchronous nature, the tRFC can handle situations where the called remote system is not available at 
the time of posting. In such a case, a reprocessing is triggered by the tRFC framework. 

The status of the transmission and processing can be monitored in the SAP system. Errors can occur during 
communication and/or in the function module or the processing program. 
 

4.2 Purpose and Benefit of Monitoring tRFC 
This monitoring object monitors the tRFC entries (transactional remote function calls). It can be used for an 
automatic monitoring and alerting instead of the standard transaction SM58. 

 

4.3 Monitoring Object “tRFC Monitoring” (IMTRFCMO) 

4.3.1 System Requirements 

The following technical prerequisites have to be met in order to use the tRFC monitoring: 

o Managed system is ABAP based system with basis release ≥ 6.40 (RFC client) 

(ST-A/PI releases earlier than 01R support also Basis releases ≥ 4.6C) 

o ST-A/PI (at least versions 01L) is implemented on managed system 

 

On the managed system, use transaction SM58 to check whether there are tRFC entries present. Get an 
understanding what kind of tRFC calls exist in your system, based on function modules, user names, 
receiver destinations, and especially typical status codes that may appear in normal or error situations. This 
heavily depends on the used product, the implemented business processes, and of course on the interfaces 
to other systems and applications. 

 

4.3.2 Available Key Figures 

The following key figures are available as of add-on ST-A/PI 01L: 

Severity* Key Figure Analysis 

Transaction 

Description 

Critical Number of tRFC 

entries in critical state 

SM58 Evaluates the number of specific tRFC entries 

that are in a critical state 

Critical Age of oldest entry in 

critical state 

SM58 Evaluates the age of the oldest specific tRFC 

entry in a critical state 

Critical Combination of Entries 

and Age in critical state 

SM58 Evaluates the number of specific tRFC entries 

in a critical state if the age for the oldest 

exceeds a certain threshold and vice versa 

Interim Number of tRFC 

entries in interim state 

SM58 Evaluates the number of specific tRFC entries 

that are in an interim state 

Interim Age of oldest entry in 

interim state 

SM58 Evaluates the age of the oldest of specific tRFC 

entries that are in an interim state 
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Severity* Key Figure Analysis 

Transaction 

Description 

Interim Combination of Entries 

and Age in interim state 

SM58 Evaluates the number of specific tRFC entries 

in an interim state if the age for the oldest 

exceeds a certain threshold and vice versa 

* Critical = Immediate error state, no automatic reprocessing, manual action required 

* Interim = Temporary error or backlog situation only, usually automatic reprocessing. 

 

Minimum setup: 

Usually it is not necessary to include all these key figures in your monitoring concept. Choose those that are 

most relevant for monitoring your business process and are most adequate for defining thresholds. 

o For status monitoring, you might not be interested in the number of entries in a critical or interim state, as 

you have to react anyway, no matter whether it is just one failed tRFC or several of them. So instead of 

monitoring “Number of entries” you can just monitor “Age of oldest entry in critical/interim state” with a 

very small threshold value. 

o Please note that the interim states are not included in the monitoring of critical states. So you are 

advised to set up at least one key figure for both critical and interim states, typically with different 

thresholds. 

 

4.3.3 Configuration on Monitoring Object Level 

For setting up the monitoring object see the description in chapter Setup Procedure, choose the monitoring 
object IMTRFCMO and specify the selection parameters: 

o Client (optional) 

o RFC destination (mandatory, ‘*’ possible) 

o Function module (optional) 

o User name (optional) 

All these four parameters support selection options for multiple selections or patterns.  

In addition, there are two parameters that let you filter out recently created tRFC entries that are likely to be 

processed soon, in order to avoid "too early" alerting, by defining a minimum age in minutes: 

o Minimum age for critical state entries (optional) 

o Minimum age for interim state entries (optional) 

The value help for the minimum ages suggests some typical age values, but you can enter any other number 
of minutes as well. There is also a parameter that lets you filter out very old tRFC LUWs, so that they are 
ignored for alerting (however, this is not recommended from an operation and error handling point-of-view):  

o Maximum age in days (optional) 
 

4.3.4 Key Figure “Number of tRFC Entries in Critical State” 

This key figure measures the number of tRFC entries having a critical status code. Critical status codes are: 
ANORETRY, ARETRY, CPICERR, RETRY, SYSFAIL, and VBERROR. 

There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 

Define suitable thresholds for yellow and red alert level (as integer numbers). An alert is triggered if the 
threshold values have been exceeded. Usually the thresholds for critical states should be set to a small 
value to get a timely alerting. 

 

4.3.5 Key Figure “Age of Oldest Entry in Critical State” 

This key measures the age of the oldest tRFC entry having a critical status code. Critical status codes are:  

ANORETRY, ARETRY, CPICERR, RETRY, SYSFAIL, VBERROR. 
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There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 

monitoring object level. 

 

Define suitable thresholds for yellow and red alerts as integer in minutes. An alert is triggered if the threshold 
values have been exceeded. Usually the thresholds for critical states should be set to a small value to get  
timely alerting. 

 

4.3.6 Key Figure “Combination of Entries and Age in Critical State” 

This key figure is a combination of the key figures "Number of tRFC entries in critical state" and "Age of 
oldest entry in critical state". Use this key figure if you are not interested in just the pure number or the oldest 
individual entry, but in the age of the oldest entry in a critical state if a certain number of entries in critical 
state has been reached. This way, you can avoid being alerted about a single old entry and instead be only 
alerted if a more severe problem with tRFCs exists on the system. Similarly, you can also use this key figure 
to be alerted about the number of tRFC entries in critical state only if the oldest of these entries has reached 
a certain age. 

 

There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 

 

There are two sets of thresholds for yellow and red alerts for this key figure. One set of thresholds is for the 

number of entries in critical state and the other is for the age of the oldest entry in critical state. An alert is 

only raised if the thresholds for both sets have been exceeded. If you leave one of the threshold sets empty, 

the key figure shows the same behavior as the respective key figure for which you have the thresholds 

defined. E.g. leaving the thresholds for “Age” empty means that this key figure shows the same behavior as 

the key figure “Number of tRFC Entries in Critical State”. 

 

Define suitable thresholds for the threshold sets for the number of entries and the oldest age (in minutes). 
Both values are rated and the lower rating is the basis for alerting. In other words, only if the thresholds of 
both attributes are reached (for example, both have a yellow rating), the overall rating will be yellow.  

 

Example: 

 

In the example above, the yellow alert would be raised if there is more than one queue entry in a critical state 
AND this entry is older than 5 minutes. Respectively, the red alert would be raised if there are more than 20 
queue entries in a critical state AND the oldest entry of them is older than half an hour. 

 

4.3.7 Key Figure “Number of tRFC Entries in Interim State” 

This key figure measures the number of tRFC entries having an interim status code. Interim status codes 
are: AFINISH, CONFAIL, DEBUG, EXECUTED, MAILED, READ, RECORDED, SENDED, SYSLOAD, 
VBRECORD, and VXRECORD. 

There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 
Define suitable thresholds for yellow and red alerts (as integer number). An alert is triggered if the threshold 
values have been exceeded. Usually the thresholds for interim states can be set to a higher value, as interim 
states may resolve themselves by automatic (re-)processing. 

Make sure you have also configured the corresponding key figure for the critical states, as these are not 
included in the interim states. 
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4.3.8 Key Figure “Age of Oldest Entry in Interim State” 

This key figure measures the age of the oldest tRFC entry having a interim status code. Interim status codes 
are: AFINISH, CONFAIL, DEBUG, EXECUTED, MAILED, READ, RECORDED, SENDED, SYSLOAD, 
VBRECORD, and VXRECORD. 

There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 
Define suitable thresholds for yellow and red alerts as integer in minutes. An alert is triggered if the threshold 
values have been exceeded. Usually the thresholds for interim states can be set to a higher, as interim 
states may resolve themselves by automatic (re-)processing. 

Make sure you have also configured the corresponding key figure for the critical states, as these are not 
included in the interim states. 

 

4.3.9 Key Figure “Combination of Entries and Age in Interim State” 

This key figure is a combination of the key figures “Number of tRFC entries in interim state" and "Age of 
oldest entry in interim state". Use this key figure if you are not just interested in the pure number of entries in 
interim stats or the oldest individual entry, but in the age of the oldest entry in an interim state if a certain 
number of entries in interim state has been reached. This way, you can avoid being alerted about a single 
old entry and instead be only alerted if a more severe problem with tRFCs exists on the system. Similarly, 
you can also use this key figure to be alerted about the number of tRFC entries in interim state only if the 
oldest of these entries has reached a certain age. 

 

There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 

 

There are two sets of thresholds for yellow and red alerts for this key figure. One set of thresholds is for the 
number of entries in interim state and the other is for the age of the oldest entry in interim state. An alert is 
only raised if the thresholds for both sets have been exceeded. If you leave one of the threshold sets empty, 
the key figure shows the same behavior as the respective key figure for which you have the thresholds 
defined. E.g. leaving the thresholds for “Age” empty means that this key figure shows the same behavior as 
the key figure “Number of tRFC Entries in Interim State”. 

 
Define suitable thresholds for the number of entries and the oldest age individually. Both values are rated 
and the lower rating is the basis for alerting. In other words, only if the thresholds of both attributes are 
reached (for example, both have yellow rating), the overall rating will be yellow. 

Make sure you have also selected the corresponding key figure for the critical states, as these are not 
included in the interim states. 

 

4.3.10 “Detail Info” Lists 

The “Detail Info” list functionality for this monitoring object executes a call to the tRFC Monitor (SM58), 
filtered according to your configured parameters.  

In addition, you can set up transaction code SM58 as analysis tool for this monitoring object. In case you 
have assigned the monitoring object to an interface, make sure to also choose the correct target system call 
option (sender or receiver) for the transaction call. 

 

4.4 Further information  

4.4.1 Status Categories 

The status monitoring distinguishes between two severities. Several status codes are grouped in either 
critical or interim states. A critical state indicates an immediate error situation. An interim state means a 
temporary error or backlog situation, typically subject to automatic (re-)processing. 
This grouping of severities has two advantages: You do not have to take care of monitoring individual status 
codes, and you can define individual sets of thresholds. Usually you should use smaller thresholds for critical 
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states to get a timely alerting, and larger thresholds for interim states, to get alerted only when they persist 
for a longer time period. 
 

List of status codes per severity: 

Severity * tRFC Status Code 

Critical ANORETRY 

Critical ARETRY 

Critical CPICERR 

Critical RETRY 

Critical SYSFAIL 

Critical VBERROR 

Interim AFINISH 

Interim CONFAIL 

Interim DEBUG 

Interim EXECUTED 

Interim MAILED 

Interim READ 

Interim RECORDED 

Interim SENDED 

Interim SYSLOAD 

Interim VBRECORD 

Interim VXRECORD 

* Critical = Immediate error state, no automatic reprocessing, manual action required 

* Interim = Temporary error or backlog situation only, usually automatic reprocessing 
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5 Monitoring of Queued RFC (qRFC) 

5.1 Background Information 
Communication between applications within an SAP system and also with a remote system can be achieved 
using the Remote Function Call (RFC). Here, the following scenarios are possible:  

o Communication between two independent SAP systems 

o Communication between a calling SAP system and an external receiving system 

o Communication between a calling external system and an SAP receiving system 

 

The following communication model shows what these communication scenarios may look like in reality. The 
actual sending process is still executed by the tRFC (transactional Remote Function Call). Inbound and 
outbound queues are added to the tRFC, leaving us with a qRFC (queued Remote Function Call). The 
sender system is also called the client system, while the target system corresponds to the server system.  

In practice, the following three scenarios for data transfer with qRFC and tRFC exist: 

 

Scenario 1: tRFC 

This scenario is appropriate if the data being sent is independent of each other. A calling application (or 
client) in system 1 uses a tRFC connection to a called application (or server) in system 2. In this scenario, 
data is transferred by tRFC, meaning that each function module call sent to the target system is guaranteed 
to be executed only once. You cannot define the sequence in which the function module calls are executed 
nor the time of execution. If an error occurs during the transfer, a batch job is scheduled which sends the 
function module call again after 15 minutes. 

 

Scenario 2: qRFC with outbound queue 

In this scenario, the sender system uses an outbound queue to serialize the data that is being sent. This 
means that function module calls which depend on each other (such as update and then change) are put into 
the outbound queue of the sender system, and are guaranteed to be sent to the target system one after each 
other and one time only. The called system (server) has no knowledge of the outbound queue in the sender 
system (client), meaning that in this scenario every SAP system can also communicate with a non-SAP 
system.  

The programming code of the server system does not have to be changed. However, it must be tRFC-
capable.  

Calling Application 

(Client)

Outbound Queue

tRFC

Inbound Queue

Called Application 

(Server)

tRFC

1) tRFC

2) qRFC with outbound queue

3) qRFC with inbound queue

Calling Application 

(Client)

Outbound Queue

tRFC

Inbound Queue

Called Application 

(Server)

tRFC

1) tRFC

2) qRFC with outbound queue

3) qRFC with inbound queue
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Scenario 3: qRFC with inbound queue (and outbound queue) 

In this scenario, an outbound queue in the sender system (client) is used in parallel to an inbound queue in 
the target system (server). If a qRFC with inbound queue exists, this always means that an outbound queue 
exists in the sender system. This guarantees the sequence and efficiently controls the resources in the client 
system and server system. The inbound queue only processes as many function module calls as the system 
resources in the target system (server) at that time allow. 

 

5.2 Purpose and Benefit of Monitoring qRFC 
The qRFC monitoring allows monitoring the qRFC processing and its individual queues for status and 
backlog. This way you can be notified if the number of queue entries is higher than expected, the age of the 
oldest entry of the queue is too high, as well as the combinations.  

 

5.3 Monitoring Object “qRFC Monitoring” (IMQRFCMO) 

5.3.1 System Requirements 

The following technical prerequisites have to be met in order to use the qRFC Monitoring: 

o Managed system is ABAP-based SAP system of Basis release ≥ 6.40 

(ST-A/PI releases earlier than 01R support also Basis releases ≥ 4.6C) 

o Add-on ST-A/PI (minimum release 01K) implemented on the managed system 

 

5.3.2 Available Key Figures 

The following key figures have been available since add-on ST-A/PI 01K: 

Type Key Figures Analysis 

Transaction 

Description 

Backlog BL: Number of individual 

queues in group 

SMQ1 / SMQ2 Number of individual queues with specific 

prefix in queue name 

Backlog BL: Total number of entries in 

all queues in group 

SMQ1 / SMQ2 Total number of entries in all queues with 

specific prefix in queue name 

Backlog BL: Average number of 

entries per queue in group 

SMQ1 / SMQ2 Average number of entries per queue with 

specific prefix in queue name 

Backlog BL: Maximum number of 

entries per queue in group 

SMQ1 / SMQ2 Maximum number of entries per queue with 

specific prefix in queue name 

Backlog BL: Age (in minutes) of oldest 

entry in group 

SMQ1 / SMQ2 Age (in minutes) of oldest entry in all queues 

with specific prefix in queue name 

Backlog BL: Combination of Total 

entries and Oldest age 

SMQ1 / SMQ2 Combination of Total entries and Oldest age 

Status ST: Number of queues with 

critical state in group 

SMQ1 / SMQ2 Number of queues with critical state with 

specific prefix in queue name 
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Type Key Figures Analysis 

Transaction 

Description 

Status ST: Age (in minutes) of oldest 

critical state queue in group 

SMQ1 / SMQ2 Age (in minutes) of oldest critical state queue 

with specific prefix in queue name 

Status ST: Combination of Queues 

and Age in critical state 

SMQ1 / SMQ2 Combination of Queues and Age in critical 

state 

Status ST: Number of queues with 

interim state in group 

SMQ1 / SMQ2 Number of queues with interim state with 

specific prefix in queue name 

Status ST: Age (minutes) of oldest 

interim state queue in group 

SMQ1 / SMQ2 Age (minutes) of oldest interim state queue 

with specific prefix in queue name 

Status ST: Combination of Queues 

and Age in interim state 

SMQ1 / SMQ2 Combination of Queues and Age in interim 

state 

 

Minimum setup: 

Usually it is not necessary to include all these key figures. Choose those that are most relevant for 
monitoring your business process and are most adequate for defining thresholds. 

o For backlog monitoring, it can be sufficient to just use the key figure “Total number of entries in all 
queues in group”, if you do not care whether all the entries are in many small queues or in few large 
queues. Or, if you are just interested in having all entries processed within a certain time frame 
(regardless of how many entries occur), it is fine to use just “Age of oldest entry in group”.  

o For status monitoring, you might also not be interested in the number of erroneous states, as you have 
to react anyway, no matter whether it is just one failed queue or several of them. So instead of “Number 
of entries” you can just monitor “Age of oldest critical/interim state entry” with a small threshold value. 

 

5.3.3 Configuration on Monitoring Object Level 

For setting up the monitoring object see the chapter Setup Procedure, choose the monitoring object 
IMQRFCMO and specify the selection criteria. The following selection criteria are available on monitoring 
object level: 

 

o qRFC Direction: restricts the selection on either an inbound or outbound qRFC. This parameter is 
mandatory and only the values ‘I’ (for inbound) and ‘O’ (for outbound) are allowed. 
 

o RFC destination: 

 Not relevant for inbound qRFC, just leave empty 

 Mandatory for outbound qRFC, use wildcard '*' to include all destinations, or use the wildcard to 
define a destination group, for example ‘M50CLNT*’. Wildcards in any other place than the last 
character are not supported and ignored. The value help returns all RFC destinations of connection 
types ‘3’, ‘I’ or ‘L’ ('ABAP', 'Internal' or 'Logical'). 
 

o Queue Group: defines a prefix to combine all single queues with the same prefix into a queue group. 
The value help shows typical queue groups for CRM, SCM and PI as examples. You can enter a 
different group name; but need to make sure that the chosen queue group exists in the monitored 
system, as otherwise key the measured values for the key figure will be zero. Wildcards in any other 
place than the last character are not supported and ignored. 
Typically a queue name consists of some application prefix, then some indicator for a business object 
type, then some number like a document number or a master data identifier (that differs for each queue). 
To build up a common queue group you should specify the name consisting of the application prefix and 
the business object type, the actual document number is substituted by the wildcard. 
Example: Queue prefix (like R3AD_CUST_*) would group all customer master delta download queues 
from SAP ERP to SAP CRM. 
For PI please note that the group prefixes distinguish between inbound and outbound processing. In this 
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case “inbound” and “outbound” refers to the logical direction of the RFC call for the PI Central Integration 
Server. Technically, both are qRFC inbound queues, so make sure to set the parameter 'qRFC Direction' 
to the value 'I'. 
You can have a look into the following SAP notes to get more information about queue naming 
conventions in special applications: 

 Note 765236 “FAQ: Queuing in CRM and R/3” 

 Note 786446 “Setting up qRFC queue names for CIF” 

 Note 789753 “Queuing between ERP and Extended Warehouse Management (EWM)” 

 

o Obsolete Parameters: Command SMD Backlog Collector and Command SMD Status Collector:  
In older ST-A/PI release (earlier than 01R) there was a so-called SMD integration. The BPMon Monitor 
was able to collect the metrics from certain function modules developed for Solution Manager 
Diagnostics (SMD). These function modules read the qRFC tables data and wrote this information into 
the ST-A/PI cluster table, from where the data was evaluated by the BPMon data collector. The BPMon 
data collector read the stored results, parsed the metric strings, and delivered key figures to the BPMon 
alerting. As of ST-A/PI release 01R this integration has been discontinued. This means that the BPMon 
Monitor always does its own raw data selection in the qRFC database tables, comparable with the old 
option ‘DIRECT-SELECT’, which does no longer need to be explicitly specified now. 
The Wily Host Agent function modules for the SMD integration are contained in add-on ST-PI. The 
storage in the ST-A/PI cluster table will be removed in one of next ST-PI support packages, or 
immediately by applying SAP Note 2024485. 
 

5.3.4 Key Figure “BL: Number of Individual Queues in Group” 

This key figure measures the number of individual queues within the specified queue group. This means that 
the number of queues with the same name prefix that have at least one entry at the time of the data 
collection is measured. 

There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 

Define suitable thresholds for yellow and red alerts. An alert is triggered if the threshold values have been 
exceeded. 

 

5.3.5 Key Figure “BL: Total Number of Entries in All Queues in Group” 

This key figure measures the total number of all entries in all queues that belong to the monitored queue 
group at the time of the data collection. 

There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 

Define suitable thresholds for yellow and red alerts. An alert is triggered if the threshold values have been 
exceeded. 

 

5.3.6 Key Figure “BL: Average Number of Entries per Queue in Group” 

This key figure measures the average number of entries in all queues that belong to the monitored queue 
group at the time of the data collection. In order to determine the measured value for this key figure, the 
"Total number of entries in all queues of group" is divided by the "Number of individual queues in group." 

There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 

Define suitable thresholds for yellow and red alerts. An alert is triggered if the threshold values have been 
exceeded. The average number (as shown in the alert text) has two decimals. However, for the measured 
value it is rounded to an integer number. This integer number is basis for the alert determination. 
 

5.3.7 Key Figure “BL: Maximum Number of Entries per Queue in Group” 

This key figure measures the number of entries in the largest queue of the monitored queue group. 

https://bosap-support.wdf.sap.corp/sap/support/notes/765236
https://bosap-support.wdf.sap.corp/sap/support/notes/786446
https://bosap-support.wdf.sap.corp/sap/support/notes/789753
https://bosap-support.wdf.sap.corp/sap/support/notes/2024485
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There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 

Define suitable thresholds for yellow and red alerts. An alert is triggered if the threshold values have been 
exceeded. 
 

5.3.8 Key Figure “BL: Age of Oldest Entry in Group” 

This key figure measures the age of the oldest entry within any of the queues of the monitored queue group.  

There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 
Define suitable thresholds for yellow and red alerts as integer values in minutes. An alert is triggered if the 
threshold values have been exceeded.  
 

Some helpful multiples:  

 1 hour = 60 minutes  

 1 day = 1440 minutes  

 1 week = 10080 minutes  

 1 month = 43200 minutes (30 days) 

 

5.3.9 Key Figure “BL: Combination of Total entries and Oldest age” 

This key figure measures is a combination of the key figures "Total number of entries in all queues of group" 
and "Age of oldest entry in group”. Use this key figure if you are not just interested in the pure number of 
queue entries or the oldest individual entry, but in the age of the oldest queue entry if a certain number of 
queue entries has been reached. This way, you can avoid being alerted about a single old queue entry and 
instead be only alerted if a more severe problem with the RFC queues exists on the system. Similarly, you 
can also use this key figure to be alerted about the number of queue entries only if the oldest of these entries 
has reached a certain age. 

There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 

 

There are two sets of thresholds for yellow and red alerts for this key figure. One set of thresholds is for the 
total number of entries in all queues of the queue group and the other is for the age of the oldest entry in any 
of the queue groups. An alert is only raised if the thresholds for both sets have been exceeded. If you leave 
one of the threshold sets empty, the key figure shows the same behavior as the respective key figure for 
which you have the thresholds defined. E.g. leaving the thresholds for “Age” empty means that this key 
figure shows the same behavior as the key figure "Total number of entries in all queues of group”. 

 
Define suitable thresholds for the queue entries and the oldest age (in minutes) individually. Both values are 
rated and the lower rating is the basis for alerting. In other words, only if the thresholds of both attributes are 
reached (for example both have yellow rating) is the overall rating yellow.  
 

Example: 

 
In the example above, the yellow alert would be raised if there is more than one total entry in the specified 
queues AND this entry is older than 5 minutes. Respectively, the red alert would be raised if there are more 
than ten queue entries AND the oldest entry of them is older than half an hour. 
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5.3.10 Key Figure “ST: Number of Queues with Critical State in Group” 

This key figure measures the number of queues in a queue group that are in a critical state. For inbound 
queues, these are the states ANORETRY and SYSFAIL, and for outbound queues, these are the states 
ANORETRY, SYSFAIL, and VBERROR.  

There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 

Define suitable thresholds for yellow and red alerts. An alert is triggered if the threshold values have been 
exceeded. 

 

5.3.11 Key Figure “ST: Age of Oldest Critical State in Group” 

This key figure measures the age of the oldest queue within a queue group that is in a critical state. For 
inbound queues, these critical states are ANORETRY and SYSFAIL. For outbound queues they are states 
ANORETRY, SYSFAIL, and VBERROR.  

There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 
Define suitable thresholds for yellow and red alerts as integer values (in minutes). An alert is triggered if the 
threshold values have been exceeded. 
 

5.3.12 Key Figure “ST: Combination of Queues and Age in Critical State” 

This key figure is a combination of the key figures “Number of queues with critical state in group" and "Age of 
oldest critical state queue in group". Use this key figure if you are not just interested in the pure number of 
queues with a critical state or the oldest individual critical state queue in the queue group, but in the age of 
the oldest critical state if a certain number of queues with a critical state has been reached. This way, you 
can avoid being alerted about a single queue with a critical state and instead be only alerted if a more severe 
problem with the RFC queues exists on the system. Similarly, you can also use this key figure to be alerted 
about the number of queues with a critical state only if the oldest of these queues has reached a certain age. 

There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 

 

There are two sets of thresholds for yellow and red alerts for this key figure. One set of thresholds is for the 
number of queues in a critical state and the other is for the age of the oldest queue in a critical state. An alert 
is only raised if the thresholds for both sets have been exceeded. If you leave one of the threshold sets 
empty, the key figure shows the same behavior as the respective key figure for which you have the 
thresholds defined, e.g. leaving the thresholds for “Age” empty means that this key figure shows the same 
behavior as the key figure "Number of queues with critical state in group”. 

Define suitable thresholds for the number of queues and the oldest age (in minutes) individually. Both values 
are rated and alerting is based on the lower rating. This means that the overall rating is yellow only if the 
thresholds of both attributes are reached (for example, if both have a yellow rating). 
 

5.3.13 Key Figure “ST: Number of Queues with Interim State in Group” 

This key figure measures the number of queues in a queue group that are in an interim state. For inbound 
queues, these are the states ARETRY, CPICERR, MODIFY, NOEXEC, RETRY, RUNNING, STOP, 
WAITING, and WAITSTOP. For outbound queues, these are the states ARTRY, CPICERR, EXECUTED, 
MODIFY, NOSENDS, RETRY, RUNNING, STOP, SYSLOAD, WAITING, WAITSTOP, and WAITUPDA.  

There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 
Make sure that you have also selected the corresponding key figure for the critical states since these are not 
included in the interim states. 
 

Define suitable thresholds for yellow and red alerts. An alert is triggered if the threshold values have been 
exceeded. Usually, the thresholds for interim states can be higher since they may resolve themselves 
through automatic reprocessing.  
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5.3.14 Key Figure “ST: Age of Oldest Interim State in Group” 

This key figure measures the age of the oldest queue within a queue group that is in an interim state. For 
inbound queues, these are states ARETRY, CPICERR, MODIFY, NOEXEC, RETRY, RUNNING, STOP, 
WAITING, and WAITSTOP. For outbound queues, these are states ARTRY, CPICERR, EXECUTED, 
MODIFY, NOSENDS, RETRY, RUNNING, STOP, SYSLOAD, WAITING, WAITSTOP, and WAITUPDA. 

 

There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 
Make sure that you have also selected the corresponding key figure for the critical states since this is not 
included in the interim states.  
 

Define suitable thresholds for yellow and red alerts (in minutes). An alert is triggered An alert is triggered if 
the threshold values have been exceeded. Usually, the thresholds for interim states can be higher since they 
may resolve themselves through automatic reprocessing.  
 
 

5.3.15 Key Figure “ST: Combination of Queues and Age in Interim State” 

This key figure is a combination of the key figures “Number of queues with interim state in group" and "Age 
of oldest interim state queue in group". Use this key figure if you are not just interested in the pure number of 
queues with an interim state or the oldest individual interim state queue in the queue group, but in the age of 
the oldest critical state queue if a certain number of queues with an interim state has been reached. This 
way, you can avoid being alerted about a single queue with an interim state and instead be only alerted if a 
more severe problem with the RFC queues exists on the system. Similarly, you can also use this key figure 
to be alerted about the number of queues with an interim state only if the oldest of these queues has 
reached a certain age. 

There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 
 

There are two sets of thresholds for yellow and red alerts for this key figure. One set of thresholds is for the 
number of queues in an interim state and the other is for the age of the oldest queue in an interim state. An 
alert is only raised if the thresholds for both sets have been exceeded. If you leave one of the threshold sets 
empty, the key figure shows the same behavior as the respective key figure for which you have the 
thresholds defined, e.g. leaving the thresholds for “Age” empty means that this key figure shows the same 
behavior as the key figure "Number of queues with interim state in group”. 

Define suitable thresholds for the number of queues and the oldest age (in minutes) individually. Both values 
are rated and alerting is based on the lower rating. This means that the overall rating is yellow only if the 
thresholds of both attributes are reached (for example, if both have a yellow rating). 
The thresholds for interim states can be set to a higher value since interim states may resolve themselves by 
automatic reprocessing. Make sure that you have also selected the corresponding key figure for the critical 
states since this is not included in the interim states.  

 

5.3.16 Key Figure “Age of qRFC Data Collection” 

This key figure is obsolete and existed only in ST-A/PI release before 01R. It was used to measure the age 
of the last execution of the SMD data collectors for qRFC monitoring, to ensure that the SMD metrics that 
were evaluated by the BPMon infrastructure contained current values. Starting ST-A/PI release 01R, where 
the BPMon data collector uses the 'DIRECT-SELECT' option by default, you always have a current 
measurement result, as the values are directly determined from the managed system and not from the SMD 
metrics.  
 

5.3.17 “Detail Info” Lists 

The “Detail Info” list functionality for this monitoring object calls the qRFC Monitor (standard transactions 
SMQ1 for outbound queues or SMQ2 for inbound queues), dependent on the configured direction and 
filtered according to the selection criteria customized for the monitoring object (queue group and destination). 
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In case of a status key figures additionally the SMQ1/SMQ2 option “Waiting Queues Only” is used when 
calling the respective transaction. 

Note that the information displayed in SMQ1 and SMQ2 is very dynamic data, so consider that there may be 
a possible difference within the shown queue information at the time when the data collection runs and at the 
time when the “Detail Info” list is called.  

 

5.4 Further information  

5.4.1 Status Categories 

The status monitoring distinguishes between two severities. Several status codes are grouped in either 
critical or interim states. A critical state indicates an immediate error state that cannot be resolved with 
automatic reprocessing. An interim state means a temporary error or backlog situation only, that usually can 
be resolved with automatic reprocessing. 
This grouping of severities has two advantages: You do not have to take care of monitoring individual status 
codes, and you can define individual sets of thresholds. Usually you want to have smaller thresholds for 
critical states to get a timely alerting, and larger thresholds for interim states to get alerted only when they 
persist for a longer time period. 

 

Direction Severity * qRFC Status Code 

Inbound Critical ANORETRY 

Inbound Critical SYSFAIL 

Inbound Interim ARETRY 

Inbound Interim CPICERR 

Inbound Interim MODIFY 

Inbound Interim NOEXEC 

Inbound Interim RETRY 

Inbound Interim RUNNING 

Inbound Interim STOP 

Inbound Interim WAITING 

Inbound Interim WAITSTOP 

Outbound Critical ANORETRY 

Outbound Critical SYSFAIL 

Outbound Critical VBERROR 

Outbound Interim ARTRY 

Outbound Interim CPICERR 

Outbound Interim EXECUTED 

Outbound Interim MODIFY 

Outbound Interim NOSENDS 

Outbound Interim RETRY 

Outbound Interim RUNNING 

Outbound Interim STOP 

Outbound Interim SYSLOAD 

Outbound Interim WAITING 

Outbound Interim WAITSTOP 

Outbound Interim WAITUPDA 
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* Critical = Immediate error state, no automatic reprocessing, manual action required 

* Interim = Temporary error or backlog situation only, usually automatic reprocessing 

 

5.4.2 Setup in the Monitored System 

On the managed system, use transactions SMQ1 and SMQ2 to check whether there are queue entries for 
qRFC inbound or outbound queues. Get an overview about what kind of inbound and outbound RFC queues 
can exist in your system. These heavily depend on the product of the managed system (e.g. ERP, SCM, 
CRM, BI, etc..) and on the implemented interfaces to other applications. Many applications also provide the 
possibility to customize the way queues are named. A usual queue name may consist of a prefix (to indicate 
the application), some object part (to indicate the kind of application/business object type) and a key part 
(that may contain parts of the application object key like a document number).  
Based on what queues are used on your system, decide how you would like to group the queue names. 
Typically a good grouping is the mentioned application prefix plus the object part.  
Examples in SAP PI are XBP*, XBQ*, XBT*; examples in SAP SCM are CF* and FC*; and examples in SAP 
CRM are CRM*, R3A*, CSA*. 
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6 Monitoring of Background RFC (bgRFC) 

6.1 Background Information 
The Background RFC (bgRFC) is offered as a replacement for the classic tRFC and qRFC. It is available 
with SAP NetWeaver 2004s (SAP Basis 7.0). 

bgRFC is a superordinate term for the new version of tRFC and qRFC. A parallel run of classic tRFC/qRFC 
and bgRFC is possible.  

The Background RFC works on the basis of units and performs better compared to the classic tRFC and 
qRFC versions. It comes with a new Application Programming Interface (API) and a new data model.  

Terminology: 

o The term "unit" for the bgRFC can be compared with the term "Logical Unit of Work (LUW)" for classic 
tRFC/qRFC. 

 A unit is a recorded sequence of collected function calls to be performed remotely. 

 The recorded unit data is persisted in the database at COMMIT WORK. 

 A unit can be locked. Such a locked unit cannot be processed until it is unlocked again. 

o The term "destination" for a bgRFC unit defines either a remote system for outbound scenarios, or a 
distinct name for an application in an inbound scenario. 

 Outbound destinations are maintained via the standard transaction SM59. 

 Inbound destinations are maintained via the specific transaction SBGRFCCONF. 

The bgRFC is based on a scheduler-driven queuing framework. This means that remote function calls are 
recorded, and execution takes place at a later point in time, which is controlled automatically by a scheduler 
process. Several schedulers can be started to process bgRFC units. 

It supports the following scenarios: 

o Processing on a remote system (outbound scenario) 

 Use case: Asynchronous transactional processing of function calls in a remote system; processing is 
controlled by the caller system (inter-system communication for SAP to SAP and SAP to non-SAP) 

o Processing remotely by the inbound scheduler (outbound-inbound scenario) 

 Use case: Asynchronous transactional processing of function calls in a remote system; processing is 
controlled by the receiver system (inter-system communication for SAP to SAP) 

o Processing on the same system (inbound scenario) 

 Use case: Asynchronous transactional processing of function calls in the same system (intra-system 
communication = same system and same client) 

 

 

In addition, there is a successor to the qRFC's "No-Send" scenario, where outbound calls are recorded, but 
not sent by the outbound scheduler (pull principle). Instead, the receiving system is supposed to fetch its 
RFC records itself. In the bgRFC context this is called Local Data Queue (LDQ). 

Outbound Scenario 

Outbound - Inbound  
Scenario 

Inbound 
Scenario 

Outbound Scheduler 

Inbound Scheduler 
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The bgRFC provides two qualities of service (QoS) for remote function calls, offering an asynchronous 
transactional system-to-system communication: 

o exactly once (EO) => transactional units (like the classic tRFC) 

 Each unit is an independent thread 

o exactly once in order (EOIO) => queue units (like the classic qRFC) 

 Units with sequence dependencies 

 

Valid Combinations of QoS and Scenario: 

QoS Inbound Outbound Outbound to 
Inbound 

(No-Send) 

tRFC (EO) X X - - 

qRFC (EOIO) X X X X 

 

6.2 Purpose and Benefit of Monitoring Background RFC 
(bgRFC) 

This monitoring object can be used for an automatic monitoring and alerting of bgRFC instead of manually 

using the standard monitoring transaction SBGRFCMON. 

o The monitoring for the bgRFC transactional units (quality-of-service = "exactly-once") is based on the 
number or age of units for a destination. 

o The monitoring for the bgRFC queued units (quality-of-service = "exactly-once-in-order") is based on the 
number or age of units within a queue. 

The various individual status codes or lock reasons for bgRFC are grouped into two different categories: 
Error states and lock states. With that you can define different thresholds per status category. 

 

6.3 Monitoring Object “bgRFC Monitoring” (IMBGRFCM) 

6.3.1 System Requirements 

The following technical prerequisites have to be met in order to use the bgRFC Monitoring in ST-A/PI 01M: 

o Managed system is ABAP-based SAP NetWeaver system of Basis release ≥ 7.0  

o ST-A/PI 01M is implemented on managed system 

Use transaction SBGRFCMON to check whether there are bgRFC units present in the managed system. Get 
an understanding what kind of bgRFC units exist in your system, based on destinations, queue names, 
program names and transaction codes. These application-specific details heavily depend on the used 
product, the implemented business processes, and of course on the interfaces to other systems and 
applications. Please consult the SAP standard documentation or your project-specific implementation 
documentation to get information about what kind of bgRFC units (and especially what queue names) are 
expected. 

6.3.2 Available Key Figures 

To monitor bgRFC the following key figures are available: 

Category Key Figure Analysis 
Transaction 

Description 

Backlog 
Monitoring 

 

Number of individual 
queues/destinations 

SBGRFCMON measures the number of individual bgRFC queues  
or bgRFC destinations 

Total number of units in 
all queues/destinations 

SBGRFCMON measure the total number of all units within either 
bgRFC queues or bgRFC destinations 
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Category Key Figure Analysis 
Transaction 

Description 

Age of oldest unit SBGRFCMON measures the age in minutes of the oldest unit 
within either bgRFC queues or bgRFC 
destinations 

Status 
Monitoring 
for Errors 

 

Number of erroneous 

queues/destinations 
SBGRFCMON measures the number of individual bgRFC queues 

or bgRFC destinations containing at least one unit 
in an erroneous state 

Total number of 

erroneous units 
SBGRFCMON the total number of units in an erroneous state 

within either bgRFC queues or bgRFC 
destinations 

Age of oldest unit in 

error state 
SBGRFCMON measures the age in minutes of the oldest unit in 

an erroneous state within either bgRFC queues or 
bgRFC destinations 

Status 
Monitoring 
for Locks 

 

Number of locked 

queues/destinations 
SBGRFCMON measures the number of individual bgRFC queues 

or bgRFC destinations which contain at least one 
unit with a lock. 

Total number of locked 

units 
SBGRFCMON measures the total number of locked units within 

either bgRFC queues or bgRFC destinations 

Age of oldest unit with a 

lock 
SBGRFCMON measures the age in minutes of the oldest locked 

unit within either bgRFC queues or bgRFC 
destinations 

 

Each group of key figures (backlog, errors, locks) offers three available key figures: The number of affected 
queues/destinations, the total number of affected units, and the age of the oldest affected unit. It is 
recommended to configure at least one key figure from each group, but it may be not required to configure 
all of them. For example you might only be interested in the age of the oldest unit, but not in the amount of 
units, because temporary backlog peaks are normal in your scenario. Or as another example, you could be 
interested in an immediate alert for erroneous units, no matter how old they are. 

 

6.3.3 Configuration on Monitoring Object Level 

For setting up the monitoring object see the chapter Setup Procedure, choose the monitoring object 

IMBGRFCM and specify the selection criteria. The following selection criteria are available on monitoring 

object level: 

o Direction (mandatory; possible values are ‘I’ for inbound or ‘O’ for outbound) 

o bgRFC Type (QoS) (mandatory; possible values are ‘T’ for transactional or ‘Q’ for queued) 

o Destination (optional) 

o Queue Name (optional) 

o User Name (optional) 

o Program Name (optional) 

o Transaction Code (optional) 

All optional parameters support select options for multiple selections or patterns. Their value helps are 
executed locally in the monitored system. There are no additional parameters to be configured on key figure 
level. 

 

6.3.4 Key Figure “Backlog: Number of Individual Queues/Destinations”  

This key figure measures the number of individual bgRFC queues (in case of queued units) or bgRFC 
destinations (in case of transactional units) that contain relevant units according to the selection criteria. To 
measure the backlog, all units are counted, not only units in an error or lock situation. 
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There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 

Define suitable thresholds for yellow and red alerts (as integer number). An alert is triggered if the threshold 
values have been exceeded. 

 

6.3.5 Key Figure “Backlog: Total Number of Units in All Queues/Destinations” 

This key figure measures the total number of all units within either bgRFC queues (in case of queued units) 
or bgRFC destinations (in case of transactional units), according to the selection criteria. To measure the 
backlog, all units are counted, not just units in an error or lock situation. 

There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 

Define suitable thresholds for yellow and red alert level (as integer number). An alert is triggered if the 
threshold values have been exceeded. 

 

6.3.6 Key Figure “Backlog: Age of Oldest Unit” 

This key figure measures the age in minutes of the oldest unit within either bgRFC queues (in case of 
queued units) or bgRFC destinations (in case of transactional units), according to the selection criteria. To 
measure the backlog, all units are considered, not just units in an error or lock situation. 

There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 

Define suitable thresholds for yellow and red alerts (as integer number in minutes). An alert is triggered if the 
threshold values have been exceeded. 

Some helpful multiples are: 

 1 hour = 60 minutes 

 1 day = 1440 minutes 

 1 week = 10080 minutes 

 1 month = 43200 minutes (30 days).  

 

6.3.7 Key Figure “Status: Number of Erroneous Queues/Destinations” 

This key figure measures the number of individual bgRFC queues (in case of queued units) or bgRFC 
destinations (in case of transactional units) according to the selection criteria, which contain at least one unit 
in an erroneous state. Examples for error states are: communication error, system error, scheduler 
terminated, update error, and others. 

There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 

Define suitable thresholds for yellow and red alerts (as integer number). An alert is triggered if the threshold 
values have been exceeded. 

 

6.3.8 Key Figure “Status: Total Number of Erroneous Units” 

This key figure measures the total number of units in an erroneous state within either bgRFC queues (in 
case of queued units) or bgRFC destinations (in case of transactional units), according to the selection 
criteria. Examples for error states are: communication error, system error, scheduler terminated, update 
error, and others. 

There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 

Define suitable thresholds for yellow and red alerts (as integer number). An alert is triggered if the threshold 
values have been exceeded. 
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6.3.9 Key Figure “Status: Age of Oldest Unit in Error State” 

This key figure measures the age in minutes of the oldest unit in an erroneous state within either bgRFC 
queues (in case of queued units) or bgRFC destinations (in case of transactional units), according to the 
selection criteria. Examples for error states are: communication error, system error, scheduler terminated, 
update error, and others. 

There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 

Define suitable thresholds for yellow and red alerts (as integer number in minutes). An alert is triggered if the 
threshold values have been exceeded. 

 

6.3.10 Key Figure “Status: Number of Locked Queues/Destinations” 

This key figure measures the number of individual bgRFC queues (in case of queued units) or bgRFC 
destinations (in case of transactional units) according to the selection criteria, which contain at least one unit 
with a lock. All bgRFC Lock Types are considered. 

There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 

Define suitable thresholds for yellow and red alerts (as integer number). An alert is triggered if the threshold 
values have been exceeded. 

 

6.3.11 Key Figure “Status: Total Number of Locked Units” 

This key figure measures the total number of locked units within either bgRFC queues (in case of queued 
units) or bgRFC destinations (in case of transactional units), according to the selection criteria. All bgRFC 
Lock Types are considered. 

There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 

Define suitable thresholds for yellow and red alerts (as integer number). An alert is triggered if the threshold 
values have been exceeded. 

6.3.12 Key Figure “Status: Age of Oldest Unit with a Lock” 

This key figure measures the age in minutes of the oldest locked unit within either bgRFC queues (in case of 
queued units) or bgRFC destinations (in case of transactional units), according to the selection criteria. All 
bgRFC Lock Types are considered. 

There are no selection criteria to maintain at key figure level. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 

Define suitable thresholds for yellow and red alerts (as integer number in minutes). An alert is triggered if the 
threshold values have been exceeded. 

 

6.3.13 “Detail Info” Lists 

The “Detail Info” list functionality for this monitoring object calls the bgRFC Monitor (transaction 
SBGRFCMON) dependent on the selection criteria configured for the monitoring object.  

 

6.4 Further information  

6.4.1 Important Transaction Codes 

Configuration transactions Description 

SBGRFCCONF bgRFC Configuration 

SM59 RFC Destinations 
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Monitoring transactions  

SBGRFCMON bgRFC Monitor 

SBGRFCHIST bgRFC Unit History 

SBGRFCPERFMON bgRFC Performance Monitor 

SLDQMON LDQ Monitor 

SLG1 Application Log 

 

6.4.2 bgRFC Performance Monitoring with CCMS 

SAP CCMS provides an automatic technical monitoring of bgRFC. The respective MTEs exist within the SAP 
CCMS by default. 

The following monitoring key figures are available: 

o bgRFC inbound and outbound processing per destination 

 Number of Tasks Being Used 

 Communication Error Rate 

 Average Data Rate 

o bgRFC inbound and outbound scheduler 

 Memory Allocation 

 Current Throughput 

 Average Throughput 

 

You can include these monitoring functionalities within BPMon via the monitoring type ‘CCMS Monitor’. 
Choose CCMS context <SAP Instance Name>. You can determine the SAP instance name of the involved 
managed system via transaction SM51. You can assign the above mentioned key figures via the value help 
for field ‘Short Text’ on key figure level in tab ‘MTE’s’. 

 
 

In the value help, the relevant key figures can be identified via their name and the MTE name. ‘I:1’ in the 
MTE name refers to key figures for the inbound bgRFC, ‘O:1’ refers to the outbound bgRFC. 
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7 Monitoring of CRM Middleware 

7.1 Background Information 
BDoc messages 

BDoc (Business Document) messages are used in SAP CRM systems as containers for the data that 
constitute a business process (application message, transaction). BDoc messages are exchanged internally 
within the CRM Server between the CRM Application and the CRM Middleware, and between the CRM 
Server and CRM Mobile Clients (Field Applications). SAP ERP does not know the concept of BDocs, so 
there is no exchange of BDoc messages between an SAP ERP system and SAP CRM. Instead, the 
business data is packed into containers during BAPI calls. So during a data exchange to and from SAP ERP, 
there are in fact outbound and inbound BDoc messages on the CRM Server, but only to communicate with 
the inbound and outbound ERP (R/3) adapters. Externally the content of the BDoc message is mapped to 
the mentioned BAPI container structure. 

 

CRM Middleware Flow Control 

The flow control for the BDoc messages distinguishes between synchronization flow (s-flow) and messaging 
flow (m-flow). Both flow types are used for inbound and outbound BDoc message processing. Inbound 
processing occurs when a remote system (for example ERP Backend system) posts data into the processing 
system (CRM Server). Outbound processing occurs, when the processing system (CRM Server) publishes or 
posts data to remote systems (for example ERP Backend) or to “listeners” (for example BW Adapter, Billing 
Engine). It can also be used if the CRM posts data to the Mobile Bridge or other outbound adapters. 

M- and s-flow consist of different steps, so called flow contexts. A flow context is defined as a sequence of 
services, which must be called within this flow context. The inbound flow consists of inbound flow contexts 
MI… (m-flow) or SI… (s-flow). For outbound flows the contexts are named as MO… (m-flow) or SO... (s-
flow). 

 

 

 

The internal data flow consists of three main steps: 
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o Inbound processing: Incoming data of different formats, e.g. BAPI structures from a SAP R/3 Backend, 
sBDocs, XML/SOAP or IDocs, are converted into mBDoc messages. Note that an inbound sBDoc can 
be processed in two ways:  

 If it is assigned to an mBDoc type, it is mapped to an mBDoc message.  

 If not assigned to an mBDoc type, the sBDoc message is directly passed to outbound processing 
(i.e. the synchronization flow), e.g. customizing settings from one mobile client are distributed to 
other mobile clients. The CRM Server is not interested in this information and therefore the incoming 
sBDocs are directly passed to the outbound adapter. 

o Validation: The incoming data in form of mBDoc messages is validated by the application, e.g. for the 
mBDoc BUPA_MAIN a function module CRM_BUPA_MAIN_VAL performs the validation of the data.    

 If the validation is successful, the mBDoc message is passed to outbound processing.  

 If the incoming data is not valid, the mBDoc is updated with an error message and then sent back to 
the sender.  

o Outbound processing: The receiving systems (e.g. SAP R/3 Backend, external systems or Mobile 
Clients) are determined by the replication service. Then the mBDoc message is passed to the 
corresponding outbound adapter which converts the message into the data formats of the receivers. The 
Replication & Realignment Service determines to which mobile clients the sBDoc is forwarded.  

 

7.2 Purpose and Benefit of CRM Middleware Monitoring 
The monitoring object “BDoc Monitoring” allows automatic monitoring of the BDoc processing in an SAP 
CRM system for error states and intermediate states. This way you can be notified if the number of BDoc 
messages in one of these two status categories is higher than expected, the age of the oldest message is 
too old as well as the combinations. 

 

The monitoring object “CRM Middleware Monitoring” allows you to check for errors in the underlying CRM 
Middleware infrastructure, with a special focus on the data exchange between SAP CRM system and mobile 
clients. Five commonly used transactions related to the area of mobile clients are in scope of the monitor:   

o SMWMQUEUES (Queue Information for Mobile Client Sites) 

o SMOHQUEUE (R&R-Queues) 

o SMWP (MW Cockpit) 

o SMWMFLOW (Message Flow Statistics) 

o CMWQ (Mobile Client Import Failures) 

 

7.3 Monitoring Object “BDoc Monitoring” (IMBDOCMO) 

7.3.1 System Requirements 

The following technical prerequisites have to be met in order to use the BDoc Monitoring in ST-A/PI 01M: 

o Managed system is an ABAP-based SAP CRM system (“CRM Server”) on CRM release 3.0 or higher. 

o ST-A/PI 01L or higher is implemented on the managed system 

o For the “Detail Info” functionality to work, the managed system needs to be at least a CRM release 4.0. 

 

7.3.2 Available Key Figures 

The following key figures are available as of add-on ST-A/PI 01L: 
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Status 

severity 

group 

Key Figure Analysis 

Transaction 

Description 

Errors Number of BDoc 

messages in error 

state 

SMW01, 

SMW02 

This key figure counts the number of BDoc 

messages with errors based on the configured 

selection criteria 

Errors Age of oldest BDoc 

message in error state 

SMW01, 

SMW02 

This key figure monitors the age (in minutes) of 
the oldest BDoc message in error state based 
on the configured selection criteria. 

Errors Combination of 

Messages & Age in 

error state 

SMW01, 

SMW02 

A combination of the key figures "Number of 
BDoc messages" and "Age of oldest BDoc 
message". Use this key figure if you are not 
only interested in the number of messages or 
age of the very oldest entry, but the 
combination of these attributes. 

Intermediate Number of BDoc 

messages in 

intermediate state 

SMW01, 

SMW02 

This key figure counts the number of BDoc 
messages in an intermediate state based on 
the configured selection criteria. 

Intermediate Age of oldest BDoc 

message in 

intermediate state 

SMW01, 

SMW02 

This key figure monitors the age (in minutes) of 

the oldest BDoc message in an intermediate 

state based on the configured selection 

criteria. 

Intermediate Combination of 

Messages & Age in 

intermediate state 

SMW01, 

SMW02 

A combination of the key figures "Number of 

BDoc messages" and "Age of oldest BDoc 

message". Use this key figure if you are not 

only interested in the number of messages or 

age of the very oldest entry, but the 

combination of these attributes. 

The two status severity groups are used to combine the high number of different status codes. All available 
status codes are either grouped into one of these two severities, or are ignored for monitoring if they indicate 
a final state already.  
 
The actual list of status codes within one of these groups does also depend on the release of the CRM 
system. 

Example for CRM release 5.0: 

o Erroneous BDoc message states = E01 E02 E03 E04 E05 E06 E07 E08 E09 R01 T01 

o Intermediate BDoc message states = D01 I01 I02 I03 I04 O01 (non-error but non-final) 

Earlier releases have fewer different states. The data collector for the BDoc monitor automatically assigns 
the available status codes to the two severity groups. 

 

7.3.3 Configuration on Monitoring Object Level 

In order to set up the BDoc Monitoring proceed as described in chapter Setup Procedure. Once you have 
defined your Monitoring Object you can select the key figures (tab “Key Figures”) you want to monitor. 
Usually it is not necessary to include all the mentioned key figures. Choose those that bring the most 
meaningful information to monitor your business process and are most adequate for defining thresholds. 

For a status monitoring, you might not be interested in the absolute number of messages in an erroneous 
state, as you have to react anyway, no matter whether it is just one failed message or several of them. So 
instead of ‘Number of entries’ you can just monitor ‘Age of oldest erroneous/intermediate message entry’ 
with a small threshold value. 

A monitoring of the intermediate states does not include the erroneous states as well, so you are advised to 
configure at least one key figure from both status severity groups. 
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In tab “Detail Information” specify the selection criteria for the monitoring object. The following selection 
criteria are available: 

o BDoc Type (optional, select-options for a multiple selection, wildcards possible): 
Please note that the shorter generation name of a BDoc is used, not the longer description. If in doubt, 
please use the value help, which is executed locally in CRM, to support filtering. You can also use the 
BDoc Modeler (transaction SBDM) in CRM to get more details about the BDoc types in question. 
As an example, you can set up one monitoring object for several BDoc Types (like BUPA_MAIN plus 
BUPA_REL) to aggregate and correlate the measurement to an application area. 

o Flow Context (optional, select-options for a multiple selection, wildcards possible): 
In CRM Middleware, the flow context defines the way of processing for a BDoc message. Each defined 
flow context has a three-digit identifier. The first digit tells the BDoc class (‘M’ for messaging BDoc or ‘S’ 
for synchronization BDoc). The second digit tells the processing direction (‘I’ for inbound and ‘O’ for 
outbound). The third digit is just a counter. By using appropriate selection criteria on BDoc class and 
direction, you can control which part of the CRM Middleware you want to monitor. If you are unsure 
which flow contexts are used for a BDoc type, you can display them using transaction SMO8FD. In 
addition to all the fixed values, the value help also displays some useful patterns, e.g. MO* = All 
messaging outbound contexts. 

o Sender Site Name (optional, select-options for a multiple selection, wildcards possible): 
The sender site name filters on BDoc messages that have been sent from certain sites only. Probably it 
does not make sense to filter on mobile client sites for synchronization BDocs, but this filter can make 
good sense in case you use multiple ERP (OLTP) sites in a messaging scenario. Inside the search help, 
please make use of filter for the “Site Type ID”, e.g. SMOF_ERPSITE for all ERP (OLTP) Backends. 
Please note that internally the site name uses a GUID as identifier, but for simplicity always the site 
description (as defined in the CRM Admin Console) is shown. 

o Minimum Age (errors) (optional): 
Defines how old a BDoc message must be in order to consider it for the corresponding error key figure. If 
the parameter is empty, all found messages are counted immediately. 

o Minimum Age (intermediate) (optional): 
Defines how old a BDoc message must be in order to consider it for the corresponding intermediate key 
figure. If the parameter is empty, all found messages are counted immediately. 

Performance Warning 

The BDoc tables in the CRM system (starting with prefix SMW3_BDOC*) can grow rather huge. 
Their size depends on the amount of processed BDocs messages within the residence time before 
reorganization takes place, and the amount of all messages in a non-final state which prevents 
reorganization. 

In case of a huge amount of BDoc messages in the system, use this application monitor with care, 
as it causes an additional workload on the monitored CRM server. Please avoid running the data 
collection with a high monitoring frequency and avoid complex configurations of the selection criteria, 
especially those with patterns, ranges and exclusions. 

If you are in doubt, try to simulate the filter criteria with transaction SMW01 or SMW02, to get an idea 
about the possible runtime of the data collection. 

 

Queue Monitoring 

For the exchange of BDoc messages (e.g. internally within the CRM system, between CRM and 
ERP, and between CRM and Mobile Clients), the CRM Middleware uses the qRFC technique for 
queuing and sending the BDocs. In many cases there is a relation between a BDoc message status 
and a corresponding qRFC queue entry. Therefore, it is highly recommended to set up a qRFC 
monitoring as well. 

 

7.3.4 Key Figure “Number of BDoc Messages in Error State” 

This key figure monitors the number of BDoc messages in an erroneous state, based on the selection criteria 
configured on monitoring object level. There are no additional selection criteria available for this key figure. 
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Critical BDoc message states are: E01, E02, E03, E04, E05, E06, E07, E08, E09, R01, and T01 (may vary 
per CRM release). 

Define suitable thresholds for yellow and red alerts. An alert is triggered if the threshold values have been 
exceeded. Usually the thresholds for critical states should be set to a rather small value to get timely alerting. 

 

7.3.5 Key Figure “Age of Oldest BDoc Message in Error State” 

This key figure monitors the age (in minutes) of the oldest BDoc message in an erroneous state, based on 
the selection criteria configured on monitoring object level. There are no additional selection criteria available 
for this key figure. 

Critical BDoc message states are: E01, E02, E03, E04, E05, E06, E07, E08, E09, R01, and T01 (may vary 
per CRM release). 

Define suitable thresholds for yellow and red alerts as integers in minutes. An alert is triggered if the 
threshold values have been exceeded. Usually the thresholds for critical states should be set to a rather 
small value to get timely alerting. 

 

7.3.6 Key Figure “Combination of Messages & Age in Error State” 

This key figure is a combination of the error state key figures ‘Number of BDoc messages’ and ‘Age of oldest 
BDoc message’. Use this key figure if you are not just interested in the amount of erroneous messages or 
the age of the oldest erroneous message, but in the combination of those values. Consequently, you can use 
this key figure to get alerted about the age of the oldest erroneous message only if a certain number of 
erroneous messages exist, or get alerted about the number of erroneous messages only if the oldest of 
these messages has reached a certain age. 

There are no selection criteria available for this key figure. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 

There are two sets of thresholds available for this key figure: one for the number of erroneous messages 

(Entries) and one for the age of the oldest erroneous message (Age). An alert is only raised if the thresholds 

for both sets have been exceeded. If you leave one of the threshold sets empty, the key figure shows the 

same behavior as the respective key figure for which you have the thresholds defined, e.g. leaving the 

thresholds for “Age” empty means that this key figure shows the same behavior as the key figure "Number of 

BDoc Messages in Error State”. 

Define suitable thresholds for the number of entries and the oldest age (in minutes) individually. Both values 

are rated, and the lower rating is the basis for alerting. This means that the overall rating is yellow only if the 

thresholds of both attributes are reached (for example, if both have a yellow rating). 

 

7.3.7 Key Figure “Number of BDoc Messages in Intermediate State” 

This key figure monitors the number of BDoc messages in an intermediate state, based on the selection 
criteria configured on monitoring object level. There are no additional selection criteria available for this key 
figure. 

Intermediate BDoc message states are: D01, I01, I02, I03, I04, and O01 (may vary per CRM release). 

Define suitable thresholds for yellow and red alerts. An alert is triggered if the threshold values have been 
exceeded. Usually the thresholds for intermediate states can be set to a higher value, as these states may 
resolve themselves after some time. Only if an intermediate state persists too long, it also indicates an error 
situation. 

Make sure you have also selected the corresponding key figure for the erroneous states, as these are not 
included in the intermediate states. 

 

7.3.8 Key Figure “Age of Oldest BDoc Message in Intermediate State” 

This key figure monitors the age (in minutes) of the oldest BDoc message in an intermediate state, based on 
the selection criteria configured on monitoring object level. There are no additional selection criteria available 
for this key figure. 
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Intermediate BDoc message states are: D01, I01, I02, I03, I04, and O01 (may vary per CRM release). 

Define suitable thresholds for yellow and red alerts as integers in minutes. An alert is triggered if the 
threshold values have been exceeded. Usually the thresholds for intermediate states can be set to a higher 
value, as these states may resolve themselves after some time. Only if an intermediate state persists too 
long, it also indicates an error situation. 

Make sure you have also selected the corresponding key figure for the erroneous states, as these are not 
included in the intermediate states. 

 

7.3.9 Key Figure “Combination of Messages & Age in Intermediate State” 

This key figure is a combination of the intermediate state key figures ‘Number of BDoc messages’ and ‘Age 
of oldest BDoc message’. Use this key figure if you are not just interested in the amount of messages 
intermediate state or the age of the oldest of these messages, but in the combination of those values. 
Consequently, you can use this key figure to get alerted about the age of the oldest message in intermediate 
state only if a certain number of these messages exist, or get alerted about the number of messages in 
intermediate state only if the oldest of these messages has reached a certain age. 

There are no selection criteria available for this key figure. All selection criteria have to be maintained at 
monitoring object level. 

There are two sets of thresholds available for this key figure: one for the number of messages in 

intermediate state (Entries) and one for the age of the oldest message in intermediate state (Age). An alert is 

only raised if the thresholds for both sets have been exceeded. If you leave one of the threshold sets empty, 

the key figure shows the same behavior as the respective key figure for which you have the thresholds 

defined, e.g. leaving the thresholds for “Age” empty means that this key figure shows the same behavior as 

the key figure "Number of BDoc Messages in Intermediate State”. 

Define suitable thresholds for the number of entries and the oldest age (in minutes) individually. Both values 

are rated, and the lower rating is the basis for alerting. This means that the overall rating is yellow only if the 

thresholds of both attributes are reached (for example, if both have a yellow rating). 

Make sure you have also selected the corresponding key figure for the erroneous states, as these are not 

included in the intermediate states. 

 

7.3.10 “Detail Info” Lists 

The “Detail Info” List functionality for this monitoring object calls the BDoc Monitor transaction SMW01 with 
the same filter criteria as configured for the monitoring object. 

 

In addition to this functionality, you can also configure transactions SMW01 and/or SMW02 as analysis tools 
for this monitoring object. In case of interface monitoring, make sure to choose the correct target system call 
option (sender or receiver) for the transaction call. Please note that this will be a pure transaction call only, 
without handing over parameters. 
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7.4 Monitoring Object “CRM Middleware Monitoring” 
(IMCRMMID) 

7.4.1 System Requirements 

The following technical prerequisites have to be met in order to use the Monitoring Object “CRM Middleware 

Monitoring”:  

o SAP CRM system with basis release ≥ 6.40  

o ST-A/PI 01N is implemented on managed system 

 

7.4.2 Available Key Figures 

Key Figure Analysis 
Transaction 

Description ST-A/PI 

Mobile sites 

with overdue 

synchronization  

SMWMQUEUES To check the report 

RSMWM_QUEUE_INFO whether 

there are any mobile sites where the 

synchronization is overdue for a 

certain amount of time 

01N 

Number of 

R&R queues in 

status HOLD 

SMOHQUEUE To check the transaction 

SMOHQUEUE whether there are 

any queues in status "HOLD". 

01P 

Number of 

entries in R&R 

queues 

SMOHQUEUE To check the transaction 

SMOHQUEUE how many entries 

are in the selected queues. 

01P 

MW Cockpit SMWP To check the transaction SMWP 

which nodes are in a warning or 

error status. 

01P 

Number of 

BDoc 

messages 

processed 

SMWMFLOW To check the transaction 

SMWMFLOW  how many BDoc 

messages have been processed 

yesterday. 

01P 

Average 

processing 

time for BDoc 

messages 

SMWMFLOW To check the transaction 

SMWMFLOW  how long the 

average processing time of BDoc 

messages is, which have been 

processed yesterday. 

01P 

Number of 

mobile sites 

with import 

failures 

CMWQ To check the transaction CMWQ 

how many mobile sites with import 

failures exist. 

01P 

 

7.4.3 Configuration on Monitoring Object Level 

There are no parameters to maintain on monitoring object level. 
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7.4.4 Key Figure “Mobile Sites with overdue synchronization” 

To check the report RSMWM_QUEUE_INFO / transaction SMWMQUEUES ("Queue information for mobile 
client sites") whether there are any mobile sites for which synchronization has been overdue for a specified 
time. 

 

To set up the monitoring the following parameters can be maintained: 

o Older than x days (optional): via value help 

o Site range (optional): specify sites that should be considered. (value help available) 

Afterwards specify the thresholds for yellow and red alerts. 

 

A detail info list is available showing you all queues that fit the selection criteria. From the detail information 
screen you can navigate directly to transaction SMWMQUEUES and check the queue. 

 

 

7.4.5 Key Figure “Number of R&R Queues in status HOLD” 

To check the transaction SMOHQUEUE ("Monitor R&R Queues") whether there are any queues in status 
"HOLD". 
 
To set up the monitoring no further parameters have to be maintained. Specify if you want to receive a 
yellow or red alert in case matching queues have been found.. 
 
For this key figure a detail info list is available leading you directly to transaction SMOHQUEUE in the 
managed system. 

 

7.4.6 Key Figure “Number of entries in R&R Queues” 

To check the transaction SMOHQUEUE ("Monitor R&R Queues") how many entries are in the selected 
queues. 
 
To set up the monitoring you can specify the queue names that should be considered. If no queue name is 
specified all queue names will be taken into in account.  

o Queue name (optional): via value help  
Provide threshold values which indicate how many sites are allowed to be overdue before creating a yellow 
or red alert.  
 
As a result you will see an alert for every queue that contains entries telling you how many entries are in the 
selected queues. 
 
A detail info list is available which leads you directly to transaction "SMOHQUEUE" in the managed system. 

 

7.4.7 Key Figure “MW Cockpit” 

To check the transaction SMWP ("CRM Middleware Monitoring Cock pit") which nodes are in a warning or 
error status. 
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To set up the monitoring for “MW Cockpit", no further parameters need to be maintained. Simply press the 
“Save” button. As a result you will receive red alerts for the nodes that are in an error status and yellow alerts 
for nodes that are in a warning status. The measured value displays the number of nodes that are in 
error/warning status.    
   
A detail info list is available which leads you directly to transaction "SMWP" in the managed system 

 

7.4.8 Key Figure “Number of BDoc messages processed” 

To check the transaction SMWMFLOW ("Message Flow Statistics") how many BDoc messages have been 
processed yesterday. 
 
To set up the monitoring you can maintain the direction and the BDoc type. The direction is a mandatory 
field. If no BDoc type is provided, all BDoc types will be taken into account. 
o Direction (mandatory): via value help  
o BDoc type (optional): via value help 
You have the possibility to provide lower and upper thresholds for alerting. 
 
A detail info list is available which leads you directly to transaction "SMWMFLOW" in the managed system. 

 

7.4.9 Key Figure “Average processing time for BDoc messages” 

To check the transaction SMWMFLOW ("Message Flow Statistics") how long the average processing time of 
BDoc messages is, which have been processed yesterday. The average processing time is not visible in 
transaction SMWMFLOW and will be calculated by the sum of the processing time divided by the sum of 
BDocs processed. 
 
To set up the monitoring you can maintain the direction and the BDoc type. The direction is a mandatory 
field. If no BDoc type is provided all BDoc types will be taken into account. 
o Direction (mandatory): via value help  
o BDoc type (optional): via value help 
Provide threshold values which indicate how long the average processing time can be before a yellow or red 
alert is created (time is measured in ms). 
 
A detail info list is available which leads you directly to transaction "SMWMFLOW" in the managed system. 

 

7.4.10 Key Figure “Number of mobile sites with import failures” 

To check the transaction CMWQ ("Mobile Client Import Failures") how many mobile sites with import failures 
exist. 

 

To set up the monitoring, you can maintain the site names and the BDoc type. If you leave these fields 
empty, all available sites and BDoc types will be taken into account. Additionally the maximum age of the site 
or site range should be provided here. If you do not provide a maximum age it will be set to seven days as a 
default value. 

o Site Name (optional): via value help  

o BDoc Type (optional): via value help 

o Maximum Age (optional): via value help 

Provide threshold values how many sites should have import failures before creating a yellow or red alert.  

 

A detail info list is available which leads you directly to transaction "CMWQ" in the managed system. 
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7.5 Further Information  

7.5.1 Setup in Managed System for Monitoring Object “BDoc Monitoring” 

There are no special preparation steps necessary inside the monitored CRM system. However, you should 
use the standard BDoc Monitors (transactions SMW01 and SMW02) to get an overview about of the amount 
of erroneous BDoc messages in the system. You can use these transaction’s selection screens to determine 
good filter criteria for the monitoring setup.  
A good idea is also to use the Message Flow Statistics (transaction SMWMFLOW) to understand what kind 
of BDoc types are processed by the system in general. 

7.5.2 Status Codes for Monitoring Object “BDoc Monitoring" 

The status monitoring distinguishes between two severities. Several status codes are grouped in either error 
or interim states. An error state indicates an immediate exception situation. An intermediate state usually just 
means a temporary backlog situation that is a problem only if it persists longer. 
This grouping of severities has two advantages: You don’t have to take care of monitoring individual status 
codes, and you can define individual sets of thresholds. Usually you might choose smaller thresholds for 
error states to get a timely alerting, and larger thresholds for intermediate states to get alerted only when 
they persist for a longer time period. 

 

BDoc 

State 

Severity Status Description Reprocessing possible 

D01 Intermediate To be processed (Debug) X 

E01 Error Technical error (incomplete) X 

E02 Error Partially send, receivers have errors X 

E03 Error BDoc cannot be read from DB  

E04 Error BDoc validation error X 

E05 Error Inbound processing failed X 

E06 Error Outbound processing failed X 

E07 Error Conversion error X 

E08 Error Mapping error  

E09 Error Update failure X 

F01 Final Rejected (fully processed)  

F02 Final Confirmed (fully processed)  

F03 Final Set to processed (fully processed)  

F04 Final Confirmed (fully processed by all receivers)  

F05 Final Information (no processing)  

I01 Intermediate Received (intermediate state) X 

I02 Intermediate Written to qRFC Queue (intermediate state) X 

I03 Intermediate After qRFC step (intermediate state) X 

I04 Intermediate BDoc stored before update task (intermediate 
state) 

 

O01 Intermediate Sent to receivers (not all have confirmed) X 

R01 Error Retry after temporary error X 

T01 Error Temporary lack of resources in application layer X 

 

7.5.3 Flow Contexts 

In CRM Middleware, the flow context defines the way of processing for a BDoc message. Each defined flow 
context has a three-digit identifier. The first digit tells the BDoc class (‘M’ for messaging BDoc or ‘S’ for 
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synchronization BDoc). The second digit tells the processing direction (‘I’ for inbound and ‘O’ for outbound). 
The third digit is just a counter. If you are unsure which flow contexts are used for a BDoc type, you can 
display them using transaction SMO8FD.  

 

Flow Context Description Flow Direction 

SI0 sBDoc Validate Synchronization Inbound 

SI1 sBDoc Inbound (Before Validation) Synchronization Inbound 

SO1 sBDoc Notification Synchronization Outbound 

SOA sBDoc Notification (additional calls) Synchronization Outbound 

SO2 sBDoc Rejection Synchronization Outbound 

SOB sBDoc Rejection (additional calls) Synchronization Outbound 

SO3 sBDoc Initial Load Synchronization Outbound 

SOC sBDoc Initial Load (additional calls) Synchronization Outbound 

SO4 sBDoc Direct Send Synchronization Outbound 

MI0 mBDoc Validate Messaging Inbound 

MO1 mBDoc Notification Messaging Outbound 

MOA mBDoc Notification (additional calls) Messaging Outbound 

MO2 mBDoc Notification Multiple Messaging Outbound 

MOB mBDoc Notification Multiple (additional calls) Messaging Outbound 

MO3 mBDoc Initial Load Messaging Outbound 

MOC mBDoc Initial Load (additional calls) Messaging Outbound 

MO4 mBDoc Direct Send Messaging Outbound 

MO5 mBDoc Post Request Messaging Outbound 

MO6 mBDoc Post Rejection Messaging Outbound 

MOF mBDoc Post Rejection (additional calls) Messaging Outbound 

 

7.6 Monitoring Object “BDoc Documents for Analytics” 
(IMBDOCAN) 

7.6.1 System Requirements 

The following technical prerequisites have to be met in order to use the BDoc Monitoring in ST-A/PI 01Q: 

o Managed system is an ABAP-based SAP CRM system (“CRM Server”) on CRM release 3.0 or higher. 

o ST-A/PI 01Q or higher is implemented on the managed system 

o SPS23 or higher is implemented on the SAP Solution Manager system 

o For the “Detail Info” functionality to work, the managed system needs to be at least a CRM release 4.0. 

7.6.2 Available Key Figures 

The following key figures are available as of add-on ST-A/PI 01Q: 

Key Figure Analysis 
Transaction 

Description 

BDoc Counts SMW02 This Key Figure counts the number of BDoc 
messages based on the configured selection 
criteria. The measured value is the sum of 
selected BDoc counts.  
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7.6.3 Configuration on Monitoring Object Level 

The monitoring object “BDoc Documents for Analytics” can be assigned to a logical component. In that case 
the data provided by the respective data collectors is not used for alerting, but to feed the reporting tools 
BPMon offers. This includes the Business Process Analytics tool and the Business Process Operations 
Dashboards. For details regarding the setup and use of the two applications refer to SAP Service 
Marketplace, alias BPM, and follow the path Media Library  Technical Information  Setup Guide – 
Business Process Analytics and Setup Guide – Business Process Operations Dashboards, respectively. 
 

In addition the monitoring object can be set up on a business process step for alerting. For this purpose you 
can configure a new monitoring object on its own, but you can also re-use data collected by a “BDoc 
Analytics” monitoring object which is configured at the logical component level. The monitoring object on the 
process step is then created with reference to the monitoring object on the logical component.  

7.6.4 Key Figure BDoc Counts 

This key figure gets the list of BDocs (same as the result of transaction SMW02 – more detailed information 
on BDoc Documents can be found in the section “Further Information” of the monitoring object 
“IMBDOCMO”) based on the following selection criteria: 

o BDoc Type: e.g. BUPA_MAIN  

o BDoc Status: e.g. F02, E04  

o Flow Context: e.g. MI0, MO1  

o Site ID: e.g. DDAC153B39ED58F1B680005056827BE1  

o Data from prev. day: e.g. X (to get data from previous day)  

The measured value is the sum of selected BDoc counts.  

 

Procedure:  

Setting up the thresholds for the alert (only available on Process Step level, not on the logical component):  

o (Rating scale: 0 - GREEN | YELLOW | RED - n)  

o RED rating: Threshold for RED < Measured value  

o YELLOW rating: Threshold for YELLOW < Measured value <= Threshold for RED  

o GREEN rating: Measured value <= Threshold for YELLOW  

 

Example:  

o No objects of this kind are normally found  GREEN  

o Up to five objects can be tolerated. Above:  YELLOW  

o More than 20 objects means significant loss  RED  

 

This produces the following settings:  

o Threshold for YELLOW: 5  

o Threshold for RED: 20 

 

“Group by” flags: 

o One of the features the BPMon reporting tools offer is the display of data in an aggregated way. The 
measured values can be grouped by different selection criteria. The “BDoc Documents for Analytics” is 
enabled to group the measured values by parameters "BDoc Type", "BDoc State", "Flow Context" and 
“Site ID”.In order to activate this aggregation, the "Group by" flag has to be set for each of the 
parameters in scope. You can either provide a set of entries you want the data collection to be restricted 
to (e.g. you are only interested in a small sub-set of document types), or you can leave the 
corresponding fields blank which means all possible values found on the managed system will be 
included into the aggregation (e.g. aggregate all document types found for the specified BDoc 
Documents). 

https://websmp110.sap-ag.de/~sapidb/011000358700000746932012E/SetupGuide_BPAnalytics_V2.pdf
https://websmp110.sap-ag.de/~sapidb/011000358700000746932012E/SetupGuide_BPAnalytics_V2.pdf
https://websmp110.sap-ag.de/~sapidb/011000358700000876262011E
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8 Monitoring of SAP Business Workflow  

8.1 Background Information 
A business workflow is an executable process embedded in SAP applications that you use to automate 
business processes. These processes may be simple release or approval procedures, or more complex 
business processes such as creating a material master and the associated coordination of the departments 
involved. SAP Business Workflow is particularly suitable for situations in which processes have to be run 
through repeatedly, or situations in which the business process requires the involvement of a large number 
of users in a specific sequence. You can also use SAP Business Workflow to respond to errors and 
exceptions in other, existing business processes. It considers SAP data as business objects (e.g. a material 
or a sales order can be an object in a workflow). 

 

A workflow can be started when predefined events occur, for example an event triggered if particular errors 
are found during an automatic check. 

Each workflow is made up of steps that control the workflow or refer to tasks to be executed. Tasks describe 
elementary business activities and always refer to a method of a (business) object type. These methods can 
be automatically executable methods (background tasks) or can require a user to execute them (dialog 
tasks). For each task possible agents (i.e. persons who start workflows and processes work items) are 
defined. 

 

 

A task within a workflow can either be a single-step task or a multistep task. At the technical level, the main 
difference between single-step tasks and multistep tasks is that while each single-step task references an 
object method, each multistep task references a workflow definition comprising a sequence of different 
steps. The prefix for SAP standard tasks (single step task) always starts with TS<8 digit number>, while the 
prefix for a Workflow (multi step task) always starts with WS<8 digit number>. 

 

8.2 Purpose and Benefit of Monitoring SAP Business Workflow 
As core business processes can be realized using SAP Business Workflow, the successful execution of 
workflows can be crucial for the smooth and reliable processing of the business processes. Thus, monitoring 
of workflows is essential for ensuring the uninterrupted processing of these processes. Due to the technical 
infrastructure of workflows several error situations are possible: 
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o The runtime environment for the processing of workflows is not configured properly. This includes for 
example the correct configuration of RFC destinations and the scheduling of involved background jobs. 
All these settings and the overall status of the runtime environment can be checked in transaction 
SWU3. 

o RFC calls fail. The RFC calls are executed using transactional RFC (tRFC) with the destination 
WORKFLOW_LOCAL_<client>. Any errors can be found in transaction SM58. 

o Events which start a workflow may run into an error or backlog situation. Such situations can be found in 
transaction SWEQADM. 

o The processing of the workflow itself may stop due to various reasons. These include problems with the 
system (system crashes, short dumps etc.) and errors in the logic of the workflow (steps configured 
incorrectly, dialog user not existent etc.). Workflows in such an erroneous state can be found (and 
restarted) in transactions SWPC and SWPR.  

o The processing of a workflow or task can be delayed or stopped due to other reasons like unavailable 
agents or a task being in status “WAIT”. Such situations can be detected in transaction SWI1 

All these situations can be detected automatically using SAP Business Workflow Monitoring in SAP Solution 
Manager. 

 

Monitoring for this functionality is contained in the following monitoring objects: 

o Workflow Monitoring – general (SWFMO1) 
o Workflow Monitoring - SAP Basis release-dependent (SWFMON) 

All monitoring functionalities available within monitoring object SWFMO1 are also available in object 
SWFMON. Object SWFMON has higher requirements concerning the release of the managed system. If 
these requirements are fulfilled, object SWFMON should be used. 

 

8.3 Monitoring Object “Workflow Monitoring – General” 
(SWFMO1) 

8.3.1 System Requirements 

The following technical requirements have to be met in order to use the monitoring object “Workflow 
Monitoring – general” with SAP Solution Manager: 

o Basis release ≥ 6.40 on the managed systems 

o ST-A/PI 01M is implemented on the managed systems 

o SPS 23 (in particular ST-A/PI 01M) is implemented on the SAP Solution Manager system: 

 

8.3.2 Available Key Figures 

To monitor the successful processing of SAP Business Workflow interfaces, the following key figures are 
available within monitoring object “Workflow Monitoring – general” in SAP Solution Manager: 

Key Figure Analysis 
Transaction 

Description 

Number of work items in 
status 

SWI1 This key figure counts the number of workflow work 
items with a specific age in a specific status. 

Number of events in 
backlog 

SWEQADM This key figure counts the number of events in the 
event queue which still have to be delivered or 
which ran into an error status. 

Age of oldest incomplete 
work item 

SWI1 This key figure monitors the age of the oldest 
incomplete work item (status is not 'COMPLETED') 
according to the selection criteria. 

Avg. age of incomplete 
work item 

SWI1 This key figure monitors the average age of all 
workflow work items (status is not 'COMPLETED') 
according to the selection criteria. 
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Work items in status SWI1 This key figure allows you to monitor the number of 
workflow items in a specific status. 

Avg. age of work item SWI1 This key figure allows you to monitor the average 
age of workflow items. 

As of ST-A/PI 01Q the monitoring object “Workflow Monitoring – general” is enabled for Business Process 
Analytics. 

8.3.3 Configuration at Monitoring Object Level 

Select the key figures you want to monitor and specify the period for the data collection as described in 
chapter Setup Procedure.  

 

For the data collector period, consider that in case of a large number of work items / workflows (transaction 
SWI1) in the managed system, this application monitor should be used with care since it may cause 
additional workload on the monitored system. Avoid running the data collection with a high monitoring 
frequency and avoid complex definitions of selection criteria, especially with patterns, ranges, and 
exclusions.  
In case of doubt execute transaction SWI1 with your intended selection criteria to get an idea about the 
possible runtime of the data collection.  
If you expect a long runtime(several minutes) for the data collection, use option "DC in Background" in tab 
'Monitoring Schedule' and schedule the data collection as infrequent as possible and potentially at times 
when it will not disturb other system activities.  

  

8.3.4 Key Figure “Number of Work Items in Status” 

The key figure “Number of work items in status” monitors the number of work items or workflows that are in a 
specified status at the time of the data collection. 

 

The following selection criteria are available to be configured for this key figure: 

o Task/Workflow (mandatory, no wildcards possible, no value help): 
Enter the ID for the task or workflow you would like to monitor. Task IDs can be verified in the managed 
system via transaction SWI1 (column ‘Task’). IDs starting with “TS*” represent a task within a workflow, 
IDs starting with “WS*” represent an entire workflow.  

o Status (optional, no wildcards possible): 
Specify the status of the task or workflow you would like to monitor. The following values are possible 
(available via value help): 

 WAITING Waiting (Also: Work Items in Resubmission) 

 READY Ready 

 SELECTED Reserved 

 STARTED In Process 

 ERROR Error 

 COMMITTED Executed (Only If Explicit End Confirmation Is Expected) 

 COMPLETED Completed 

 CANCELLED Logically Deleted 

 CHECKED In Preparation 

 EXCPCAUGHT Exception Caught 

 EXCPHANDLR Exception Being Handled 

o Agent assigned (mandatory): 
Specify whether to consider only work items with an agent assigned. Use the value help to enter: 

 No entry: only work items without an assigned agent are considered 

 Entry “X”: only work items with an assigned agent are considered. 
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o Max. Age (in hours) (optional): 
Specify the maximum age (in hours) until which workflows or work items should be considered by the 
data collection. Workflows or work items older than the maximum age are ignored during the data 
collection e.g. entering the value 24 here means only items / workflows younger than one day would be 
monitored.  

Although technically this is an optional parameter, it should be considered that leaving this 
parameter without a configured value (or setting it to a high value) might cause additional 
workload on managed system. 
 

o Mode (optional): 
Mode allowing you to monitor in TOTAL (or left empty) or DELTA mode  

 TOTAL (leave the field empty) selects the items without restriction of age at each execution, if the 
maximum age parameter is not set.  

 DELTA selects only items that were added between last and current execution. 

 

Configure the thresholds for yellow and red alerts. There are two sets of thresholds available for this key 
figure:  

o Thresholds for average age of work items  
o Thresholds for number of work items  

The alert for the key figure is based on a combination of both sets of threshold values. Both are rated and 
the lower rating is used as alert for the entire key figure. This means only if the thresholds for both sets are 
exceeded (for example both have a yellow rating) is the overall rating yellow.  

Leaving one set of thresholds blank means that only the remaining set of threshold values is evaluated. For 
example: If only thresholds for the number of work items are maintained, only the number of work items 
affects the rating for the alert. 

 

In case collected data should be displayed in the Business Process Analytics (see Setup Guide – Business 
Process Analytics) at least one of the “Group by” flag should be checked. Aggregation possibilities available 
depend on each key figure, here: 

o Task/Workflow 
o Status 

 

     

 

8.3.5 Key Figure “Number of Events in Backlog” 

This key figure is an enhancement of the key figure Number of event linkages with status error. 

The key figure “Number of events in backlog” monitors the number of events in the event queue which still 
have to be delivered or which ran into an error status. The events in error status can also be monitored via 
transaction SWEQADM on the managed system. 

 

The following selection criteria are available: 

o Object type (optional, no wildcards allowed): 
Specify the type of the (business) object linked to the event. Leaving this entry blank will result in all 
object types being monitored.  

o Event (optional, no wildcards allowed):: 
Specify the event you would like to monitor. Leaving this entry blank will result in all events being 
monitored. 

o Max. Age (in hours) (optional): 
Specify the maximum age (in hours) until which events will be considered. Events older than the 
maximum age are ignored during the data collection e.g. entering the value 24 here means only events 
younger than one day would be monitored.  

 

https://websmp109.sap-ag.de/~sapidb/011000358700000746932012E/SetupGuide_BPAnalytics_V2.pdf
https://websmp109.sap-ag.de/~sapidb/011000358700000746932012E/SetupGuide_BPAnalytics_V2.pdf
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Although technically this is an optional parameter for the monitoring configuration, it should be 
considered that not setting this parameter (or setting it to a high value) might cause additional 
workload on managed system.  

o Mode (optional): 
Mode allowing you to monitor in TOTAL (or left empty) or DELTA mode  

 TOTAL (leave the field empty) selects the items without restriction of age at each execution, if the 
maximum age parameter is not set.  

 DELTA selects only items that were added between last and current execution. 

 

Enter the alert thresholds for yellow and red alerts. An alert is created if the measured value exceeds the 
thresholds. 

 

In case collected data should be displayed in the Business Process Analytics (see Setup Guide – Business 
Process Analytics) at least one of the “Group by” flag should be checked. Aggregation possibilities available 
depend on each key figure, here: 

o Object type 
o Event 

 

8.3.6 Key Figure “Age of Oldest Incomplete Work Item” 

This key figure monitors the age of the oldest incomplete work items (status is not 'COMPLETED') according 
to the selection criteria. 

 

The following selection criteria are available: 

o Task/Workflow (mandatory, no wildcards possible): 
Enter the ID for the task or workflow you would like to monitor. Task IDs can be verified in the managed 
system via transaction SWI1 (column ‘Task’). IDs starting with “TS*” represent a task within a workflow, 
IDs starting with “WS*” represent an entire workflow.  

o Max. Age (in hours) (optional): 
Specify the maximum age (in hours) until which workflows or work items should be considered by the 
data collection. Workflows or work items older than the maximum age are ignored during the data 
collection e.g. entering the value 24 here means only items / workflows younger than one day would be 
monitored.  

 
Although technically this is an optional parameter, it should be considered that leaving this 
parameter without a configured value (or setting it to a high value) might cause additional 
workload on managed system. 
 

o Mode (optional): 
Mode allowing you to monitor in TOTAL (or left empty) or DELTA mode  

 TOTAL (leave the field empty) selects the items without restriction of age at each execution, if the 
maximum age parameter is not set.  

 DELTA selects only items that were added between last and current execution. 

 

Enter the alert thresholds for yellow and red alerts. An alert is created if the measured value exceeds the 
thresholds. 

 

In case collected data should be displayed in the Business Process Analytics (see Setup Guide – Business 
Process Analytics) at least one of the “Group by” flag should be checked. Aggregation possibilities available 
depend on each key figure, here: 

o Task/Workflow 

 

https://websmp109.sap-ag.de/~sapidb/011000358700000746932012E/SetupGuide_BPAnalytics_V2.pdf
https://websmp109.sap-ag.de/~sapidb/011000358700000746932012E/SetupGuide_BPAnalytics_V2.pdf
https://websmp109.sap-ag.de/~sapidb/011000358700000746932012E/SetupGuide_BPAnalytics_V2.pdf
https://websmp109.sap-ag.de/~sapidb/011000358700000746932012E/SetupGuide_BPAnalytics_V2.pdf
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8.3.7 Key Figure “Average Age of Incomplete Work Item” 

The key figure “Average age of incomplete work item” monitors the average age of all workflow work items 
that fulfill the configured selection criteria and that do not have status 'COMPLETED'. 

 

The following selection criteria are available: 

 

o Task/Workflow: 
ID of task or workflow, the value for this field can be checked in managed system via transaction SWI1 
(e.g. TS68700038 or WS90102302, this parameter is mandatory).  

o Max. Age (in hours): 
Maximum age (in hours) of the workflows or work items to be considered. Workflows or work items older 
than the maximum age are ignored during the data collection e.g. if the value 24 would be entered only 
items / workflows not older than one day would be counted (parameter optional, but it should be 
considered that if not set or set to a very high value might cause additional workload on managed 
system). 

 
o Mode (optional): 

Mode allowing you to monitor in TOTAL (or left empty) or DELTA mode  

 TOTAL (leave the field empty) selects the items without restriction of age at each execution, if the 
maximum age parameter is not set.  

 DELTA selects only items that were added between last and current execution. 

 

Enter the alert thresholds for yellow and red alerts. An alert is created if the measured value exceeds the 
thresholds. 

 

In case collected data should be displayed in the Business Process Analytics (see Setup Guide – Business 
Process Analytics) at least one of the “Group by” flag should be checked. Aggregation possibilities available 
depend on each key figure, here: 

o Task/Workflow 

 

8.3.8 Key Figure “Work items in status” 

This key figure allows you to monitor the number of workflow items in a specific status. 
It was created as a split-up of key figure “Number of Work Items in Status”. Selection criteria are the same as 
in chapter 8.3.4 

Alerts are created based on thresholds for number of work items. 

8.3.9 Key Figure “Avg. age of work item” 

This key figure allows you to monitor the number of workflow items in a specific status. 
It was created as a split-up of key figure “Number of Work Items in Status”. Selection criteria are the same as 
in chapter 8.3.4 

Alerts are created based on thresholds for average age of work items  

. 

https://websmp109.sap-ag.de/~sapidb/011000358700000746932012E/SetupGuide_BPAnalytics_V2.pdf
https://websmp109.sap-ag.de/~sapidb/011000358700000746932012E/SetupGuide_BPAnalytics_V2.pdf
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8.3.10 “Detail Info” Lists 

The “Detail Info” lists for this monitoring object execute a call to the respective analysis transaction for the 
involved key figures (see chapter 8.3.2).  

 

8.4 Monitoring Object “Workflow Monitoring - SAP Basis 
Release-dependent” (IMSWFMON)  

8.4.1 System Requirements 

The following technical requirements have to be met in order to use the monitoring object “Workflow 
Monitoring - SAP Basis Release-dependent” with SAP Solution Manager: 

o Managed system has at least one of the following basis releases:  

 Basis release 6.20, SP65 or 

 Basis release 6.40, SP23 or 

 Basis release 7.00, SP17 or 

 Basis release 7.01, SP02 or 

 Basis release 7.02 – 7.09, SP00 or 

 Basis release 7.10, SP07 or 

 Basis release 7.11, SP01 or 

 Basis release 7.12, SP00 
o ST-A/PI01M is implemented on the managed system 
o SPS 23 (in particular ST-A/PI01M) is implemented on SAP Solution Manager system 
 
Because of the dependency not just on the basis release, but also on the support package level of the 
managed system, the coding for this monitoring object is delivered as inactive. It is activated (thus making 
the monitoring object available) when the procedures after add-on implementation are executed on the 
managed system after ST-A/PI01M has been implemented. These procedures can be executed via 
RTCCTOOL in transaction ST13. See SAP note 69455 for details. 

8.4.2 Available Key Figures 

To monitor the successful processing of SAP Business Workflow interfaces, the following key figures are 
available within Business Process Monitoring in SAP Solution Manager: 

Key Figure Related to 
transaction 

Description 

Number of work items in 
status error 

SWPR Checks for entries in transaction SWPR (Workflows whose 
processing stopped due to an internal error). 

Number of work items 
after system crash 

SWPC Checks for entries in transaction SWPC (Workflows which 
stopped due to a system crash). 

Number of event linkages 
with status error 

SWEQADM Checks for the number of events in the event-queue with 
status ‘error’. 

Cancelled entries in 
workflow RFC destination 

SM58 Checks transaction SM58 if there are entries with status 
‘cancelled’ for destination WORKFLOW_LOCAL_<client>. 

Status of workflow 
runtime environment 

SWU3 Checks if all statuses of the runtime environment are green. 

Number of work items in 
status 

SWI1 Counts the number of workflow items with a specific age in a 
specific status. 

Number of events in 
backlog 

SWEQADM Counts the number of events in the event queue which still 
have to be delivered or which ran into an error status.  

Age of oldest incomplete 
work item 

SWI1 Monitors the age of the oldest incomplete work items (status is 
not 'COMPLETED') according to the selection criteria. 

Avg. age of incomplete SWI1 Monitors the average age of all workflow work items (status is 

https://bosap-support.wdf.sap.corp/sap/support/notes/69455
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Key Figure Related to 
transaction 

Description 

work item not 'COMPLETED') according to the selection criteria. 

 

The first five key figures in the table above have been available with the above mentioned 
requirements for the release of the managed system since ST-A/PI 01L. 

All key figures are directly linked to the corresponding transactions on the managed system. For a more 
detailed description of the key figures, see the corresponding chapters “Description of key figure <key figure 
name>”. 

 

8.4.3 Configuration on Monitoring Object Level 

In order to set up the monitoring object “Workflow monitoring – SAP release dependent” proceed as 
described in chapter Setup Procedure. Select the key figures (tab “Key Figures”) you want to monitor and 
specify the period for the data collection (tab “Monitoring Schedule”). 

Please consider that in case of a large number of work items / workflows (transaction SWI1) in the managed 
system, this application monitor should be used with care since it may cause additional workload on the 
monitored server. Avoid running the data collection with a high monitoring frequency and avoid complex 
definition of selection criteria, especially with patterns, ranges, and exclusions.  
In case of doubt execute transaction e.g. SWI1 with the selection criteria to get an idea about the possible 
runtime of the data collection.  
If you expect a long runtime(several minutes) for the data collection, use option "DC in Background" in tab 
'Monitoring Schedule' and schedule the data collection as infrequent as possible and potentially at times 
when it will not disturb other system activities.   

 

No other configuration at monitoring object level is required.  

 

8.4.4 Key Figure “Number of Work Items in Status Error” 

This key figure measures the number of work items that fulfill the selection criteria and are in status “Error”. 

 

The following selection criteria are available: 

o Task (mandatory, no wildcards allowed, value help available): 

Use the value help to specify the task ID. Only ID’s starting with WS (how to obtain the ID, see the 
chapter Further information) are allowed as can be seen in transaction SWPR. 

o Collector Mode (mandatory. entry ‘ALL’ or ‘DELTA’):  
Specify how the work items should be evaluated: 

 Collector mode ALL monitors all work items in status 'ERROR' that fulfill the values defined for the 
task IDs.  

 Collector mode DELTA only evaluates the work items that have reached status 'Error' since the last 
data collection. The first data collection after activation evaluates all work items currently in status 
'Error'. 

 

Enter the alert thresholds for yellow and red alerts. An alert is created if the measured value exceeds the 
thresholds. 

8.4.5 Key Figure “Number of Work Items after System Crash” 

This key figure measures the number of work items that fulfill the selection criteria and that are stopped due 
to a system crash (in status ’STARTED’ for more than a day). 

 

The following selection criteria are available: 

o Task (mandatory, no wildcards allowed): 
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Use the value help to specify the task ID. Only ID’s starting with WS (how to obtain the ID, see the 
chapter Further information) are allowed as can be seen in transaction SWPC. 

o Collector Mode (mandatory, entries ‘ALL’ or ‘DELTA’): 
Specify how the work items should be evaluated: 

 Collector mode ‘ALL’ evaluates all work items in status 'STARTED' for more than a day that fulfill the 
values defined for the task IDs.  

 Collector mode ‘DELTA’ only evaluates the work items that have exceeded being in status 
‘STARTED’ for more than a day since the last data collection. The first data collection after activation 
evaluates all work items that have existed in status 'STARTED' for more than a day. 

 

Enter the alert thresholds for yellow and red alerts. An alert is created if the measured value exceeds the 
thresholds. 

8.4.6 Key Figure “Number of Event Linkages with Status Error” 

This key figure measures the number of events in the event-queue with status ‘error’. 

 

The following selection criterion is available: 

o Collector Mode (mandatory, entries ‘ALL’ or ‘DELTA’): 
Specify how the events should be evaluated: 

 Collector mode ALL evaluates all events in the event queue with an error status. 

 Collector mode DELTA evaluates events that have reached an error status since the last data 
collection. The first data collection after activation evaluates all events currently in an error status. 

Enter the alert thresholds for yellow and red alerts. An alert is created if the measured value exceeds the 
thresholds. 

 

8.4.7 Key Figure “Cancelled Entries in Workflow RFC Destination” 

This key figure measures the number of cancelled entries in the workflow RFC destination 
WORKFLOW_LOCAL_<client>.  

 

There are no selection criteria available on key figure level. 

Enter the alert thresholds for yellow and red alerts. An alert is created if the measured value exceeds the 
thresholds. 

 

8.4.8 Key Figure “Status of Workflow Runtime Environment” 

This key figure checks the status of the workflow runtime environment. If one of the nodes in transaction 
SWU3 is marked red an alert is generated.  

 

There are no selection criteria to be maintained on key figure level. 

Configure the status for the alert that should be raised in case of problems. 

 

8.4.9 Other Key Figures 

The following key figures are identical to the ones available in monitoring object “Workflow Monitoring – 
General”. 

 Number of work items in status 

 Number of events in backlog 

 Age of oldest incomplete work item 

 Avg. age of incomplete work item 

 

Number#_Key_Figure_
Number_1#_Key_Figure_
Age#_Key_figure_
Avg.#_Key_Figure_
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Please see the descriptions of these key figures in the sub-chapters for monitoring object “Workflow 
Monitoring – General” for details on what these key figures measure and how they should be configured. 

 

8.5 Further Information  

8.5.1 Identifying Relevant Task IDs on Managed System via Transaction SWI1 

Execute transaction SWI1, specifying only the time period in the selection screen. Choose a time frame large 
enough to get business relevant data. Check if there are entries with status e.g. ERROR, CANCELED or one 
that is relevant for monitoring from business perspective.  

 

 

8.5.2 Identifying Events via the Event Queue Administration (Transaction 

SWEQADM) 

Call transaction SWEQADM. In tab ‘Overview’, area ‘Content of event queue’, you can check if there are 
linkages with error, for more detail the tab Linkages with errors can be checked. The number display here is 
monitored via the key figure “Number of Event Linkages with Status Error”. 

In tab ‘Overview’, area ‘Content of event queue’, you can check if there are events still to be delivered or 
events with errors. The sum of those two is monitored via key figure Number of events in backlog. 

 

 

 

8.5.3 Identifying Task IDs via Transaction SWPR 

Call transaction SWPR for a time frame large enough to get business relevant data (without further selection 
criteria). Check if there are entries with status ‘ERROR’. These work items will be considered by key figure 
“Number of work items in status error”. 

 

To determine the task ID for an entry, select the line, and press button ‘Choose’  
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Always remember that not only those entries which are currently in status ERROR should be monitored, but 
also those which are business critical in general, as they might run into error situations as well. 

 

8.5.4 Identifying Task IDs via Transaction SWPC 

Number of work items after system crash 

Call transaction SWPC for a time frame large enough to get business relevant data (without further selection 
criteria). Check if there are entries with status ‘STARTED’. These work items will be considered by key figure 
“Number of work items after system crash”. 

 

To determine the task ID for an entry, select the line, and press button ‘Choose’  
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Always remember that not only those entries which are currently in status STARTED should be monitored, 
but also those which are business critical in general, as they might be affected by a system crash as well. 

 

8.5.5 Identifying cancelled Entries in the Workflow RFC Destination with 

Transaction SM58 

Cancelled entries in workflow RFC destination 

Call transaction SM58 for tRFC destination WORKFLOW_LOCAL* and a suitable time frame. Check for 
entries which have a status text marked in red. These entries will be considered by key figure “Cancelled 
entries in workflow RFC destination”. 

 

 

8.5.6 Analyzing Status of Workflow Runtime Environment via Transaction SWU3 

Call transaction SWU3. You can see if there are errors in the workflow runtime environment by checking 
node ‘Maintain Runtime Environment’ and its sub-nodes. 
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Nodes that are flagged as red here will be alerted via key figure “Status of workflow runtime environment”.  
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9 Monitoring of Files 

9.1 Background Information 
Communications between SAP systems and non-SAP systems can be achieved using file based interfaces.  

 

9.2 Purpose and Benefit of File Monitoring  
Business processes executed via SAP systems can have file-based interfaces to exchange information with 
non-SAP system. These interfaces need to be monitored to ensure their correct processing and thus the 
successful execution of the related business processes. Automatic monitoring (i.e. via Business Process 
Monitoring in SAP Solution Manager) ensures that problems within file based interfaces are reported 
efficiently and in a timely manner. 
The monitoring of file based interfaces with Business Process Monitoring can be realized via two ways: 

a) using the SAPCCMSR agent to monitor files via CCMS functionality and include this monitoring in 
the Business Process Monitoring in SAP Solution Manager 

b) using the FILE MONITORING application monitor within Business Process Monitoring in SAP 
Solution Manager. 
 

The functional scope of the file monitoring differs depending on which of the three above mentioned 
monitoring functionalities is used: 

a) When monitoring files via the SAPCCMSR agent, the following key figures are available: 

 File existence  

 File age (in min) 

 File size (in kB) 

 Count lines in file 

 Alert on a specified pattern/string 

b) When monitoring files via the respective BPMon application monitor, the following key figures are 
available: 

 File existence 

 File size 

 File age (in min) 

 Number of files 

 Number of lines in file 

 Number of patterns nonXML 

 Value nonXML 

 Pattern XML 

 Value XML  

If the key figures for the BPMon application monitor are sufficient for you monitoring needs, the usage of this 
application monitor should be the preferred solution. 

 

9.3 Monitoring of Files via SAPCCMSR Agent  

9.3.1 System Requirements 

The following technical prerequisites need to be fulfilled to use the file monitoring via SAPCCMSR agent: 

o SAPCCMSR agent needs to be installed on the managed system (also non-SAP systems). 

o SAPCCMSR agent needs to be registered to either the SAP Solution Manager CCMS or the CCMS of 
one of the ABAP based managed systems in your solution 

See chapter 9.4.1 for details on how to install the CCMSR agent. 
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9.3.2 Available Key Figures 

The following key figures are available (via configuration of the SAPCCMSR agent): 

Name Analysis 

Transaction 

Description 

File existence  AL11 Evaluates if a specified file existed at given time and location. 

File age (in min) AL11 Evaluates the specified file age in minutes.  

File size (in kB) AL11 Returns the specified file size in kB. 

Count lines in file AL11 Counts the number of lines in file. 

Alert on a specified 

pattern/string 

AL11 Evaluates the occurrence of a specified pattern in a file. 

 

9.3.3 Configuration on Monitoring Object Level 

Select the business process step or interface you would like to monitor as described in chapter 1.2 Setup 
Procedure. 

Instead of selecting an application monitor, choose monitoring type ‘CCMS Monitor’.  

 

In node ‘CCMS Monitors’, select the CCMS context under which the MTE’s for file monitoring get created 
and specify a name for the monitoring object. The name of the context is defined within the configuration of 
the CCMSR agent (see chapter 9.4 for details). 

 

In node ‘<monitoring object name>’ use the value help in column ‘Short Text’ to enter the MTE for a key 
figure you would like to use. After you have entered the MTE you can change the short text for the key figure 
and provide threshold values. 

 

Note that instead of using the value help for the ‘Short Text’, you can also enter the MTE name 
directly by clicking on a field in column ‘MTE Name’ and typing the MTE name into the pop-up. You 
can obtain MTE names in CCMS by marking an MTE and then choosing F1. This way it is possible to 
enter MTE names for MTEs that do not exist in the CCMS of the system on which the business 
process step or interface takes place. Important is that for the system in whose CCMS the MTE exists 
there is a topology entry in RZ21 of the SAP Solution Manager system. 

 

9.3.4 Key Figure “File Existence” 

This key figure monitors whether the specified file exists at a defined time and within a defined location. 
The following selection criteria are available: 

o File name (mandatory, parameter FILENAME) 

o File location (mandatory, parameter DIRECTORY) 

o Time at which file should exist (via configuration of the agent scheduling) 

 

Note that the configuration of the selection criteria does not take place in SAP Solution Manager. 
These criteria are maintained via the configuration file of the SAPCCMSR agent. 

 

The monitoring of the file existence is possible by specifying the file directory and file name and setting the 
parameter CHECK_EXISTENCE_ONLY in the log file template. 

A typical use case would be that your vendor provides a flat file daily at a specific time to your file server. If 
the file does not exist until 10a.m. you need to be alerted.  
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There are no threshold values for this key figure. A red alert for this key figure is raised in case the parameter 
is set to CHECK_EXISTENCE_ONLY=1 and the file is not existing, please note that if used all parameters for 

monitoring search patterns are ignored (see SAP Help for more information). In case the file exists no alert is 
written. 

 

9.3.5 Key Figure “File Age (in min)” 

This key figure monitors the number of minutes since the last change of the monitored file. The following 
selection criteria are available and have to be maintained via the log file template of the SAPCCMSR 
configuration: 

o File name (mandatory, parameter FILENAME) 

o File location (mandatory, parameter DIRECTORY) 

 

This key figure is only available if parameter MONITOR_FILE_AGE_MINUTES is specified in the log file 
template.  
A typical use case is that you receive a flat file on an hourly basis (the existing file is overwritten by the new 
file) and need to be notified if the file age is higher than three hours. 
 

An alert red for this key figure is raised if the period in minutes exceeds the threshold value set in the 
parameter. 

 

9.3.6 Key Figure “File Size (in kB)” 

This key figure monitors the size of the file (in kB). The following selection criteria are available and have to 
be maintained via the log file template of the SAPCCMSR configuration: 

o File name (mandatory, parameter FILENAME) 

o File location (mandatory, parameter DIRECTORY) 

This key figure is only available if either parameter MONITOR_FILESIZE_KB or 
MONITOR_FILESIZE_BELOW_KB is set in the log file template. 

A typical use case is that you receive flat files of the size around 100kB. You need to be notified if the file 
size is smaller than 30kB or higher 200kB. 

An alert for this key figure is raised if the defined threshold values are exceeding or fall below the values 
configured in the log file template.  

 

9.3.7 Key Figure “Count Lines in File” 

This key figure monitors the number of lines within a file that fulfill the specified selection criteria. The 
following selection criteria are available and have to be maintained via the log file template of the 
SAPCCMSR configuration: 

o File name (mandatory, parameter FILENAME) 

o File location (mandatory, parameter DIRECTORY) 

o Pattern to identify the relevant lines in the file (parameter PATTERN) 

This key figure is only available if parameter SHOWNEWLINES is set in the log file template. 

A typical use case is that you expect a certain number of lines to be inserted and need to be notified if more 
or less lines have been created as expected. 

 

An alert for this key figure is raised if the defined threshold values are exceeded as set in the properties of 
the CCMS node “Match for ‘pattern’” or  in the CCMS Monitor in BPMon setup tool. 

http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw70/helpdata/en/47/4e43ab79296d19e10000000a421138/content.htm
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9.3.8 Key Figure “Alert on a Specified Pattern/String 

This key figure monitors the number of times a defined pattern or string has occurred in the specified file. . 
The following selection criteria are available and have to be maintained via the log file template of the 
SAPCCMSR configuration: 

o File name (mandatory, parameter FILENAME) 

o File location (mandatory, parameter DIRECTORY) 

o Pattern (parameter PATTERN) 

This key figure is only available if parameter CUMULATIVE_ALERT_THRESHOLD_<n> is set in the log file 
template. 

A typical use case is to monitor for the existence of a specific pattern like ‘ERROR’ inside your files. Another 
use case is that your files contain two footer lines. In case there is only one or none of the footer lines there 
must have been an error during the file creation. 

 

An alert for this key figure is raised if the defined threshold values are exceeded as set in the properties of 
the CCMS node “Match for ‘pattern’”  or  in the CCMS Monitor in BPMon setup tool. 

 

9.3.9 “Detail Info” Lists 

There is no “Detail Info” list functionality available for this monitoring object. Use the analysis transaction 
AL11 to analyze and solve alert situations. 

 

9.4 Further Information  
The SAPCCMSR and SAPSTARTSRV agent is an executable that is installed on the monitored system and 
reads the file content and its metadata for alerting purpose. 

 
 

9.4.1 Install and customize SAPCCMSR agent 

At first the agent needs to be installed locally on the monitored system. SAP provides an SAP Tutor Demo 
detailing how to install, register and operate CCMS agents. This demo can be accessed via the SAP 
Developer Network (section ‘Monitoring’) via path Setting Up your Central Monitoring  Installing, 
Registering, and Operating CCMS Agents.  
 

Please observe that SAP TUTOR needs to be installed on your local PC to run the demo. You 
can download SAP Tutor via http://service.sap.com/swdc  Download  Installations and 
Upgrades  Entry by Application Group  SAP Application Components  SAP TUTOR. Please 
also observe SAP note 1071313. 

Additional information is available via the SAP Online Help for Installing and Registering CCMS Agents. 
(accessible via http://help.sap.com  SAP NetWeaver  SAP NetWeaver 2004  SAP NetWeaver 2004 
Library (English). In the online help, open the tree to SAP Library  SAP NetWeaver  Solution Life Cycle 

http://www.sdn.sap.com/irj/scn/elearn?rid=/library/uuid/40ef0688-814a-2a10-afb1-89b40d83d0e0
http://www.sdn.sap.com/irj/sdn/operations?rid=/webcontent/uuid/605a899b-4038-2a10-d491-af6ba6c2506a
http://service.sap.com/swdc
https://bosap-support.wdf.sap.corp/sap/support/notes/1071313
http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw04/helpdata/en/48/6a76607a7c91409474ad6c7b6f5a26/frameset.htm
http://help.sap.com/
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Management  Solution Monitoring  Monitoring in the CCMS to access the information regarding CCMS 
agents.) 

 

After installing and registering the agent you have to customize the configuration files according to your 
monitoring requirements. The central configuration file for the CCMSR agent is file sapccmsr.ini. Use the 
parameter LogFile within this file to specify a configuration file for each file to be monitored that contains the 
detailed of the monitoring configuration. SAPCCMSR.INI can contain multiple entries with the following 
format: 

LogFile <Full file name of the configuration file 1> 
LogFile <Full file name of the configuration file 2> 

 

 Example: 

Within the different configuration files enter your monitoring configuration according to the log file template. 

 

Important parameters are:  

Parameter Name Description 

LOGFILE_TEMPLATE (mandatory) Key word for the agent; opens a search area 

DIRECTORY="<directory>" (mandatory) (required parameter) Directory that contains the log file 

FILENAME="<file name>"(mandatory) Name of the log file; wildcards are possible 

IGNORE_CASE=[0,1] (Default: 0) (Default = 0) By default, all search patterns are case sensitive (0). If 
upper and lower case are to be disregarded, set 
IGNORE_CASE=1. 

MONITOR_NEWEST_FILES=<number> 
(Default = 20) 

Maximum number of files that is to be monitored; if the 
number of files whose names fulfill the search criteria 
exceeds this number, exactly <number> files with the 
newest change time are monitored. 

RESCANFROMBEGIN=[0,1] 
(Default = 0) 

Specifies whether each new read operation reads the log 
file from the start (1) or only the lines that have been added 
since the log file agent last read the file (0) 

MONITOR_FILESIZE_KB=<file size[KB]> 
(Default: FileSize is not created) 

Value < 0: FileSize is not created. 

Value = 0: Size of the log file in KB is monitored in the node 
FileSize 

Value > 0: The size of the log file in KB is monitored; if the 
file size exceeds the value, an alert is generated 

 

http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw04/helpdata/en/cb/0f8897c23b414ab6e562aa913971bc/frameset.htm
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Parameter Name Description 

PREFIX="<character string>" Appears before the MTE nodes; allows you to differentiate 
between different log files with different paths, but the same 
name  

SHOWNEWLINES=[0,1]  (Default = 0) Value=1: The Alert Monitor creates the MTE Newlines; that 
monitors the number of lines created per minute  

Value=0: Newlines is not created 

MONITOR_LAST_FILE_MODIF=[0,1] 
(Default = 0) 

Specifies whether a separate performance node File Time 
Stamp is to be created, which then monitors the last change 
time point of the log files (1), or whether the last change 
time point is not to be monitored (0) 

CHECK_EXISTENCE_ONLY=[0,1] 
(Default = 0) 

Specifies whether the system is to check only for the 
existence of the log files (1). In this case, all parameters for 

monitoring and for search patterns (see below) are ignored. 

 

Search patterns for the monitoring can be configured via the following parameters: 

Parameter Name Description 

PATTERN_<x>="<character string>” 
(PATTERN_0 is required) 

Search pattern in the log file (case sensitive; wildcards 
are not allowed) 

MESSAGEID_<x>="<message ID>" 
(MESSAGEID_0 is required) 

Message number that is assigned to the alert 

VALUE_<x>=[RED,YELLOW,GREEN]  
Default = YELLOW 

Color of the alert in the monitoring architecture 

SEVERITY_<x>=[0...255]  
Default = 0 

Severity of the alert 

MESSAGECLASS_<x>="<message class>" 
Default = SAP-T100 

Message class  

CMP_FROM_BEGIN_<x>=[0,1]  
Default = 0 

Value=1: The line must begin with the search pattern 
(better performance) 

Value=0: The search pattern can be in any position in the 
line 

CUMULATIVE_ALERT_THRESHOLD_<search 
pattern number >=<threshold value> 

By default, if the search pattern occurs very frequently in 
a file, a corresponding number of alerts are generated. In 
cases of this type, it would be better to receive only one 
alert that informs the user that, for example, the search 
pattern WARNING was found 140 times in a file. 

To achieve this, you can set the parameter 
CUMULATIVE_ALERT_THRESHOLD_<search pattern 
number >=<threshold value> for each search pattern. In 
this case, the number of times that the search pattern 
has been found is recorded in the performance attribute 
Matches for <Pattern>, and an alert is only generated 
once the number of times the search pattern has been 
found exceeds the specified threshold value. 
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Parameter Name Description 

MONITOR_FILE_AGE_MINUTES=<age> (Default: File Age is not created) You can use this optional parameter to monitor the 
time that has passed since the file was last changed 
(note the background information above), and have 
an alert generated if the threshold value is exceeded: 

 ○       If the value set for the age is zero, the time 

since the last change of the file is monitored in the 
File Age node. 

 ○       If the value set for the age is greater than 

zero, the time since the last change of the file is 
monitored in the File Age node; an alert is also 
generated if the period in minutes exceeds the 
threshold value set in the parameter. 

 

MONITOR_FILESIZE_BELOW_KB=<size> You can use this optional parameter to monitor the 
file size in a node called Log File Size, and to have 
an alert generated if the size falls below a defined 
threshold value: 

 ○       If the value set for the file size is zero, the 

size of the file in KB is monitored in the node Log 
File Size. 

If the value set for the file size is larger than 
zero, the size of the file in KB is monitored 
in the node Log File Size; an alert is also 
generated if the file size in kilobytes falls 
below the value set. 

 

If you want to have an alert generated both 
if the file size exceeds and falls below 
threshold values, you need to create two log 
file templates for the same file and set a 
threshold value in each template. 

 

 

The SAP Online Help provides a number of sample log file templates.  

 

Additional information on available parameters can be found again in SAP Online Help, and in the following 
SAP notes: 

o 1304480 (CCMS agent and kernel: patches 2009) 

o 1247373 (CCMS Agent log file monitoring: alert rate limiting)  

Depending on your monitoring configuration, MTEs in the SAP CCMS will be created that can then be 
included in the BPMon configuration:  

http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw04/helpdata/en/cb/0f8897c23b414ab6e562aa913971bc/frameset.htm
http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw70/helpdata/en/65/f3156d443e744abe15dbe14e4e32b5/frameset.htm
https://bosap-support.wdf.sap.corp/sap/support/notes/1304480
https://bosap-support.wdf.sap.corp/sap/support/notes/1247373
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Agent Scheduling 

If needed, you can schedule the agent to run at a certain point in time. The scheduling of the file monitor is 
configured within the respective logfile template. You can also restrict the time periods in which a file is to be 
monitored. You do this by specifying a corresponding configuration file in the log file template using 
TIME_FRAME_CONFIG_FILE=”<PATH>”. This way, you can restrict the file monitoring to particular weeks 
days, days, months, or times. 

 

The configuration file is based on the structure of the crontab used on UNIX platforms for time-controlled 
execution of commands or scripts. It also contains a duration in minutes in the sixth column. 
Every row of the configuration file specifies a time period with a particular period. The time period is 
determined by six entries, where an entry can be a number or the wildcard character (*): 

<column 1> <column 2> <column 3> <column 4> <column 5> <column 6> 

Column Meaning Possible Values 

1 Minute 0 – 59 

2 Hour 0 – 23 

3 Day 1 – 31 

4 Month 1 – 12 

5 Day of the week 0 – 7 (Sunday = 0) 

6 Duration in minutes 1 - … 

The first five entries specify the time (the wildcard character acts as a joker). The sixth entry gives the 
duration of the time window (in minutes) in which the agent should run.  
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Scheduling customizing examples: 

 

 

Setup example:  
1. Specify the path for the scheduling information: 

 
 

2. Specify the scheduling information: 

 

 

9.4.2 Install and customize SAPSTARTSRV agent (replaces SAPCCMSR as of 

release SAP NetWeaver 7.0 EhP2 ) 

Detailed information to SAP Host Control and  the SAP Host Agent can be found in SAP Online Help. 

 

After the successful installation the agent must be registered from the CEN system. SAP Online Help 
provides detailed information on the registration procedure. 

 

9.5 Monitoring of Files via Application Monitor (BOFILMON) 

9.5.1 System Requirements 

The following technical prerequisites need to be fulfilled to use the application monitor ‘File Monitoring’: 

o Managed system has SAP Basis release ≥ 6.40 

o ST-A/PI add-on with at least version 01K needs to be installed on the managed system. 

To set up monitoring object “File Monitoring”, the respective managed system (i.e. the system in which the 
data collector is executed) requires file-level access to the folder containing the file to be monitored. To test 
whether the collector can access this folder, you can check whether folder and file are visible in transaction 
AL11 of the managed systems. In addition, the user executing the data collection (user maintained in the 
READ RFC destination to the managed system) needs to have the authorization to access files 
(authorization object S_CTS_ADMI, field CTS_ADMFCT = EPS1). See SAP note 1267908 for further details. 

http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nwpi71/helpdata/en/44/8765e3dd0e12d0e10000000a422035/frameset.htm
http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nwpi71/helpdata/en/48/c6f9627a004da5e10000000a421937/frameset.htm
http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nwpi71/helpdata/en/44/893e933dc912d3e10000000a422035/frameset.htm
https://bosap-support.wdf.sap.corp/sap/support/notes/1267908
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9.5.2 Available Key Figures 

Key Figure Analysis Transaction Description 

File existence AL11 Evaluates if a specified file existed at given time and 

location. 

File Age (in min) AL11 Evaluates the specified file age in minutes.  

File size (in kB) AL11 Returns the specified file size in kB. 

Number of files AL11 Evaluates number of files in specified location. 

Number of lines in 
file 

AL11 Counts number of lines in specified file. 

Number of patterns 
nonXML 

AL11 Counts the number of times that a pattern occurred in 

a non-XML file. 

Value nonXML AL11 Monitors the values that occur after a certain pattern 

in a non-XML file. The identified values are 

aggregated according to the configuration and the 

aggregated value is compared against the threshold 

values. 

Pattern XML AL11 Counts how often a pattern occurs between certain 

tags in an XML file. 

Value XML AL11 Calculates aggregates (e.g. MIN, MAX, AVG, … ) of 

values occurring between specified tags in an XML 

file. 

 

Background information – XML files 

In general XML files are structured very similar to HTML: 

o XML tags are part of the xml syntax  within the following brackets:  <…> 

o Every start tag should be closed with an end tag:  <\...>  

o The value of a XML tag is located between start and end tag (e.g. is 1000 for the Sales Organization in 
the document below), only numerical values are allowed for the key figure “Value XML” 

o As a pattern tag name or tag value can be taken. 
 

Example of a simple XML file containing sales orders data: 

 
<Sales_Order> 
    <Header> 
        <Order_Type>TA<\Order_Type> 
        <Sales Org>1000<\Sales_Org> 
        <Division>10<\Division> 
        <Sold-to>1234<\Sold_to> 
        <Ship_to>1234<\Ship_to> 
        <Ship_date>20110523<\Ship_date> 
    <\Header>  
    <Item> 
        <Item_No>10<\Item_No> 
        <Material>P-101<\Material> 
        <Number>3<\Number> 
    <\Item> 
    <Item> 
        <Item_No>20<\Item_No> 
        <Material>P-102<\Material> 
        <Number>4<\Number>  
    <\Item> 
<\Sales_Order> 
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9.5.3 Configuration on Monitoring Object Level 

Select the key figures you want to monitor and specify the period for the data collection as described in 
chapter Setup Procedure. 

 

The following selection criteria are available on monitoring object level: 

Parameter Description Limitations 

File Path 
(mandatory) 

Enter the exact file path (as visible in transaction AL11) 
for the folder containing the file example: 
/usr/sap/MM1/. Value help available. 

This field is limited to 

75 characters from 

Basis 7.0 and St-A/PI 

01P 75 characters. 

File Name 
(mandatory) 

Specify the name of the file to be monitored. You can 
use the wildcards (*) here. If there are multiple files 
with the defined file name when the collector is 
executed, the most recent file is taken into account.  

This field is limited to 

75 characters from 

Basis 7.0 and St-A/PI 

01P 75 characters. 

Pattern (optional) If the file can be identified by a certain pattern in its file 
name, you can specify the pattern here.  

If you want to search for a pattern without specifying 
the file name, enter an ‘*’ in the 'File name' field.  

Possibility of dynamic file name if containing a date as 
a part of the name example: <prefix>$TODAY*or 
*<prefix>$YESTERDAY.log  

This field is limited to 

75 characters. 

 

User (File 
Creator) (optional) 

Maintain the user that provides the file (user name as 
displayed in transaction AL11). 

This field is limited to 

40 characters. 

 

9.5.4 Key Figure “File Existence” 

This key figure monitors whether the specified file exists at the specified location at the time of the data 

collection or at a specified point in time. Since the time stamp checked is the stamp for “change”, the 

monitoring effectively determines if a file was created or updated until a certain point in time. 

 

The following selection criteria are available: 

o Pattern (optional, wildcards possible):  
This parameter allows the definition of a pattern in the name of the file that should be monitored. It 
provides the same functionality as the respective parameter on monitoring object level. If possible, the 
parameter on monitoring object level should be used. Enter a ‘*’ here. 

o Change Time (optional):  
Maintain the point in time at which the file should have been be created or updated. The format for your 
entry should be 'hhmmss' or 'hh:mm:ss'.  

o Stop Alerting [min.] (Optional):  
In case the file does not arrive or has not been updated, you can define a maximum time frame (in 
minutes) in which alerts are raised. Until this time has passed, each data collection for the monitoring 
object will potentially create a new alert. After this time frame has passed, alerts are no longer generated 
for this instance of the monitoring object. 

This value must be higher than the frequency maintained for the data collection for this monitoring 
object as otherwise alerts may not be generated.  

 

Specify the threshold values for yellow and red alerts in fields ‘'Delay [min.]’ as integer numbers in minutes. 
An alert is triggered if these thresholds are exceeded. If the file does not exist, the respective yellow or red 
alert will be raised after the time maintained in the thresholds has been exceeded. 
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Example:  
A typical use case for this key figure would be that a file is expected to arrive every day at 09:00:00. The 
collector checks the availability of the file and starts creating alerts as of 09:00:00 on the date of execution. If 
you do not want to receive alerts after one hour, set the value 60 min. in the 'Stop Alerting' field.  

 

9.5.5 Key Figure “File Age (in min)” 

This key figure monitors the age of a file in minutes. It can be used to check whether a file is older than 
permitted (last change time). 

 

The following selection criteria are available: 

o Pattern (optional, wildcards possible):  
This parameter allows the definition of a pattern in the name of the file that should be monitored. It 
provides the same functionality as the respective parameter on monitoring object level. If possible, the 
parameter on monitoring object level should be used. Enter a ‘*’ here. 

 

Specify the threshold values for yellow and red alerts as integer numbers in minutes. An alert is triggered if 
these thresholds are exceeded. If the file does not exist, the alert stays in the undefined “grey” status. 

 

9.5.6 Key Figure “File Size” 

This key figure monitors the size of the file (in chosen size unit, default kB) at the time of the data collection.  

 

The following selection criteria are available: 

o Pattern (optional, wildcards possible): 
This parameter allows the definition of a pattern in the name of the file that should be monitored. It 
provides the same functionality as the respective parameter on monitoring object level. If possible, the 
parameter on monitoring object level should be used. Enter a ‘*’ here. 

o Size Unit (optional, default kB): 
This parameter allows the definition of the size unit used in the measurement. Allowed values available 
via value help are byte, kB, MB, GB. In case the field is blank kB is used.   

 

Specify threshold values for yellow and red alerts as integers. There are two sets of thresholds available: 
one set for raising alerts if the file size falls below certain values (‘Size Min.’) and one for raising alerts if the 
file size exceeds certain values (‘Size Max.). An alert is created if the thresholds are exceeded (>) for ‘Size 
Max.’ or fall short (<) for ‘Size Min.’ 
 

You can maintain both sets of threshold values at the same time. This will create two alerts each time 
the collector is executed. 

 

If the file size is less than 1KB, the measured value for this key figure will show as 0KB, consider 
changing the size unit parameter to byte. 

 

9.5.7 Key figure “Number of files” 

This key figure monitors the number of files that fulfill the selection criteria at the time of the data collection. 

There are no additional selection criteria available for this key figure. 
 
Specify threshold values for yellow and red alerts as integers. There are two sets of thresholds available: 
one set for raising alerts if the number of files falls below a certain value (‘Number Min.’) and one for raising 
alerts if the number of files exceeds certain values (‘Number Max.). An alert is created if the thresholds are 
exceeded (>) for ‘Number Max.’ or fall short (<) for ‘Number Min.’ 
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9.5.8 Key figure “Number of lines in file” 

This key figure monitors the number of lines in a file. The file is identified via the selection criteria maintained 
on monitor header level. 

There are no additional selection criteria available for this key figure. 
 
Specify threshold values for yellow and red alerts as integers. There are two sets of thresholds available: 
one set for raising alerts if the number of lines falls below certain values (‘Number Min.’) and one for raising 
alerts if the file size exceeds certain values (‘Number Max.). An alert is created if the thresholds are 
exceeded (>) for ‘Number Max.’ or fall short (<) for ‘Number Min.’ 
If more than one file fulfills the selection criteria on monitoring object level, alerts are raised for each file 
individually. Each data collection evaluates all relevant files available at the time of the data collection, 
regardless of whether or not this file has already been alerted on. 

 

9.5.9 Key figure “Number of patterns nonXML” 

This key figure monitors the number of times that a pattern occurred in a non-XML file. 

The following selection criteria are available: 

o Search pattern (mandatory, case sensitive) 
This parameter allows the definition of a search pattern/string for monitoring the number of its 
occurrences e.g. Error. The usage of “*” should be avoided due to syntax limitations.  

o Delta (optional) – available since ST-A/PI 01Q SP01 
This parameter allows evaluating only the “new” number of patterns that was written since the last data 
collector run.  

 

Specify threshold values for yellow and red alerts as integers. There are two sets of thresholds available: 
one set for raising alerts if the number of times the pattern occurred falls below certain values (‘Number 
Min.’) and one for raising alerts if the number of times the pattern occurred exceeds certain values (‘Number 
Max.). An alert is created if the thresholds are exceeded (>) for ‘Number Max.’ or fall short (<) for ‘Number 
Min.’ 
 
If more than one file fulfills the selection criteria on monitoring object level, alerts are raised for each file 
individually. Each data collection evaluates all relevant files available at the time of the data collection, 
regardless of whether or not this file has already been alerted on. 

 

9.5.10 Key figure “Value nonXML” 

This key figure monitors the values that occur after a certain pattern in a non-XML file. The identified values 
are aggregated according to the configuration and the aggregated value is compared against the threshold 
values. 

The following selection criteria are available: 

o Start Pattern (mandatory and case sensitive): Pattern after which the relevant value occurs  
o Value after m char. (mandatory): Number of characters after which the value occurs after the pattern  
o Value length (mandatory): character length of the value  
o Aggregation (mandatory): Aggregation for the found values. Possible aggregations include sum, 

average, maximum, minimum and last value.  

 

For example:  

You receive a text file that contains the number of open orders from a customer. The text file looks like this: 

“… 

ORDER AMOUNT: 1234 

 

…” 

You are interested in monitoring the number of open orders. The configuration would then be:  

Start Pattern: "AMOUNT"  
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Value after m char.: "2" - value to be read starts m characters after the pattern  

Value length: "4" - number of characters to be read  

Aggregation -as needed e.g. MAX  

 

Specify threshold values for yellow and red alerts as integers. There are two sets of thresholds available: 
one set for raising alerts if the aggregated value falls below certain values (‘Min.’) and one for raising alerts if 
the aggregated value exceeds certain values (‘Max.). An alert is created if the thresholds are exceeded (>) 
for ‘Max.’ or fall short (<) for ‘Min.’ 
If more than one file fulfills the selection criteria on monitoring object level, alerts are raised for each file 
individually. Each data collection evaluates all relevant files available at the time of the data collection, 
regardless of whether or not this file has already been alerted on. 

 

9.5.11 Key figure “Pattern XML” 

This key figure monitors how often a pattern occurs between certain tags in an XML file. 

The following selection criteria are available: 

o Search pattern (mandatory and case sensitive): Pattern whose occurrence is counted  
o Parent tag (optional and case sensitive): Parent tag for the pattern  
o Child tag (optional and case sensitive): Child tag for the pattern  
o Pattern is tag name: Flag to be set if the pattern is a tag name 

 
Specify threshold values for yellow and red alerts as integers. There are two sets of thresholds available: 
one set for raising alerts if the number of detected patterns falls below certain values (‘Number Min.’) and 
one for raising alerts if the number of patterns exceeds certain values (‘Number Max.). An alert is created if 
the thresholds are exceeded (>) for ‘Number Max.’ or fall short (<) for ‘Number Min.’ 
 
If more than one file fulfills the selection criteria on monitoring object level, alerts are raised for each file 
individually. Each data collection evaluates all relevant files available at the time of the data collection, 
regardless of whether or not this file has already been alerted on. 

 

9.5.12 Key figure “Value XML” 

This key figure calculates aggregates (e.g. MIN, MAX, AVG, … ) of values occurring between specified tags 
in an XML file. 

The following selection criteria are available: 

o XML tag name (mandatory and case sensitive): Name of the XML tag between which the value occurs  
o Parent tag (optional and case sensitive): Parent tag for the tag between which the value occurs 
o Aggregation (mandatory): Aggregation of the values (e.g. MIN, MAX, AVG, … ), value help should be 

used to maintain this field 
Specify threshold values for yellow and red alerts as integers. There are two sets of thresholds available: 
one set for raising alerts if the aggregated value falls below certain values (‘Min.’) and one for raising alerts if 
the aggregated value exceeds certain values (‘Max.). An alert is created if the thresholds are exceeded (>) 
for ‘Max.’ or fall short (<) for ‘Min.’ 
 
If more than one file fulfills the selection criteria on monitoring object level, alerts are raised for each file 
individually. Each data collection evaluates all relevant files available at the time of the data collection, 
regardless of whether or not this file has already been alerted on. 

 

9.5.13 “Detail Info” Lists 

There is a “Detail Info” list functionality available for this monitoring object. It shows the list of files matching 
the selection criteria as far they are available at the time of the “Detail Info” display (please be aware that a 
file may be available at the time of the data collection, but no longer available at the time the “Detail Info” 
functionality is used).  

In addition, the analysis transaction AL11 can be used to display the file content and to analyze and solve 
alert situations. 
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9.6 Further information  
Please take a look at the following SAP Note for additional information: 

1267908: “BPMon: File Monitor (Application Monitoring)” 

  

https://bosap-support.wdf.sap.corp/sap/support/notes/1267908
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10 Monitoring of Batch Input 

10.1 Background Information 

 

SAP Batch Input is one of the primary ways in which data can be transferred into an SAP system. Batch 
input is used mainly for bulk data transfers, for example, the one-time import of data from a legacy system 
into a newly installed SAP system. Another typical use is for periodic (hourly, daily...) transfers of data from 
external systems or legacy systems that are still in use into the SAP system, where all enterprise data is 
consolidated. 

 

10.2 Purpose and Benefit of Monitoring Batch Input 
The SAP Batch Input Monitoring functionality enables an automated monitoring of the processing of batch 
input session. This includes the monitoring of sessions in a specific status, the monitoring of the number of 
errors within these sessions, the monitoring of the number of transactions processed within specific sessions 
and the monitoring of cancellations if background jobs processing batch input sessions. 

 

10.3 Monitoring Object “Batch Input Monitoring” (IMRTCINP) 

10.3.1 System Requirements 

The following technical prerequisites need to be fulfilled to use the Batch Input Monitoring functionality: 

o Managed system has an SAP Basis ≥ 6.40 
o ST-A/PI01M is installed on the managed system 
o SPS23 is installed on the SAP Solution Manager system 
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10.3.2 Available Key Figures 

The following key figures are available: 

Name Analysis 

Transaction 

Description 

Sessions in specified 

status(es) 

SM35 Number of sessions in the defined status(es) 

Errors per session SM35 Number of errors that occurred when the queue was processed. 

Transactions 

processed per 

session 

SM35 Number of transactions in the defined status(es) 

Transactions in 

specified status(es) 

SM35 Number of transactions processed in the evaluated sessions 

Job cancellation SM37 For every session, one background job for processing is created 

when background processing is chosen. If enabled, the monitor 

checks whether the job was canceled. 

 

10.3.3 Configuration on Monitoring Object Level 

Select the key figures you want to monitor and specify the period for the data collection as described in 
chapter Setup Procedure. In tab “Detail Info” maintain the selection criteria for the monitoring object. 

 

The following selection criteria are available: 

o Session Name (mandatory, wildcards possible):  
Enter the name of the session or the group of the sessions that should be monitored (the information 
required can be found in transaction SM35 of the monitored system). 

o Creating Program (optional, wildcards possible): 
Name of the program that created the session (information about the creating program can also be 
found in transaction SM35). 

o Created by (optional, wildcards possible):  
Enter the name of the user who created the session. 

o Max. Session Age (optional, integer in days): 
Define the age of sessions to be taken into account when data is collected. Via this parameter you can 
avoid the alerting on old batch input session. 

o Max. Alert Age (optional, integer in days, default 14 days):  
Define how long the data collection history should be kept for the monitoring object. If not set or set to 
more than 14 days it is automatically restricted to 14 days. 

 

10.3.4 Key Figure “Sessions in Specified Status(es)” 

This key figure monitors the number of sessions that fulfill the configured selection criteria. The following 
selection criteria (in addition to those on monitoring object level) are available: 
o Status(es) (mandatory):  

Define the statuses of the sessions that should be considered for monitoring. The following statuses are 
possible: 

 C Being created 

 E Incorrect 

 F Processed 

 N New 

 R In Processing 

 S In background 
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o ‘Collector mode’ (mandatory): 
Define how the data collector should evaluate the data. The following collector modes are possible: 

 ALL: This collector type evaluates the total number of all batch input sessions listed in SM35 that 
fulfill the configured selection criteria, regardless of whether a session has already been alerted on 
or not. How far into the past sessions are monitored is determined by the configuration of 
parameter 'Maximum Session Age' on monitoring object level. 

 DELTA: This collector type keeps a data collection history to determine whether a session has 
already been alerted on. Only sessions that have not yet been alerted on are considered during the 
data collection. The length of the history of the data collection is restricted by parameter ‘Maximum 
Alert Age’ on monitoring object level. 

o ‘Unit’ (mandatory):  
Define whether the total number of sessions or the percentage of sessions should be monitored. The 
following entries are possible: 

 Number: The number of sessions matching the selection criteria is taken into account for rating the 
alert. 

 Percentage: The percentage in comparison to all found sessions is taken into account. 

 

Define the threshold values for yellow and red alerts. There are two sets of threshold values: One for 
monitoring if too few sessions have been found by the data collection (‘if less than’) and one for monitoring if 
too many sessions have been found by the data collection. 
You can configure both sets of threshold values or only one set. If both sets are configured each alert 
evaluation results in two alerts: One for ‘too few’ and one for ‘too many’. 
An alert is created if these threshold values are exceeded (‘if more than’) or if the measured value falls below 
these values (‘if less than’). 
 
This key figure can be used to check if specific sessions are “hanging” in a defined status e.g. being created 
and are not processed for long period of time which can lead to performance problems. Other possible use-
cases are: 
o Trigger an alert if there is at least one session in status not processed (E). 
o The data collector runs on an hourly basis. At least 10 sessions should be processed successfully (status 

F=Processed and R=in Process) each hour. 

At least 90% of the sessions found should be in status 'processed'. 

 

10.3.5 Key Figure “Errors per Session” 

This key figure monitors the number of errors per session that fulfills the selection criteria configured for the 
monitoring object. These errors usually indicate transactions whose processing cannot be finished. For the 
key figure, the following additional selection criterion is available: 
o Unit (mandatory): 

Define whether the total number of errors or the percentage of errors should be monitored. The following 
entries are possible: 

 Number: The number of errors matching the selection criteria is taken into account for rating the 
alert. 

 Percentage: The percentage of errors in comparison to all transactions defined per session is taken 
into account. 

 

Define the thresholds for yellow and red alerts (‘if more than’). An alert is triggered if these thresholds are 
exceeded. Observe that, though technically possible, it does not make sense to configure thresholds for the 
‘if less than’ set for this key figure. 

 

10.3.6 Key Figure “Transactions Processed per Session” 

This key figure monitors the number of processed transactions per batch input sessions that fulfill the 
selection criteria configured for the monitoring object. Every batch input session consists of at least one 
transaction with several screens to be processed. If the processing of these screens and transactions fails, 
the number of processed transactions is smaller than if the processing was successful. Thus monitoring the 
number of processed transactions allows detecting problems in the processing of batch input sessions. 
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There are no additional selection criteria available for this key figure. 
 
Define the threshold values for yellow and red alerts. There are two sets of threshold values: One for 
monitoring if too few transactions have been found by the data collection (‘if less than’) and one for 
monitoring if too many transactions have been found by the data collection. 
You can configure both sets of threshold values or only one set. If both sets are configured each alert 
evaluation results in two alerts: One for ‘too few’ and one for ‘too many’. 
An alert is created if these threshold values are exceeded (‘if more than’) or if the measured value falls below 
these values (‘if less than’). 

 

10.3.7 Key Figure “Transactions in Specified Status(es)” 

This key figure monitors the number of transactions per batch input sessions that fulfill the configured 
selection criteria. The following selection criteria (in addition to those on monitoring object level) are 
available: 
o Status(es) (mandatory, multiple entries possible):  

Define the status of the transactions you would like to monitor. The following statuses are possible: 

 D Deleted 

 E Erroneous 

 F Finished 

 P To process 

o Collector Type (mandatory): 
Define how the data collector should evaluate the data. The following collector types are possible: 

 ALL: This collector type evaluates the total number of all batch input sessions listed in SM35 that 
fulfill the configured selection criteria, regardless of whether a session has already been alerted on 
or not. How far into the past sessions are monitored is determined by the configuration of 
parameter 'Maximum Session Age' on monitoring object level. 

 DELTA: This collector type keeps a data collection history to determine whether a session has 
already been alerted on. Only sessions that have not yet been alerted on are considered during the 
data collection. The length of the history of the data collection is restricted by parameter ‘Maximum 
Alert Age’ on monitoring object level. 

o Unit (mandatory):  
Define whether the total number of transactions or the percentage of transactions should be monitored. 
The following entries are possible: 

 Number: The number of transactions matching the selection criteria is taken into account for rating 
the alert. 

 Percentage: The percentage of transactions relative to all transactions of the found sessions is 
taken into account for rating the alert. 

Define the threshold values for yellow and red alerts. There are two sets of threshold values: One for 
monitoring if too few transactions have been found by the data collection (‘if less than’) and on for monitoring 
if too many transactions have been found by the data collection. 
You can configure both sets of threshold values or only one set. If both sets are configured each alert 
evaluation results in two alerts: One for ‘too few’ and one for ‘too many’. 
An alert is created if these threshold values are exceeded (‘if more than’) or if the measured value falls below 
these values (‘if less than’). 

 

10.3.8 Key Figure “Job cancellation” 

This key figure monitors whether the background job responsible for the processing of those batch input 
sessions that fulfill the selection criteria configured on monitoring object level has cancelled. When a batch 
input session is processed in background a corresponding background job is scheduled. If this job fails, the 
running session cannot be processed and its status is sometimes not updated.  

 

There are no additional selection criteria available for this key figure. All selection criteria have to be 
maintained on monitoring object level. 
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Specify which status the alert should have in case the respective background job cancels. 

 

10.3.9 “Detail Info” Lists 

The “Detail Info” list for this monitoring object differs for each which key figure: 

For the key figures monitoring the sessions and transactions within the sessions, the “Detail Info” list displays 
all sessions that contributed to the alert. 

 

 

For key figure “Job cancellation” the “Detail Info” list displays the job log for the cancelled background job. 

You can also configure transaction SM35 as analysis tool for this application monitor. In case of assigning 
this monitor to an interface step, make sure to choose the correct target system call option (sender or 
receiver) for the transaction call. 
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11 Monitoring of PI Message Processing 

11.1 Background Information 
The message flow via SAP PI can be very complex, passing different components (such as adapter engines 
with the module processor and messaging system, integration engines with their pipeline processing 
including Java & ABAP proxies, business process engine etc.) and using different adapter types (such as 
File-, JMS-, IDoc-, RNIF-adapters etc.).  

 

 
Messages sent to SAP PI can come from various sources in the sender system and can use several different 
interface techniques. Depending on the interface technique used either the message is sent to the 
Integration Server directly or the Java based Adapter Engine receives the message from the sending system 
and converts it into an XML format. The XML message is then forwarded to the ABAP based Integration 
Server where messages are processed or forwarded to the Business Process Engine (e.g. for merging of 
messages). From the Integration Server the message is sent to the receiver system. Depending on the 
document type expected by the receiver system, the message may again pass via the Adapter Engine. 

This complexity makes it difficult to track and monitor the flow of a specific message across SAP PI.  

 

11.2 Purpose and Benefit of PI Message Monitoring  
Automated monitoring of messages is essential to ensure the error-free operation of SAP Process 
Integration (SAP PI) and each integration scenario. Within SAP Solution Manager, SAP PI message 
monitoring can be either performed in the context of a business process using the Business Process 
Monitoring tool, or on a more technical layer via the Technical Monitoring Work Center’s functionality “PI 
Monitoring”. For the latter you can find further information on SAP SDN pages. 

PI message monitoring in Business Process Monitoring clearly focuses on business-critical PI interfaces. It 
aims at monitoring the PI message processing for error and backlog situations, hence supporting an end-to-
end like monitoring of the whole business process. In other words, if a PI interface is involved in your critical 
business process, it is crucial to have insight into the message processing on PI side, as otherwise, if errors 
in the PI remain undetected, the whole business process might stop without you being notified about this 
situation. 

http://wiki.sdn.sap.com/wiki/display/TechOps/Home
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BPMon in SAP Solution Manager offers three different ways to monitor message processing on SAP PI: 

o Monitoring object “PI Monitoring” (IMXIMON1): Monitoring of messages processed in the ABAP stack 
only 

o Monitoring objects “Master Collector for PI incl. JAVA” (NAPIMOMD) and “Dependent Data 
Collector for PI incl. JAVA” (NAPIMOSL): Monitoring of messages processed both in the ABAP and 
JAVA stack of PI 

o Monitoring via Message-based Alerting functionality (contained in SAP NetWeaver Alerting 
Framework ALM). The alerts are created in the PI system’s CCMS and can be integrated into the 
BPMon via monitoring object “CCMS Monitoring”. 

Which of the available functionalities should be used depends heavily on the kind of scenario to be 
monitored. The following table provides some guidelines on possible use-cases for the different 
functionalities: 

 

Method Advantages (+) / Disadvantages (-) Use-cases 

ABAP stack 
Application 
Monitor 
(IMXIMON1) 

+ Only BPMon framework used  

+ “Detail Info” list available 

- Only Integration Engine can be monitored  

o Purely ABAP-based scenarios (no 
Adapter Engine involved) 

o Monitoring of Local Integration 
Engines 

ABAP & Java 
stack 
Application 
Monitor 
(NAPIMOMD 
& NAPIMOSL) 

+ Only BPMon framework used  

+ “Detail info” list available  

+ Covers Integration Engine and Adapter 
Engine(s) 

- Time-Bucket based  

o Recommended monitoring object if all 
system prerequisites are fulfilled 

Integration of 
Message-
based 
Alerting 

+ All components (ABAP- and Java-based) 
can be monitored 

- Many setup steps in different components 

- Only summary alerts  

- No “detail info” list available 

o Easy to use if Message-based 
Alerting already set up  

o If system prerequisites not yet fulfilled 
for BPMon Application Monitor 

 

SAP Enterprise 

Portal - RWE 

Create Sales Order 

SAP ERP - RWE 

Create Sales Order 

Create Outbound 

Delivery 

Post Goods Issue 

Create Billing 

Document 

CRM 7.0 - RWZ 

Create Sales Order 

Warehouse - RWE 

Create Outbound 

Delivery 

Create Picking 

Transfer Order 

Confirm Picking 

Transfer Order 
Post Goods Issue 

NON SAP FI 

Create Billing 

Document 

PI 7.3 - RWN 

Route Message to 

FI 

Messages 

are stuck in 

PI system
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11.3 Monitoring Object “PI Monitoring” (IMXIMON1) 
The monitoring object “PI Monitoring” allows monitoring the message processing on the central integration 
engine (ABAP stack) of an SAP PI system or any local integration engine available on each SAP NetWeaver 
system. It provides a similar functionality as the standard monitoring transaction SXI_MONITOR. 

The measured value returns the number of messages either system-wide within a customizable amount of 
days (key figure "Total Message Monitor”) or the suitable messages since the last data collection (key figure 
"Delta Message Monitor").  
 

11.3.1 System Requirements 

The following technical prerequisites have to be met in order to use monitoring object “PI Monitoring”: 

o Managed system has PI Basis release 6.40 or higher 

o ST-A/PI in version 01L or higher is implemented on PI system 

 

11.3.2 Available Key Figures 

The following key figures are available: 

Name Analysis 

Transaction 

Description 

Delta Message 
Monitor 

SXI_MONITOR The key figure 'Delta Message Monitor' allows monitoring 

the number of suitable messages since the last run of the 

collector. For the first run, the data within the last 30 days is 

considered. 

Total Message 
Monitor 

SXI_MONITOR The key figure 'Total message monitor' allows monitoring 

the number of messages in the system within a specific 

status or status group for a certain amount of days. 

 

11.3.3 Configuration on Monitoring Object Level 

On monitoring object level, you can specify the communication parties that should be monitored with the 
selection criteria listed below. All parameters are optional and case-sensitive. An input help is provided for 
most fields, wildcards are possible for all but field “Number of messages”:  

o Sender: Communication Party 

o Sender: Service 

o Sender: Interface Namespace 

o Sender: Interface Name 

o Receiver: Communication Party 

o Receiver: Service 

o Receiver: Interface Namespace 

o Receiver: Interface Name 

o Number of messages: restricts the number of messages being read from the database for each key 

figure. The default value is 2000 (when no data is entered for parameter). It is not recommended to 

exceed this value. 
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11.3.4 Key Figures “Delta Message Monitor” and “Total Message Monitor” 

Key figure “Delta Message Monitor” measures the number of messages that fulfill the selection criteria and 
that were created since the last data collection. For the first run, the data within the last 30 days will be 
considered. 

Key figure “Total Message Monitor” measures the total number of messages which fulfill the selection 
criteria, thus allowing the monitoring of the number of messages in the system with a specific status or status 
group for a certain amount of days. 

 

Both key figures provide the same selection criteria which can be used to restrict the monitoring on certain 
message categories. Depending on the selected statuses or status groups it is possible to restrict the 
monitoring to error and/or backlog situations on the managed system. 

The following parameters are available: 

o Status Group: allows the selection of a specific status group, for example all error states. The following 
status groups are available:  

Value Short text 

1 Processed Successfully 

3 Scheduled 

4 Errors 

5 Application Error 

6 System Error 

 

o Status: allows monitoring for a specific status. The following statuses can be selected: 

Value Short text 

001 Recorded 

016 Manual restart 

009 Automatic Restart 

012 Recorded for Outbound Processing 

029 Transfer to Process Engine 

003 Processed successfully 

010 Message Branched 

020 Canceled - Since Already Processed 
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022 Acknowledgment message stopped 

014 System Error - Manual Restart Possible 

023 System Error - Restart Not Possible 

018 System Error - After Automatic Restart 

017 Application Error - Manual Restart Possible 

024 Application Error - Restart Not Possible 

025 Application Error - After Automatic Restart 

011 Ended By Pipeline Without Errors 

021 Canceled Manually 

019 Changed Manually 

 

o Number of Days: restricts the time window for which message will be read from the database. If no 
value is entered, the default value of 30 days will be used. Only messages still persisting in the PI 
database can be selected. Therefore, the number of days up to which messages with a final status can 
be considered by the data collection depends on the persistency duration configured in the PI system. 

Note that you can maintain either a status group or a status but not both at the same time. 

The number of messages returned by the collector is restricted by the parameter “Number of Messages” on 
monitoring object level and the parameter “Number of Days” on key figure level. Messages outside the 
respective time window or exceeding the maximum number will not be considered by the “Total Message 
Monitor”. Archived messages, of course, are not considered as well. 

 

Performance warning: 
For performance reasons it is not recommended to use the key figure “Total Message Monitor” for 
monitoring successfully processed messages. Furthermore, the “Total Message Monitor” should only 
be scheduled very restrictively. A typical use case would be to monitor the number of not treated 
erroneous messages once a day to make people aware that some actions have to be taken. It should 
not be scheduled in minute intervals because of the high load it might cause on the managed system 
(depending on the message volume). 

 

11.3.5 “Detail Info” Lists 

The “Detail Info” list functionality for this monitoring objects call transaction SXI_MONITOR for the selection 
criteria configured for the monitoring object and the time stamp of the involved alert. As an outcome a list 
with relevant XML messages is shown. 
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11.4 Monitoring Objects “Master Collector for PI incl. Java” 
(NAPIMOMD) and “Dependent Data Collector for PI incl. Java” 
(NAPIMOSL) 

 

The monitoring objects “Master Collector for PI incl. Java” and “Dependent Data Collector for PI incl. Java” 
allow the monitoring of XML messages on the integration server and the adapter engine(s) of an SAP PI 
system. Both monitoring objects depend on each other and have to be set up together. 

The monitoring relevant data is collected by the PI infrastructure independent of the BPMon configuration 
and stored in so-called time buckets on the PI system. The “Master Collector for PI incl. Java” runs according 
to its configuration in the BPMon infrastructure, evaluates the data for each time bucket and stores the result 
of that evaluation in a cluster table on the SAP Solution Manager system. The “Dependent Data Collector for 
PI incl. Java” then runs according to its configuration in the BPMon infrastructure and evaluates the results 
from the cluster table to create an alert if necessary. 

 

 

Consequently, the master data collector has to be configured once per monitored PI system, per solution 
and per time bucket used in dependent data collectors and does not have threshold values assigned. If 
different time buckets are used in the dependent data collectors separate master data collector objects have 
to be set up for each time bucket. 

 

Note: In order to use the two monitoring objects, for technical reasons it is necessary to load the monitor 
definitions from the Solution Manager system, not from the managed PI system. For this it is necessary to 
include a Logical Component of the Solution Manager system itself into the solution. The configuration of the 
monitoring objects can then be done for the Logical Component of the PI system. 

 

11.4.1 System Requirements 

The following minimum technical prerequisites have to be met to use this monitoring functionality: 

 ST-A/PI 01M is installed on the managed PI system. 

 Support Package Stack 23 is installed on the SAP Solution Manager system. 

 The message aggregation on the PI system has to be active according to SAP note 1031773.  

Note that some of the functions of this monitoring functionality are only available as of ST-A/PI 01P and 
Solution Manager 7.1 SP05 release. 

 

 

https://bosap-support.wdf.sap.corp/sap/support/notes/1031773
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11.4.2 Available Key Figures 

The following key figures are available: 

Monitoring 
Object 

Key Figure Analysis Transaction Description 

NAPIMOMD Selection of 
Time Bucket 

None This key figure is intended to set up the 
data transfer to SAP Solution Manager per 
specified time bucket in the PI system. No 
alerts are created for this key figure. 

NAPIMOSL Errors SXI_MONITOR / 
Message Display Tool 

This key figure counts the number of 
messages which ran into an error status. 

NAPIMOSL Intermediate SXI_MONITOR / 
Message Display Tool 

This key figure monitors the number of 
messages in an intermediate state. 

NAPIMOSL Cancelled SXI_MONITOR / 
Message Display Tool 

This key figure counts the number of 
messages which have been cancelled. 

  

11.4.3 Configuration on Monitoring Object Level for NAPIMOMD 

This monitoring object is needed, not to create alerts, but to transfer data from the PI system to the SAP 
Solution Manager systems. Therefore, in contrast to most other monitoring objects, object NAPIMOMD 
cannot be set up for business process steps or interfaces, but can only be configured for logical components 
that are part of your solution. In order to configure this monitoring object, go to node ‘Logical Components’ in 
the BPMon Setup tool and select the logical component containing your PI system. Each time bucket you 
wish to monitor with the dependent monitoring objects requires an own master monitoring object per solution 
and per logical component. Since there are 7 different types of time buckets, at most 7 monitoring objects 
should be configured here. Only if a corresponding master collector monitoring object exists, the dependent 
data collector will be able to create alerts for a specific time bucket.  

Select the key figure “Selection of Time Bucket” and specify the period for the data collection as described in 
chapter Setup procedure. 

 

The recommended monitoring schedule depends on the time bucket you want to evaluate. Recommended 
values are: 

o Time buckets CH / LH / CL: On average every 15 minutes 

o Time bucket TD: every few hours to detect any messages not yet picked up. 

o Time bucket YD: Once per day after midnight to detect messages that have not yet been picked up for 
the previous day. 

o Time buckets 7D and CW: once per day or once per week to clean up not resolved message failures 
from the past days. 

Note that the frequency of the master data collection has to be synchronized with the frequency of message 
aggregation on PI side. All messages that have not yet been aggregated will be accessed by the data 
collector routines directly on database. Thus it is not recommended to run the master data collection much 
more frequently than the message aggregation takes place, as otherwise additional load will be put 
especially on the PI system.  

The aggregation of messages on PI side is done by report RSXMB_AGG_DATA_CONDENSE for the ABAP 
stack and via background job ”License Aggregation Scheduler” for the JAVA stack. 

 

11.4.4 Key Figure “Selection of Time Bucket” of Monitoring Object NAPIMOMD 

The key figure is only intended to define the time bucket that should be read from the monitored PI system. 
The time buckets define the time frame and thus the set of messages that are evaluated by the data 
collector. Furthermore, the link to the dependent monitoring objects is created via the time bucket. All 
additional data that may be required to read the relevant data will be obtained from the setup for the 
dependent monitoring objects. Available time buckets are: 
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o Current Hour (CH): Using this time bucket, all messages created in the current hour will be evaluated. 
The current hour always starts on the hour. Example: current time 09:30  Time Bucket CH 09:00 – 
10:00. 

o Last Hour (LH): Using this time bucket, all messages created in the last hour will be evaluated. The last 
hour always starts on the hour, too. Example: current time 09:30  Time Bucket LH 08:00 – 09:00. 

o Current & Last Hour (CL): This time bucket is a combination of time buckets CH and LH. Example: 
current time 09:30  Time Bucket 08:00 – 10:00. 

o Today (TD): Using this time bucket, all messages created today will be evaluated. 

o Yesterday (YD): Using this time bucket, all messages created yesterday will be evaluated. 

o Current Week (CW): This time buckets includes all messages created in the current week. The current 
week always starts on Monday. Example: current day Thursday  Time Bucket CW Monday – 
Thursday. 

o Last 7 Days (7D): This time bucket includes all messages created in the last 7 days. The counter starts 
on the current day. Example: current day Thursday  Time Bucket 7D: Friday – Thursday.  

 

 

 
 

Please note that every time a new interval of a time bucket is reached (e.g. when a new hour starts 
for time bucket CH or a new day starts for time bucket TD), the counter for the aggregated 
messages on PI side is reset to zero. Messages which fail in the time between the last master data 
collector run and the re-set of the time bucket will therefore remain undetected. Thus, in the case of 
time bucket CH, it is recommended to set up an additional monitoring object for time bucket LH 
which will ensure that all messages will be alerted in at least one of these time buckets. Alternatively  
you can directly use time bucket CL instead which combines the results of the two hourly time 
buckets LH and CH. Similarly, if you use time bucket TD, all messages created between the last 
master collector run before midnight and midnight will not be alerted anymore. Thus you might 
consider to run time bucket YD in addition (e.g. once per day short after midnight) which will return 
all relevant messages from the previous day, including those which remained undetected in TD time 
bucket. 

 

11.4.5 Configuration on Monitoring Object Level for NAPIMOSL 

The monitoring object is intended to monitor interfaces involving SAP PI for errors and backlog. 
Consequently, the monitoring object NAPIMOSL can only be assigned to an interface in the business 
process structure in BPMon setup. It is not available on business process step level. Select the key figures 
you want to monitor and specify the period for the data collection as described in chapter Setup procedure. 

 

The monitoring object NAPIMOSL has to be set up for each PI interface that should be monitored. The 
interface is identified by the following parameters on monitoring object level: 

o Sen: Party: The sender party of your interface  

o Sen: Service: The sender service of your interface  
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o Sen: IF Namespace: The sender namespace of your interface  

o Sen: IF Name: The sender interface 

o Rec: Party: The receiver party of your interface 

o Rec: Service: The receiver service of your interface  

o Rec: IF Namespace: The receiver namespace of your interface  

o Rec: IF Name: The receiver interface  

Interface parameters you do not want to specify should be filled with the wild card character “*”. 

 

In addition, the following technical parameters are available: 

o Relevant Master Collector: This optional parameter is only available as of ST-A/PI 01Q SP02. It 
enables you to directly link the dependent data collector monitoring object with a matching master 
collector monitoring object. You can use the value help to select a single master collector monitoring 
object. Only master collector monitoring objects are listed in this value help which are configured and 
active in your solution. The purpose of this additional parameter is to avoid unnecessary load on the SAP 
Solution Manager and the PI system. If different master collector monitoring objects for the same time 
bucket exist, all of them collect data for the relevant dependent monitoring objects, thus leading to 
redundant data collection. To avoid this, a direct assignment between dependent data collector and 
master data collector can be made. Then only the corresponding master collector monitoring object 
collects data for this dependent data collector, other matching master collector monitoring objects ignore 
this specific dependent data collector monitoring object. 

o Logical Port to AE: If an adapter engine is part of the message flow of the interface to be monitored, 
you have to maintain the logical port to query the adapter engine. The port that acts as a technical 
connection to the data collector must be maintained for the consumer proxy 
'CO_DSWP_BPM_PROFILE_PROCESSOR' in SAP Solution Manager using transaction 
SOAMANAGER. It is recommended to include the system's name into the name of the logical port for 
better recognition during the detail display functionality (e.g. <sysid>_AE as name of a logical port). For 
details on the configuration of consumer proxies via transaction SOAMANAGER, see the SAP Online 
Help. Note that the URL to be provided in the “Transport Settings” tab of the logical port configuration 
must have the following format: http://<host>:<port>/ProfileProcessor/basic?wsdl&style=document. While 
host and port can be entered into the corresponding fields, the last part /ProfileProcessor/basic?wsdl 
&style=document has to be put into field “URL Access Path”. 

o URL to MDT: protocol, server, and port to connect to the message display tool (MDT) on the adapter 
engine. This must be maintained only if an adapter engine is used in the interface. For example: http:// 
ae1:port1 or https://ae1:port1 where ae1 and port1 have to be replaced by the respective system 
settings. 

 

Find below an example for the selection parameters on monitoring object level: 

http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw70/helpdata/en/b0/787748cf3a4200bb1ba32a62aa8519/frameset.htm
http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw70/helpdata/en/b0/787748cf3a4200bb1ba32a62aa8519/frameset.htm
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The scheduling for this monitoring object should not be more frequent than the scheduling of the respective 
master data collection monitoring object NAPIMOMD with the same time bucket. 

Please note that the data collection in JAVA is based on PI’s profile processor. This PI web service 
returns only one field “Interface Name” containing either the sender or receiver interface name, and 
one field “Interface Namespace” containing either the sender or receiver interface namespace, 
accordingly. To allow filtering this output according to the sender/receiver interface parameters 
entered during the BPMon setup, the following logic is applied:  

It is assumed that the interface fields returned by the web service contain data corresponding to a 
sender interface if the receiver system ( “Receiver Service”) is returned empty. This would usually 
be the case before the receiver determination during the message processing in PI. If the web service 
returns a filled receiver system, it is assumed that the corresponding interface fields contain a receiver 
interface as the sender interface is deleted in the JAVA stack after the receiver determination. 

In exceptional cases where the message processing does not adhere to this logic (for example 
because the receiver interface is filled during message processing even though the receiver system is 
not provided [which should usually not be the case]) an incorrect measured value might occur. In such 
a case, according to the logic explained above, it would be assumed that the interface fields returned 
by the web service represent a sender interface, and the BPMon filter values for the sender interface 
would be applied accordingly. 

 

11.4.6 Key Figure “Errors” of Monitoring Object NAPIMOSL 

This key figure monitors the number of messages with an error status in a specified time bucket.  

You can customize the parameter “Aggregation” which determines how the data collected by the master data 
collector NAPIMOMD is evaluated. The following values are possible:  

 

o LST: The last data collection by the master data collector determines the measured value.  
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o MAX: The master data collection with the highest number of messages fitting to the selection criteria 
determines the measured value. Only master data collector executions since the last run of monitoring 
object NAPIMOSL are considered.  

 

 

A message is deemed to be in error if it has one of the following statuses:  

o ABAP-status: 

 014: System Error - Manual Restart Possible  

 018: System Error - After Automatic Restart  

 017: Application Error - Manual Restart Possible  

 025: Application Error - After Automatic Restart  

 019: Changed Manually  

 114: System Error (WS)  

 117: Application Error (WS)  

 118: Transfer to External Application  

 119: Manually Changed (WS) 

o JAVA-status 

 NDLV: not delivered 

 

11.4.7 Key Figure “Intermediate” of Monitoring Object NAPIMOSL 

This key figure monitors the number of messages with an intermediate status in the time bucket specified at 
monitoring object level. It evaluates the data collected by the master data collector NAPIMOMD according to 
the configuration of parameter “Aggregation” on key figure level. 

The following values for “Aggregation” are possible:  

o LST: The last data collection by the master data collector determines the measured value.  

o MAX: The master data collection with the highest number of messages fitting to the selection criteria 
determines the measured value. Only master data collector executions since the last run of the 
dependent monitoring object NAPIMOSL are considered.  

 

A message is deemed to be in an intermediate state if it has one of the following statuses:  

o ABAP-status 

 001: Recorded  

 002: Being processed 

 009: Automatic Restart  

 012: Recorded for Outbound Processing  

 016: Manual Restart  

 029: Transfer to Process Engine  

 102: Released for Processing (WS)  

 Alert 
triggered by 
NAPIMOSL 

Time 

MD1 = 2 MD3 = 3 

 Alert 
triggered by 
NAPIMOSL MD2 = 5 

 Alert 
triggered by 
NAPIMOSL 

Time 

MD1 = 2 MD3 = 3 

 Alert 
triggered by 
NAPIMOSL MD2 = 5 
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 130: Waiting for Transport Confirmation (WS) 

o JAVA-status: 

 TBDL: to be delivered 

 DLNG: delivering 

 WAIT: waiting 

 HOLD: holding 

 

11.4.8 Key Figure “Cancelled” of Monitoring Object NAPIMOSL 

The monitoring object monitors the number of cancelled messages in the time bucket specified at header 
level. You can customize the parameter “Aggregation” which determines how the data collected by the 
master data collector NAPIMOMD is evaluated. The following values are possible:  

o LST: The last data collection by the master data collector determines the measured value.  

o MAX: The master data collection with the highest number of messages fitting to the selection criteria 
determines the measured value. Only master data collector executions since the last run of monitoring 
object NAPIMOSL are considered.  

 

A message is deemed to be cancelled if it has one of the following statuses:  

o ABAP status  

 021: Cancelled manually  

 023: System Error - Restart Not Possible  

 024: Application Error - Restart Not Possible  

 121: Manually Cancelled (WS)  

o JAVA status  

 FAIL  

 

11.4.9 “Detail Info” Lists 

If selecting an alert to be displayed in the “Detail Info” list a screen will be called displaying all messages 
relevant for the selected alert. The following details can be viewed in this screen: 

o Message ID of the PI message 

o PI stack (ABAP or JAVA) 

o Status of the PI message 

o PI component on which the message failed 

 

In order to get more details on a certain PI message you can call transaction SXI_MONITOR (ABAP stack) 
or the Message Display Tool (JAVA stack) by double-clicking the row of the message in question. For 
messages failed in the ABAP stack you can also select more than one message at the same time and use 
the “Select Detail” button to call SXI_MONITOR for all selected messages. 
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For key figure “Cancelled” this detailed screen is not available, Instead, the “Detail Info” list starts with an 
overview on how many messages have been failed on the different PI components involved in the monitored 
interface: 

 

In the example above, only one component (system P71, client 001) has been affected. For this component, 
3 messages have been identified by the master data collection on 25.06.2010 at 14:47:42. The time 
evaluated by the dependent data collector was 25.06.2010 from 14:22:47 to 14:47:42.  

By double-clicking on a respective line, you jump into the corresponding native detailed monitor of the PI 
system, i.e. the message display tool for JAVA and transaction SXI_MONITOR for the ABAP-stack. In both 
cases the data will be preselected as far as possible: 

 

 

In the case of key figure “Cancelled”, the following restrictions and selection rules apply for the messages 
shown in the detail display: 

o The detail display of cancelled messages for ABAP components starts the monitor for processed XML 
messages with status group ‘ERROR’ as no specific status group for cancelled messages exists in 
transaction SXI_MONITOR. This chosen status group includes messages that have been cancelled so 
you will see all relevant messages, but it’s possible that you see more than expected as this status group 
includes messages that have not been cancelled but have an error status for other reasons. 

o Messages stuck in the JAVA stack are shown using the Message Display Tool (MDT) of the PI. While 
the data collection is based on the creation date of a message (e.g. consider all messages that have 
been created within a certain time bucket and are still in an error state), PI’s MDT is based on the current 
status date of a message (e.g. consider all messages that are in an error at the specified time frame). To 
compensate for these different procedures (which cannot be changed by BPMon), different time buckets 
are used to ensure that the messages which have led to an alert are shown. For example, for time 
bucket ‘TD’, all messages in an error state between today 00:00:00 today 24:00:00 are shown. In 
exceptional cases, this could be more messages than accounted for in the alert as the display would 
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also show messages created before today but running into an error state only today. For time bucket 
‘YD’, all messages in an error state between yesterday 00:00:00 and today 24:00:00 are shown in the 
MDT. This could be more messages than accounted for in the alert as the display would also show 
messages created today. 

 

11.5 Monitoring via Message-based Alerting Functionality 

11.5.1 System Requirements 

The following prerequisites have to be met in order to configure message-based alerting for PI messages 
and to integrate it into Business Process Monitoring in SAP Solution Manager: 

o PI Basis release 6.40 with SP21, or  

o PI Basis 7.0 with SP13, or  

o PI Basis 7.1 with SP3.  

 

11.5.2 Configuration of Monitoring  

Unlike other interface monitoring objects, the main part for setting up message-based alerting takes place on 
the managed system itself. Within the ABAP stack of the PI system, alert categories have to be configured in 
the Alert Management framework (ALM). Each category can have one or more alerting rules assigned. 
These alerting rules are defined in the Runtime Workbench of the PI system. In order to make the alerts 
accessible for Business Process Monitoring, this alert information has to be replicated into the PI’s (or any 
other central) CCMS from where it can be picked up by the BPMon infrastructure. 

 

Find below a short description of the setup steps to be taken on the PI system. More detailed information on 
the Message-based Alerting functionality itself and its configuration is available in SAP Help: Message-based 
Alerting  

 

Create alert categories 

1. Open transaction ALRTCATDEF in the ABAP stack of the SAP PI system in order to create a new alert 
category. Each alert category serves as an “alert container” for all messages running into an error which 

http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw04s/helpdata/en/80/942f3ffed33d67e10000000a114084/frameset.htm
http://help.sap.com/saphelp_nw04s/helpdata/en/80/942f3ffed33d67e10000000a114084/frameset.htm
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fit the interface definition provided in the assigned alert rules (see below). At the end, the number of 
alerts per alert category is reported to CCMS, and from there it can be picked up by the Business 
Process Monitoring infrastructure. 

  

The configuration of alert categories can also be accessed from the Runtime Workbench (SXMB_IFR  
Configuration and Monitoring  Runtime Workbench  Alert Configuration). 

 

 

2. For each alert category, the alert reception in the ALM alert inbox has to be enabled via one of the 
following options: 

o Deposit fixed recipients by pressing the button ‘Fixed Recipients’. 

o Define recipients via user roles. 

o Define a subscription authorization. 

Note that it is necessary to deposit at least one alert recipient in one of the three recipient types, 
otherwise the alert category remains inactive. Each alert recipient will then receive the corresponding 
alerts in its Alert Inbox. However, for the purpose of monitoring via SAP Solution Manager, the Alert 
Inbox does not have to be used as all alerts will also be visible in BPMon. 
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More information on the alert recipient definition can be found in SAP Help at: Recipient Determination. 

 

3. Specify the properties of newly created alert category as follows.  

 

 

 

Again, note that attributes like ‘Escalation Recipient’ are relevant for the Alert Framework (ALM) 

functionality only. If the alert handling should be realized via SAP Solution Manager, only the category 

description needs to be maintained. 

4. Specify text information that will be added to the alerts within the ALM on tab ‘Long and Short Text’. This 
information is not available for the alert text within CCMS and SAP Solution Manager, but it is useful 
when confirming the alerts in ALM. 
 

 

http://help.sap.com/erp2005_ehp_03/helpdata/EN/92/5e073c8e56f658e10000000a114084/frameset.htm
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The following attributes are available. They are filled during runtime of the alert creation: 

Description Attribute Dynamic Placeholders 

An error occurred 
during the file 
processing 

Message &SXMS_MSG_GUID& 

Error &SXMS_TO_ADAPTER_ERRTXT& 

Error Category &SXMS_ERROR_CAT& 

Error Code &SXMS_ERROR_CODE& 

The following Interface 
is affected 

Sender Service &SXMS_FROM_SERVICE& 

 

Sender Party &SXMS_FROM_PARTY& 

Sender Namespace &SXMS_FROM_NAMESPACE& 

Sender Interface &SXMS_FROM_INTERFACE& 

Receiver Service &SXMS_TO_SERVICE& 

Receiver Party &SXMS_TO_PARTY& 

Receiver Namespace &SXMS_TO_NAMESPACE& 

Receiver Interface &SXMS_TO_INTERFACE& 

Infos for errors on 
Adapter Engine 

Adapter Type &SXMS_TO_ADAPTER_TYPE& 

Error Text &SXMS_TO_ADAPTER_ERRTXT& 

 

5. Repeat these steps until all needed alert categories are created. 

 

Create and assign the alerting rules 

1. Call transaction SXMB_IFR on the SAP PI system to enter the Runtime Workbench. Here you can 
create alert rules that will be assigned to the previously created alert categories. If needed, several alert 
rules can be assigned to the same alert category. 
Click on ‘Alert Configuration’ and give the rule a name (in field ‘Description’).  
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2. Set the flag ‘Rule Active’. 

3. Remove the flag for ‘Suppress Multiple Alerts of This Rule’ so that the alerts are not just updated but 
new alerts are generated whenever this rule is met. 

4. Specify the filter criteria in the section ‘Alert Rule Definition’. 

o Set the field ‘Connected to Message’ to ‘Not Relevant’.  
Note: Some errors can also occur without being assigned to a specific message. In order to monitor 
such errors, select the option ‘No’ for the ‘Connected to Message’ condition. In this case you cannot 
enter any further details about the sender or receiver.  

o Depending on the required granularity, the message-based alerting allows to restrict the single rules 
to single error codes. For simplification reasons the flag for ‘No Restriction’ should be set to include 
all errors for the sender and receiver combination.  

o Since errors for a message can occur before the receiver determination takes place, at least two 
rules need to be defined to fully monitor a message: One with fully specified sender information and 
wildcards (*) for the receiver information; another one with fully specified sender information and fully 
specified receiver information. See the following examples: 

 Customizing for sender and receiver 

 
 

 Customizing for sender without receiver 
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You can use the wildcard character (*). You can enter just the ‘*’, or enter it at the start, the end, 
or at the start and end of a string. 

5. In section ‘Select Alert Category’ select the ALM alert category that you want to use. 

6. To add the new rule to the list of alert rules, choose ‘Add Rule’. 

 

Schedule background job 

In order to replicate the alerts from the Alert Inbox to the CCMS, a background job has to be scheduled that 
periodically updates the corresponding MTE in the CCMS with the newest alerts. This background job runs 
the ABAP program SXMSALERT_ACTIVE_ALERTS and should only be started from within the Runtime 
Workbench via button ‘Show/Hide CCMS Connection’. It is recommended to set a high frequency (default: 5 
minutes) to ensure a timely availability of the alerts in the CCMS.   

 

 

Setup in SAP Solution Manager 

In the next step the MTE nodes representing the alert categories have to be included into BPMon in SAP 
Solution Manager.  
1. Access the BPMon Setup tool of your solution. Navigate to the business process step or interface to 

which you want to assign the PI Message Monitoring and create a new monitoring object of area ‘CCMS 
Monitor’. 
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2. Open the maintenance screen for the new monitoring object. There, use the value help for field ’CCMS 
Context’ to assign the context ‘SAP XI Central Monitoring’ to the monitoring object. 

 

 

3. In the table below create a new counter using the ‘Add’ button and open the value help for field ‘Short 
Text’ in order to select the MTE nodes. Each MTE node created for the alert categories is named 
‘Number of active alerts’. The name of the alert category itself is contained in field ‘MTE Name’. You 
can select one or more MTE nodes for monitoring at the same time.  
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For further details on how to work with the monitoring type “CCMS Monitoring” please refer to the Setup 
Guide – Business Process Monitoring. 

 

11.5.3 “Detail Info” Lists 

No “Detail Info” list is available for the monitoring via the message based alerting. In order to have a link to 
an analysis tool available for these monitoring objects, configure a link to the URL of the ALM Alert Inbox in 
node 'Analysis & Monitoring Tools'. The URL to the ALM Alert Inbox is usually structured as follows: 
http://<host>:<port>/rwb/FrontComponent/FC_Secure.jsp?doAction=showAlertInbox 

 

11.6 Further Information on Message Monitoring via ALM 
Typically, you are informed within Business Process Operations Work Center’s Alert Inbox in SAP Solution 
Manager about PI messages in error status (e.g. 10 messages exist for alert category “Mapping Errors for 
delivery replication”). From the Alert Inbox you navigate to the ALM where you can start the detailed analysis 
and correct the errors in the appropriate native tools. 

 

Solved alerts need to be confirmed in both the SAP Solution Manager and the ALM. Otherwise the 
background job again transfers the unconfirmed ALM alerts to the CCMS and thus creates new alerts 
in the BPMon infrastructure for situations that have already been marked as ‘solved’ there. 

 

In order to avoid this situation consider the possibilities provided by enhancement spot 
ENH_SPOT_DSWP_BPM_NOTIF on SAP Solution Manager. There, BAdI 
BADI_BPMON_ALERT_CONFIRMATIO provides a possibility to trigger automatic activities at the 
time of a BPMon alert confirmation and could be used to replicate the BPMon alert confirmation to the 
ALM. Please see the Setup Guide - Auto-Reaction Messages in the SAP Service Marketplace for 
details. 

 

http://service.sap.com/~sapdownload/011000358700006137532006E/BPMon_Setup_Guide.pdf
http://service.sap.com/~sapdownload/011000358700006137532006E/BPMon_Setup_Guide.pdf
http://service.sap.com/~sapdownload/011000358700000525622010E/Auto-reaction_Messages.pdf
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11.7 Monitoring Message Processing Times 
Within the PI system, it is possible to set up a basic performance monitoring for messages processed in the 
integration engine (ABAP stack). As a result, the average processing time of messages belonging to a 
specific interface is written into the CCMS of the PI system from where it can be accessed by Business 
Process Monitoring. The below steps describe the setup steps on the PI system. A description on how to set 
up monitoring object “CCMS Monitoring” in order to include the CCMS values into BPMon can be found in 
the Setup Guide – Business Process Monitoring. 

1. Open transaction SM30 and call table ALXMBPFALERT in order to maintain the PI performance 
monitoring scenario(s): 

 

 

2. Specify the selection criteria for the interfaces to be monitored and maintain threshold values for yellow 
and red alerts. Per default the evaluation period is 900 sec. It can be adjusted directly in the CCMS for 
this MTE.  

 

 

As a result the following content is available in CCMS (RZ20  CCMS monitor sets  SAP CCMS Monitor 
Templates  Exchange Infrastructure  <SID>  IEngine_<SID>_<CLIENT> Integration Server  
Message Performance by Sender/Receiver): 

http://service.sap.com/~sapdownload/011000358700006137532006E/BPMon_Setup_Guide.pdf
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12 Monitoring of PI Channels 

12.1 Background Information 
In order to define the communication details for a SAP PI message so-called communication channels are 
used in SAP PI. Both the inbound and outbound communication is maintained in the channel definition, 
including the adapter used for the particular interface. This way the right sender and receiver components 
are available during runtime of a message. Communication channels can have different statuses which 
influences the runtime of the PI message, too. If a J2SE adapter engine is used, J2SE adapters are used 
instead of communication channels to define the inbound and outbound processing. 

 

The status of the communication channels can be retrieved from the PI system using the SAP NetWeaver 
Administrator tool “Communication Channel Monitor”. 

  

You can also access this function from the Runtime Workbench. (e.g. via transaction SXMB_IFR). In section 
Component Monitoring select the adapter engine you are interested in and start the Communication Channel 
Monitor. This applies to J2SE adapter engines, too. 
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12.2 Purpose and Benefit of Monitoring PI Channels 
If a communication channel or J2SE adapter is in an inactive or erroneous state the PI messages of the 
particular interface cannot be processed (as the sender or receiver components cannot be determined). 
Thus it is essential to monitor the involved communication channels or J2SE adapters of a SAP PI interface 
with high frequency, to be notified about failures or unavailability in time. 

 

12.3 Monitoring Object “PI non-Message Monitoring” 
(IMXIMON2) 

12.3.1 System Requirements 

The following technical prerequisites have to be met in order to use the Monitoring Object “PI non-Message 
Monitoring”:  

o ST-A/PI 01Q or higher is implemented on SAP Solution Manager system 

o Basis release 7.0 or higher on SAP Solution Manager system 

 

In order to use the key figures “Channels by Activation Status” and “Channels by Channel Status” (see 
below) a specific RFC destination of type G has to be maintained in SAP Solution Manager, which points to 
the managed PI system. The user that is used in this RFC destination must have the following authorization 
in PI JAVA stack: 

o Action xi_af_channel_admin_display. Note that this action is not contained in SAP standard roles in all 

SAP PI releases. It might have to be added manually to the user. Refer to SAP note 1349964 for more 

details. 

Chapter Further Information describes how to maintain the specific RFC destination. 

 

12.3.2 Available Key Figures 

The following key figures are available: 

Name Analysis Tool Description 

Channels by 
Activation Status 

Channel Admin 

Servlet 

This key figure checks for a PI channel in a specified 

activation state. 

Channels by 
Channel Status 

Channel Admin 

Servlet 

This key figure checks for a PI channel in a specified 

channel state. 

J2SE Adapter 
Status 

 This key figure checks for J2SE adapters in a specified 

state, in a J2SE adapter engine. 

J2SE Adapter 
Condition 

 This key figure checks for J2SE adapters in a specified 

adapter condition, in a J2SE adapter engine. 

 

12.3.3 Configuration on Monitoring Object Level 

There are no parameters to maintain on monitoring object level. 

 

12.3.4 Key Figure “Channels by Activation Status” 

This key figure measures the number of communication channels within a given activation status. The 
following selection criteria can be provided: 

o Party: The communication party used in the communication channel. 
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o Service: The service used in the communication channel. Note that the term Service corresponds to 

communication component as known from SAP PI integration Builder. 

o Channel Name:  The communication channel to be monitored. 

o Status: The current activation status of the communication channel. Possible values are Started, 

Stopped, and Unregistered. A value help exists for this parameter. 

Parameter Status is mandatory to maintain. All parameters allow wildcard characters (*) at any position. 

 

Specify the threshold values for yellow and red alerts. An alert is triggered if the number of communication 
channels found for the specified criteria exceed the thresholds values. 

  

12.3.5 Key Figure “Channels by Channel Status” 

This key figure measures the number of communication channels within a given channel status. The 
following selection criteria can be provided: 

o Party: The communication party used in the communication channel. 

o Service: The service used in the communication channel. Note that the term Service corresponds to 

communication component as known from SAP PI integration Builder. 

o Channel Name:  The communication channel to be monitored. 

o Status: The current channel status of the communication channel. Possible values are OK, Inactive, 

Error, and Unknown.  A value help exists for this parameter. 

Parameter Status is mandatory to maintain. All parameters allow wildcard characters (*) at any position. 

 

Specify the threshold values for yellow and red alerts. An alert is triggered if the number of communication 
channels found for the specified criteria exceed the thresholds values. 

 

12.3.6 Key Figure “J2SE Adapter Status” 

This key figure measures the number of J2SE adapters within a given adapter status. The following selection 
criteria can be provided: 

o Adapter Name: The J2SE adapter to be monitored. 

o Status: The current adapter status of the J2SE adapter. Possible values are Initialized, Started, 

Stopped, and Terminated.  A value help exists for this parameter. 

Parameter Status is mandatory to maintain. All parameters allow wildcard characters (*) at any position. 

 

Specify the threshold values for yellow and red alerts. An alert is triggered if the number of J2SE adapters 
found for the specified criteria exceed the thresholds values. 

 

12.3.7 Key Figure “J2SE Adapter Condition” 

This key figure measures the number of J2SE adapters within a given adapter condition. The following 
selection criteria can be provided: 

o Adapter Name: The J2SE adapter to be monitored. 

o Status: The current adapter condition  of the J2SE adapter. Possible values are Green, Yellow and Red.  

A value help exists for this parameter. 

Parameter Status is mandatory to maintain. All parameters allow wildcard characters (*) at any position. 

 

Specify the threshold values for yellow and red alerts. An alert is triggered if the number of J2SE adapters 
found for the specified criteria exceed the thresholds values. 
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12.3.8 “Detail Info” Lists 

The “Detail Info” functionality for PI non-Message Monitoring displays a list of all channels which were 
alerted, together with their status: 

 

 

12.4 Further information  

12.4.1 How to Establish Connection to the Managed PI System  

Unlike other monitors the data collector for PI non-Message Monitoring is not run on the managed system 
directly, but executed locally in SAP Solution Manager. During run time it connects to the JAVA stack of the 
managed PI system using a RFC destination of type G (http connection). This RFC destination must be 
defined in SM59 in SAP Solution Manager. Moreover an additional attribute must be assigned to the product 
system of the PI system in SAP Solution Manager’s LMDB. Below instructions describe the setup procedure 
step-by-step. 

1. Open SM59 in SAP Solution Manager System. Create a destination of type G obeying the naming 
convention <SID of managed system>_CHANNEL_MONITOR. Enter the target host and port of the PI 
system in the corresponding fields of the “Technical Settings” tab, and provide a valid user in “Logon & 
Security” tab. Take care that this user has the authorizations as described in chapter System 
Requirements. 
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2. Create an additional attribute in SAP Solution Manager using transaction SM34. Provide 
VC_LMDB_ADD_ATTR as view cluster name and press “Maintain”. 

 

 

Inside the maintenance screen use button “New Entries” to create the new attribute. 

 

Provide the following configuration and save: 

 Attribute Key:  Z_RFC_CHANNEL 
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 Attribute Name: Z_RFC_CHANNEL 

 Description: RFC Destination for PI Channel Monitoring 

 Application Component: SV-SMG-MON-BPM 

 Set a flag in check box Product System 

 Value Table: RFCDES 

 Value Field: RFCDEST 

 Search Help: F4_RFCDES 

 Search Help Field: RFCDEST 

 

 

Note that you are asked to assign the changes to a transport request. This enables you to make the new 
attribute available throughout your system landscape using the standard transport mechanisms. 

 

3. Finally the new attribute has to be made available to the Product System behind the Logical Component 
of the managed PI system. To perform the assignment call SAP Solution Manager’s LMDB using 
transaction /nLMDB. Provide the name of the Logical Component in the corresponding tab and open the 
maintenance view. 
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Navigate to the “Related Product System” in the tree structure on the left side. Then switch to tab 
“Additional Attributes”. 

 

 

There assign the previously created attribute using the drop-down menu in column “Attribute”, and select 
RFC destination <SID of managed system>_CHANNEL_MONITOR from the value help in column 
“Value”. Save. 

 

 


